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Practical projects to build at home
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electronics
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RADIO EXCHANGE LTD.

.

41.

INCLUDE

we cannot

Crevsei crl eisat2s

for th tim"bVAT
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(:ral ;IP Opens to

ge

nd

Completely Solderless

NEW EDU-KIT MAJOR
*

VVe re gret
larceciea

Construction Kit. Build these projects without
soldering iron or solder
i

Earpiece R ..1,.

11

*

* liatteryleta Crystal Radio
* One Transistor Radio.
* 2 Transistor Regenerative

Transistor Push Pull
Amplifier.

* Signal Tracer.

* 7 Transistor loudspeaker

* xignnl Injector* Trinket., Tatter NPNPNP.

* 5 Transistor Short %Vase

* 4 Transistor Push Pull

* Electronic Metronome
* Electronic Noise Generator.

Amplifier.

Radio 5144/I.W.

Radio.

* 3 Transistor Regenerative

Radio.

Radio.

* Audible Continuity Tatter.
* Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.

Components Include: 24 Resistors 21 Capacitors 10 Transistors 3r Loudspeaker Earpiece Mica Baseboard 3 12 -way connectors 2 Volume controls
3 Knobs Ready Wound MWiLW/
2 Slider Switches I Tuning Condenser
SW Coils Ferrite Rod M yards of wire I Yard of sleeving etc. Com-

\'
.C1)

plete kit of parts including construction plans.

£9.99

Total Building Costs

reap

VHF AIR
CONVERTOR KIT

ELECTRONIC

ONS

Build this Converter Kit Anil

receive the Aircraft Rand by
placing it by the side of a radio
tuned to Medium Wave or the

ECK 1
Tratisistiir

3

Long Was e Rand and operating

Stag.

Receiver Klt. Full
Medium Waie Coverage. Complete
with Ready Wound Ferrite Rol
Aerial. High Efficiency Air Spaced

as shown in the instruetiong
supplied free with all parts.
a
retractable chronic
Cites
plated telescopic aerial. caln
Control. V. It. F. Tuning
Capacitor, Transistor, etc.

Earpiece

Tuning Capacitor. Sensitive Crystal Earpiece and Gain Control. Operates Iron a

9 Volt P.P.; Battery (not aupplial with kiti.
This Electronic Construction Kit is a good
starter for those interested In kit building and
soldering. Complete kit
£4.raA
of part.. including
u
coma ruction plant.

ECK 2

Self

VII Parts including Caw' *,111 1.11111.

Contained

Multi

ROAMER TEN MARK 2

Bawl V.H.F. Receiver Kit.
3 Diodes. Push/Pull
output. 3" Loudspeaker, Gain Control.
Superb 9 section swivel ratchet and
retractable chnone plated telescopic aerial,
Capacitor,
V.H.F.
Tuning
Resistors,
Capacitors. Transistors, etc. Will receive
T.V. Sound, Public Service Band, Aircraft,
V.H.F. Local Stations, etc. Operates from a
S

Trai .. i .. ors

and

With VHF including aircraft
NOW with free earpiece and sx itch...I socket. lo Trar.sistors. Latest 4" 2 watt Ferrite Slagnet Lowlopealo
9 Tuneable Wavebands. MW I. 91W2. 1W SWI.
SW3. Trax ler Rand. VII F and 13wal Stations also Aircraft

Rand. Built in Ferrite Roil Aerial Mr MW/LW'. Chrome
plated a section Telescopic .Aerial rail be angled sad
rotated for peak short was« awl VIII, listening

1 Volt P.P.7 Battery Inot supplied with kit,

Complete kit of parts !winding construction plant £7.95 Pi' e

E C K 3 5 Transistor Medium Witte Receiver Kit. Claws ...A" Output with 31' Loudspeaker. simple to
_

roperft, a:11, 111I Medium Wave Coverage. Ready Wound I" Ferrite Roil Aerial. No external Aerial required.

7 stages, 3 Transistors and 2 Diodes, Tutting
Capacitor, Gain Control, etc. Operates f
a 41/ Volt Battery loot supplied(. Complete kit
P.P. end lt.. 45p.

onion.

Wave

Change and tone Controls. Attractive Case in

Loudspeaker. Push/Pull output stage. Gain Control. and Rotary Switch. 7 Trantistora and 4 Diodes

3"

ii section

chrome -plated telescope. aerial. 5" Sensitive Heady
Wound Ferrite Roil Aerial. Tuning Capacitor.
a
iic- froni a 9 Volt
Resistom
c plete kit
P.P. 7 Batt.

Mack with silver blocking
4".
7"
Site 9"
Easy to follow instruc-

tion.

and

diagram.s.

price list and
plant Slip free with parts.
Parts

Total building

I

.

Aerial roe( Tape Record
Sockets. lb Transistors
plus 3 Diode, Ganged
Tnuhig COleirliNer Willi
test'
Separate
H
coil for Aircraft Band.
Volume

ECK
4
7 Trantittors. ,1 tom able waseliands. MW. LW, Trawler Rand. 3 Short Wine Bawls. Receiver Kit. With 5"
of pert, in,

'

using
output
Pull
600111W Transistors. Car

.

of parts if ICIU.litle conttruction Plan"

£5.40

£4.35 rats's. 4'4'4

P.P. and ins. 45p.

costs £11.87

11

and

in

ea

7.25

construct ion I,.

EDU-KIT JUNIOR
-

TO RADIO EXCHANGE LTD., 61A HIGH
,,ttruction Kit. Build these

STREET, BEDFORD MK40 ISA. Tel: 0234 52367,
REG NO. 788372

Callers side entrance "Lavelle" Shop.
Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30. Mon -Fri. 9-12 Sat.

I

,.1,

e

Coverage.

No BatterY

ithe Transistor Radio.
*2 Transistor Regenerative Radio.
*3 Transistor Earpiece Radio Medium Was.- Cos eras..
*4 Transistor Medium Wave Loudspeaker Radio.
"Electronic Noise Generator.
Electronic Metronome.

*4 Transistor Push/Pull Amplifier.
All parts including Loudspeaker. Earpiece, MW Ferrite ilo.1

£7.50 P.P. and Ins 45p

Aerial. Capacitors, Resistors, Transistors. etc.
Complete kit of parts including construction plans

I

enclose

for

Name

Address

EE I

I can just imagine the old chap bawling at Rudolph "Here's

another nice mess you've landed us in!" And there's
Rudolph smirking all over his face, fondly imagining he's

been bitten by the electronics bug, just send them one, and

then every time the/ use It (which will be often) they'll
think "what a clever ;eller you are!"

another Biggles. They've certainly a lot of ground to cover to

deliver all those toys, not to mention all those gorgeous
Home Radio Components Catalogues!

Of course, you already own one yourself? No? Then treat
yourself right away . . you deserve it! The catalogue has
240 pages listing about 6,000 items, of which nearly 2,000
.

Don't worry .
they'll soon carry out some make -shift
repairs and your catalogue will arrive on time. That is,
assuming you have ordered one! You have ordered one ..
haven't you? If not, please order right away. It certainly is
the most useful present you could give the electronics
.

.

.

enthusiast. So, if you have a son, grandson or nephew who's

114900111

N

are illustrated. The :ost fcr that little lot is 85p plus 45p
postage and packing, but the catalogue has 14 vouchers,

which when used as directed enable you to claim back
70 pence. Send the coupcn below, with your cheque or
P.O. fo- £1 30 today.

I showed this advert to my grand -daughter and she asked "Is a victory roll something you eat?" It
therefore occurred to me that the point of the cartoon might escape our younger readers, so here is
the explanation. During World War Two, if one of our fighter pilots shot down an enemy aircraft,
when he returned to base he did a slow roll over the aerodrome before landing: hence the term
"Victory Roll."
japppPlease write your Name and Address in block capitals

Chrifitillaq

to all our

NAME

dia

ADDRESS .

reaberci.
I HOME RADIO (Components, LTD., Dom

234.240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

(Regn. No

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept EE, 234-240 London Road, Mitchdm,CR4 3HD Phone 01-648 8422
,
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car

The tried, tested, proven, reliable, complete,
professional, capacitive discharge,

leas rated best of 0tern temed by ,,,,,a,, hilolor.,141,.

- MINN

HEIM

capacitive discharge electronic ignition system.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite
circuit It completely eliminates problems of the

To ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES DEPT EE I

$2 Bath Street. Walsall. WSI 3DE.

Phone 33652.
From Name
Address

contact breaker. There Is no misfire because

contact breaker bounce Is eliminated electronically by a pulse suppression circuit which prevents

the unit firing If the points bounce open at high
R.P.M. Contact breaker burn Is eliminated by
reducing the current to about 1/50th of the norm. It

oerformance drivers etc.

will perform equally well with new, old, or even

Orr.

Sparkrite elk 2 DIT AN. kits A 51043
Sparkrite Mk 2 Reedy Built Negative
earth

top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer and
components, cables, coil connectors, printed
circuit board, nuts, bolts, silicon grease, lull
nstructlons to make the kit negative or positive
earth, and 10 page Installation Instructions.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Electronic R.P.M. limitation. This can be.
ncluded In the unit to prevent over revving, or.
advantage to most companies, hire firms, high

Sparkrite MK2 is a high performance, high quality,

MID

of SCR lock on and therefore eliminates the
Possibility of blowing the transistors or the SCR.

(Many capacitive discharge ignitions

113-1116

Sparkrite Mk 2 Ready Built Positive
earth le 113-115

Ignition changeover switches hJ 1279
R.P.M. Limit systems in the above units

1242

I endow chegue/P.is for
Cheque Ns.

Electronic/
Ronal ignition switch. Give,
nstant changeover from "Sparkrite" Ignition to
i:onventional ignition for performance comps,
sons, static timing etc., and will also switch tt..,
gnition off completely as a security device
ncludes: switch, connectors, mounting braciii,

badly pitted points and Is not dependent upon the
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging
the system. Sparkrite incorporates a short circuit
protected inverter which eliminates the problems

and instructions. Cables excluded.
PRICES

are not

completely foolproof In this respect.)
Sparkrite can therefore give you: up to 20% better

J.I.Y. assembly kit £10'63 incl. V.A.T. post antt
packing. Ready built unit L13-86 Incl. V.A.T. post
and packing. (Both to fit all vehicles with col!
distributor Ignition up to 8 cylinders.)
Switch for instant changeover from "Sparirrite
ignition to conventional ignition £2.79 inc
V.A.T. post and packing. R.P.M. limiting control

fuel consumption, instant all weather staling,

cleaner plugs-they last up to 5 times longer without attention, faster acceleration, higher top
speeds, longer coil and battery fife, efficient fuel
burning and less air pollution, smoother running,
continual peak performance.
THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED.
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt

42 incl. V.A.T. post and packing. (Fitted

case on ready built unit, dashboard mounting O"
kit.)
CALLERS WELCOME

black epoxy resin, ready drilled base and heatsink,

(Send SAE if brochure only reauired)

ENGINEERS

ELECTROWITE
The good components service
In relatively few years, Electrovalue has risen to a position
of pre-eminence as mail-order (and industrial) suppliers of
semi -conductors, components, accessories, etc. There are

wide ranges and large stocks to choose from as well as
many worthwhile advantages to enjoy when you order
from Electrovalue.

CATALOGUE 8 NOW READY

Enlarged to 144 pages. New items. Opto-electronics, Diagram
of components, applications, I.C. circuits. etc. Better than
even No. 7. Post free 46p, including voucher for 40p for use on
order over £5 list value.

FIRE

This 76 page

FREE

shows how!

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB
Do you want promotion, a better Job,
higher pay? "New Opportunities" shows
you how to get them through a low-cost
home study course. There are no hooks to
buy and you can pay-secyoulearn.

WITH

MORE PAY!

This helpful guide to success should be
read by every ambitious engineec.
Bend for this helpful 76 page FREE book

now. No obligation and nobody will call

on you. It could be the beet thing you
ever did.

MI =I UNCUT OUT THIS COUPON le I= MEI I =MI
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!
Tick or state subtert of int el,St Post to the address belou

DISCOUNTS
On all C.W.O. mail orders, except for some Items marked NETT.

50! on orders list value
/o £10 or more

1 0 cY on orders list value
o £15 or more

FREE POST & PACKING

On all C.W.O. mail orders In U.K. over L2 list value. If under,
add 10p handling charge.

PRICE STABILIZATION POLICY

Prices are held and then reviewed over minimum periods of
3 months-With effect from Feb 1st 1975.

QUALITY GUARANTEE

On everything In our Catalogue-No manufacturer's rejects
seconds or sub-standards merchandise.

ELECTROVALUE LTD

Llrer noel
Engineering

Electrical
Draughtsmanship
Electrical
Mathematics
Electronic
Engineering

Conlon', Frog

284475. Shop hours 9-5.30 daily, 9-1 pm Salo.

NORTHERN BRANCH: MN, Burnam" Lane. Buena.., Manchester

M19 1NA. Telephone (061) 432 4945. Shop hours Dilly 9-5.30 pm: 9-1pm Sala.

2

C & U Radio, T.V. and
Electronic Mechanics 0
General Radio soil
TV Engineering

O

Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and

0

I
I

o

I

CITY AND GUILDS
Inetallations and
Wiring

CITY AND GUILDS
Electrical

0

Technicians

CITY AND GUILDS
TeleconimunicaGone

Repairs

O Translator
E

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE
DEPT. EEV 13 READING RG7 4PF

Radio Amateurs'
Exam. etc. etc.

Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue
Moorgate, London EC2Y SEJ. Tel: 01-628 2721.
NAYS (111.1,C.4116

EEV 13

ADDRESS

All cornmumcshons to Dap!. 31 I . 211. ST, JUDES ROAD. ENGLEFIELD

GREEN, RONAN, SURREY 'TWEE SHE. Telephone Epharn 3003, Telex

Colour T.V. Elen.lcing [11

Electrical Installationso
and Wiring

POSTCODE

ors., sub,cte

1,restilea be r Ar'

A.

M.wb e of A.B.C.C.I

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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BI-PRE-PAK
The people for component bargains
ORIGINATORS OF PRE -PACKED COMPONENTS IN BRITAIN -- AND STILL LEADING!

GREAT XMAS OFFER!
BATT/MAINS STEREO F.M. TUNER AMPLIFIER

E18TO SHOW YOU £12

Bi-Pre-Pak
Special s
Super
A

* TOTAL VALUE £30
-YOU PAY £1800
* PRICES INCLUDE
V.A.T. AND
POSTAGE AND
PACKING IN U.K.

* SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

* ORDER NOWDELIVERY BY
RETURN

A SAVING OF
1

if you buy all 4 units together. Bought singly you still save 334% off regular
advertised price of each unit
F.M. TUNER FRONT-END
I.F. BOARD
Ganged tuning; A.F.C. facility.
Reduction -geared drive, 88-108

MHZ. Usual price inc. VAT

45

£4.50

5 WATT MUSIC POWER

I.C. AMP

aligned. (L.E.D. for stereo beacon

Useful stereo power amplifier
with good performance, at econ-

available at 20p)
price inc. VAT

omy price. Usual price inc.
VAT £8 01

usual
£7.22

24.82

25.34

NEW RANGE B -P -P TRANSISTOR & COMPONENT PACKS

OFFERS

TP SELECTION

LM 31110 AUDIO IC

(Marked SL60745). Brand
new and to spec. 3 watts

R.M.S. out. With data.
SN7490.

marked.

TP21 30 short lead (6mm approx.)

transistors. NPN silicon planar
Ex -radio

types.
good, but
changes.

Brand

new I.C. to spec. decade
counters
only E1 26
Fire SN7400 Oued 2
put Nand gate ICs.

UT SELECTION

TP111 100 diodes. mixed Germanium,
Gold -bonded, etc. Marked/Un-

75p

mnfrer,

production

UT1
U1'2

UT4

all

line

TP23 Twenty NPN Si icon uncoded

Only Op'

UTS

T05. Similar to EFY50/2, 2N696,
2N1613, etc. Complementary to

UT7

TP24.

UTS

TP24 Twenty PNP Silicon, uncoded
TOS. Similar to IlFY64, 2N2404/5

SUNDRY
P.1 PAK-Approx. 170 short -lead semiconductors and components. PNP,
NPN, diodes, rectifiers, etc. on PCBs.
At least 30% factory marked. Some data
supplied.
UHF 625 line tuner, rotary.
MANI
Rev Counter (for care) (8%).
E1 NI'
Books by Bernard's
Publications
Newnes-Butterworth's etc. No VAT.

TP23 8 power diodes 400V, 1 25A
Silicon FST 3/4.

11M MINIM MI.=

TERMS OF BUSINESS:

Mixed bag of capacitors-Electrolytic, Paper, Silver Mica
(Approx. 150-sold by weight).

CP2

200 (approx.) Resistors, various

150 Germanium diodes. mfr.
class.
100 Silicon diodes, min. glass,
similar to IN914, IN916.
40 250mW Zener diodes 0A224
range; average 50% good.

30 Silicon rectifiers 750mA,
mixed voltages, Top Hats. etc.
40 NPN Silicon planers. Similar to 2N3707-11 range. Low

noise amps.
UTIE 25 2N370213 Transistors, PNP
Silicon, Plastic to 92.

types. values, watts. (Sold by
weight.)
CP3 40 Wire wound resistors. mixed.
CP4

pots-pre-set, w/wound:
dual,
wIth/without
switches-all mixed.
12

carbon,

CP7

Heat sinks, assorted. To fit
SO -Z (0072) TO.1 (ACI28).
etc.

SS300 POWER SUPPLY STABILISER

saves on fuel. P&P 50o.

Add this to your unstabilised supply to obtain steady working voltage from 12 to 50V for your audio system, workbench
etc. Meters can be easily added.
13.25.

Simple to assemble and fit. Improves car performance,
E7

BI-PRE-PAK X -HATCH GENERATOR Mk.2
Four -pattern selector switch

PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS

Ready -built
and t

'Al $3

40 WATT SILICON'
Type
Polarity

'17 1113

40N1

Is invaluable to industrial and home user alike. Improved
circuitry assures reliability and still better accuracy. Very
compact, self-contained Robustly built. Widely used by TV
rental and other engineers. With reinforced fibreglass case,
Instructions, but less batteries. (Three U2 type required.).

40P1

TV SIGNAL STRENGTH METER

90N1

3" a 51" 3'

INew edition better than ever. It's I
YOUr.s for free and well worth
S.A.E. with 16p stamp if we have
to post It to you.
NOW READY

CPI

CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION KIT

'THE FREE CATALOGUE1

Igetting-only please send large I

CP SELECTION

93 PNP's Germanium, AF 6 RF.

ALL ABOVE PACKS-SOp EACH. TP Tested 6 Guaranteed; UT Untested, unmarked; CP Components.

1111=1

J=11

VAT £6.76

2 STEREO DECODER, using I.C.
U Designed for Lse with the above
modules, can also be used with
other mono F.M. tuners. Ready

use

TOTAL VALUE AT REGULAR ADVERTISED PRICE £30.00

SPECIAL

L

I.C. Designed for
front-end.
with
above
Usual price inc.

.34

£8-01

3

Three

( Using

In kit form

Please add SOD for postage and packing

Complete kit as described In "Television" EH SS plus 40p'

for PAP

VAT at 25% must be added to total value of order except for Items marked
' or (8%). when VAT is to be added at 8%. No VAT en overseas orders. POST
8. PACKING add 2Sp for UK orders unless marked otherwise. Minimum mail
order acceptable-Lt. Overseas orders, add E1 for postage. Any difference
will be credited or charged. PRICES subiect to alteration without notice.

AVAILABILITY All items available at time of going to Pres. when every
effort Is mad* to ensure correctness of Information.

4012
40P2

NPN
NPN
PNP
PNP

Gain

VCE

Price

15
40

280

40

15
40
15
40

Gain

VCE

Price

15
40
15
40

15
40
15
40

259

IS

Mp

Illp
300

N WATT SILICON
Type
90N2
90P1

90P2

Polarity
NPN
NPN
PNP
PNP

Up
!Sp

Up

* PHONE WRITE CALL WITHOUT DELAY
GIVE US YOUR ACCESS NO. and we will do the rest!
If you prefer not to cut coupon out please mention EE18 when writing

MEM
MI

NM NM

To BI-PRE-PAK, 224-226 WEST RD., WESTCUFF.ONSEA, ESSEX
Please send

.

to' which I enclose

inc. V A T

M

Name

222 224 WEST ROAD.WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA. ESSEX SSO 90F

Andress

EE16

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND t0702146344.

GET THE NAME AND ADDRESS RIGHT WHEN ORDERING
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CRESCENT RADIO LTD.
11-15 & 17 MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 6TL
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, EDMONTON, N.9
MAIL ORDER DEPT.
I St Michaels Terrace Wood Green London N22 4S)
Phone 888 3206 & MAIL ORDER 888-4474
LOW PRICE
TRANSISTORS

ABS PLASTIC BOXES

Handy bones for construction projects
Moulded extrusion rail. for P.C. or
chassis panels. Fitted with Gum front

It rio311

panels.

141'10 It

1006 -105inni x 73mm x 46mm -UP.

Ti P42
75p
in '75 229

151:

i'i.121..

26p
15p

I Alt!,

Op

Plus 25 ., VAT

1004 es 150:nm x 74tnm x 47mm-72p.
1007-196mm x 124mm x 60mm ..111.0
1021-100mm x 74mm x 45mm "1111P
(sloping front)
Plus 8°. VAT

IC EXTRACTION TOOL
,aluable

8".. VAT

Only 409

CLEAR PLASTIC
PANEL METERS

ANTEX

SOLDERING IRO NS
AND SPARES

alp 1111moi

35non these
meter. require
Plinio hole for
mounting.
ME6
0 to 50 micro amp Full Scale
ME7
0 to 100 micro amp
MU
0 to 600 micro amp
819
0 to In:/a
11110
0 to 6in/a
MEll 0 to 10m/a

X25 25 a at l

51114

8116
REIS
81117

ME'S

21119 --

A137

21

51

4

4

A B9

4

Plum li" VAT

ABIO

4
4
3

21
51
21
2
4
5
6

U 00

A1111

812

LOW VOLTAGE

.11113
.41314
A1115
ARMS
.41117

AMPLIFIER

transiadd amplifier eon,
plete with ',Rune control,
Is suitable for 9V tic. and

II
7

It
10
10
12
12

ABIll

give

.01119

about IW at 8 ohm output.

H

Price

If
If
If

1149

Up
Hp
Up

18
2
I
2

64p

411"
'6911

111

114p

99p

3
3
3
3

7

44
6
8

111 28

1106
11 20

al 60

3

All size are appro. and in inches.

With high IMP input this
amplifier will work a.

/1 .00

We supply al, AM. FM, Stereo tuner

This kit contains all that the constructor
will need to etch the circuit. of his own

Italy wired and aligned on a ti"
4'
If" Printed board. plus the lerrtt,
serial and a switch which you connect
following our complete instructions.

design.

Ointente--Plasitic etching dish. Sample

copper clad board. Laminate Cutter.
I lb Ferric Chloride. Large Plastic
Spoon. Etch Resist Pen. Full Etching
Instruction..
C
Mete and Big Kit Valor 51 U 76p

Now you only need a 9112 Volt MC

.apply and you eon feed this tuner into

any Oeret amplifier.

Fantastic Valtme at 17 00

11°. VAT.

.

25". VAT.

TELESCOPIC AERIAL
aerial with 48.0 single bolt fixing or two

hole fixing bracket. Fully extended 43". Fully clotted - 7".
Our Price - 90p
PIP VAT a

3 KILOWATTS
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHT

CABLELESS

SOLDERING IRON

CONTROL UNIT
Middle

WAHL "ISO -TIP"

Treble.

* Completely Portable
* Solden up to 150 joint. per charge
* Re.charges In its own stand
* Fine tip for all types of soldering
* Only sr long and weighs MG 6 om.

Each channel haa It, own sensitivity
control. Just connect the Input of this

unit to the loudspeaker terminals of an
amplifier, and connect three 100V up to

1000W lamp. to the output terminals
of the unit. and you produce fascin
ming soundlight display. I All guar

Our Price 8P 75.
Plum 11°. VAT
(Spare NIA are available)

:Weed.)

£18.50 pins 75p P.

12-0-12 VOLT SOOm/a

P.

240 VOLT PRIMARY
TRANSFORMER

Phu 9°. VAT

POWER PACKS

approx.

Slue -130 mm x 55 tom x 75 mm

volt

40mm

type casset t es.
Presented In single plastic cases.

090- 42p

1'120 - Up
10% discount on ten or more castiettea
of one type
Phu 9% VAT

ss 90 each.

CRESCENT
CATALOGUE

x

LOW NOISE

Neg to - 6.74.9 volt. Fairy to fit
and transistor regulated

50p unless otherwise
Mated

60mm

bond quality tape in well made screw

PP3 Car converter. From 12v Pos. or

ttend Aip for

-

LOW PRICE CASSETTES

Battery

Eliminator. Appro. size 21"
21' x 30'. Ideal for tweet. recorder.. U U each.

U.K. CARR.

size

60mm. Fixing centres -76mm.
A REAL RARtiAIN AT 11 20 each.
Plum IV. VAT

PP1 Switched 3, 41, 0. 71. 9 and 12
volt Mi 600 nu/a, with on/off
switch and pilot light.

Plus 8",. VAT

C2.50
WIRE STRI
& CUTTERS
Bib 819, 8 wage selector ,autornatic
Opening easy grip handles £0.85
FOOT SWITCHES
Push on/off, , Anti skid
£2.70

A hobby that
pays big salaries.

I
;

All prices are excluding VAT.

Please

Enrol in the BNF & E School and you'll have an entertaining

and fascinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities
and the big money await the qualified man in every field of
Electronics today. We offer the finest home study training for
all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the CITY
AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates); the Grad.
Brit.

I.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE;

P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc
Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers;
Servo -mechanism; Mathematicsand Practical Transistor Radio
course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS' experience

in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken record of exam
successes. We are the only privately run British home study
College specialising in electronics subjects only. Fullest
details will be gladly sent without any obligation.

luniminemmon=immummmmemmim-§

BRITISH NA-IONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS,
, SCHOOL, Dept EEC 16

1

P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands

I

'NAME

I

(ADDRESS

1

add to each item the VAT rate Ito

(Block caps pleased"

diested to all orders

OM

4

out Cabinets,Chassis, PCB's

Nine sertion fully ....ding lettateopit

FERRIC CHLORIDE

Anhydrous ferric chloride 1n double
pound p11 parka.
OUR PRICE - Up PP
per lb.
grated

6-71-9

Stands, ST3, H igh grade base,
spring, spanges,accomodat ion spare bits
El. 10
SOLDER -in handy Bib
dispenser
£0.43
TRY SQUARES
10 tools in one -ideal -marking

AM -FM

STEREO TUNER

P.C. ETCHING KIT

ONLY H 00

£0.65
£2.15
£0.90
CASSETTE HEAD DEMAGNETISER
Shaped pole piece -s Ives tirneE3. 65
EARPHONES Stethoscope style,
8 ohm dynamic
E1.20
Crystal earphone- leed&plug £0.65
INTERCOMS 2 -stet on, ideal for
the home -baby alarrn,coffice,with
cable and staples
£6.35
MICROPHONES 'Dynamic, remote
start/stop,200 ohms, 100- 10kHz
6enV output
C2.15

SCOOP PURCHASE

Plus 25°. VAT ."."

PPu Switched

E2.30

P Ins V. VAT

record player, bahv Atari..

Three Channel: Ram

lide on & off 1/8" bit

E1.45

5 pin dinplugto2p4mooplugsE1.20 3/321 1/813/16", bite -seen £0.47
E IS HI-FI ACCESS3RIES
X25 Elements
£1.15
Groov-K teens /42
E1.95 Soldering K it , SK 1,'C'I ran,
I"Tape Editing Kits /23
£1.50 2 spar* bits 3/32" 6 5/32",hesat
Cassette Editing K i1s /24
£1.65 sink, wider ,base ,book let E3.85
Cassette Wallets (hold 6)

ABS

etc., amplifier.

2p din plg to 2p din skt.10rn

Cassette Head C I 'emir /31
H i -Fi Stereo Test Cassette

OUR PRICE

S TEREO HEADPHONE JUNCTION
S ORES 3 way unit selects phones
only, speakers only or both C2.30
S TEREO PRE -AMPUFIERS

3-30rnV.HIAA.Out :200-800mV
flat .20-2051Hz.Supply:PP3 £7.30
SPEAKERS Miniature, 75rnm
die, 8 ohms
£0.95
video signals, ideal servicing
SOLDERING IRONS tANT1X)
amp! I fiats, radio and tv
£4.25 15W , C miniature irons,
TEST SWITCHES 5 miniature
slide on 8. off 3/32" bit
E2.30
push to test switches
£1.00 3/3271/81 3/161bits-each £0.45
.0
'Elements
AUDIO LEADS
£1.10
5p din plg to 5p din pig. 1.5m E1.20 25W, X25 irons. low leakage,

Phu U. VAT

profemional finish.
L
W

"1'U" Meter

stereo listening in comfort and
privacy .30- 15kHz , 8 ohms £4.85

£1.50
KEYNECTORS Rapid connect to
mains.Bui It -in piano switcheS,
neon 8. 13A fuse
£3.55
MULTIMETERS Vdc/ac-10,50, 250,
1,000. !du -0.1A R -15014
£4.95
PRINTED CIRCUIT KITS Contain
all items necessary to produce
printed circuits
£3.99
S IGNAL INJECTORS Audio through

ALUMINIUM BOXES

Metal Project Boxes glee your work

"S" Meter

STEREO HEADPHONES Superb

15-

120 c

12 46

$T3. Soldering iron Stand imitable
for all itiodela
II 10

0 to 100m/a
0 to 500m/a
0 to I amp
0 to 60 volts
0 to 300 volta A.C. Full :Cal.

111113

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P AND V.A.T.
AERIALS Telescopic

X26 Spare Element
11 20
X26 Spare Bits No. 511, 51. 52 442 *ash
(`240)216 watt
1246
("240)2 Spare Element
PI 10
("240/3 Spare Bits No. 2. 3. II 12p each

0 to 50m/a

8112

C..11. LTD. P.O.BOX 34.CANTERBURV.CT1 1VT

MN ME gm

lEN

op ma am um
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HIGH POWER BATTERY MOTOR
.1.20vmohperwatedpowsteroar ga

vt...)

-

go-cart ow
similar.
Speed
easily variable.

motor

These

can also be *meal as

brake for ny rotating
machine

simply

by

"utting the spin die to the machine and short.
circuiting the winding. by a variable resistance,

HONEYWELL PROGRAMMER

NEW ITEMS THIS MONTH

This is a druto timing device, the drum being
calibrated to equal divisions for evritch-

NOTE: PLUS SIGN AFTER THE

netting purposes with tripe which art
Infinitely adjustable for position. They

PRICES INDICATES VAT.

per twitch per rotation. There are 15
changeover

micro

switches

each

xt.

of

10 amp type operated by the trips.

time 15 circuits may be changed per

price 0650 + post and V.A.T. 74p. 1)17'70

revolution. Drive motor Is maim
operated 5 revs per min. Rome of the many men of this timer are Mach fiery

PERMEABILITY TUNERS

Special mip price 1696. Al 00 Poet and VAT. Don't miss this terrific bargain.

but 6/12v even more powerful as it is larger and is
series wound 13 SO + 85p poet and VAT

Ferrite pot cot (Vinkori made by Multi r. I. m iker
ref. No. LA 14107407K, circular. stet. approx.
11'
a else which Is the manexe the one
opecillro for the &Topa° car ignition eyelet. Price
only 50p 4- dl' per pair. Poet 15p + Ip.
IE. DC motor made by Smitha, powerful. Ideal for
ear blower; motor mire 4' long i 3" diameter, I"
epholle. 11" long. SE a 66p. Poet 40p + 3p.
PION sod cover tor NB plinth le teak colour and
cover is enniky. Special offer 14 + SI. Poet 11 +
25p. Cm ere available separately price 12 4 50p.
251,.
Post gi
Plinth and covet for U25. This In a deeper. rather
nicer plinth, unfortunately more extremity,
Price 1460 + £1.37. Poet el 4 25p.
Central healing controller. the Randall Mark 3, as
fitted to Trienco and many other central heating

are alto arranged to allow 2 operations

control. Boiler firing. Dispensing and Vending machines. Display Belting
animated and signs. Slimalling, etc. Price from makers probably over too each.

M.W. two eta, ideal fur

BREAK -DOWN UNIT

use with ZN414 or stroll,
circuit. Price 15$ each -

Contains hundreds of useful parts ronz of

poet and VAT 15p.

lent 0A91. 88 resistors, mostly i watt 11°.
covering wide range of values 4 x
mid

which are as follows -66 silicon diodes eq Ilva
1

400v told condensers. 15 x 01 mfil 100v conRE chokes 6 x H9 valve holden.

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK

denser.,

chassis

and VAT 78p.

For digital instruments, counters.
timers, clocks, etc. HI -vac XNII
Price 1101 each. 20p Post and VAT

eystem. this could programme as follows:
Programme

Hot Water
Off

0

DC HIGH CURRENT PANEL

by Crompton Parkinson. brand

still in maker's cartons.

u

i to

Post and VAT Mop each.

CONTROLLER
taut r

rhaliges

from
10

approxirev.. to

Full power at

.peeils by finger-tip control
include. all parts, case,

62thing and full instruction.
60

fluorescent light. ie available, price U

plus 45p post

it VAT

Made up ',mete' also available.

70 stranded very heavy duty wire rated at 15 amp.

but will carry considerably more than this. &OD
metre drums only £10 + 80p per drum. Carriage

17 + Dip.

Mult1-range test meter. II ranges all selected by

A mains operated 4 + 4 stereo
',tern. Rated one of the finest per-

central switch. firetclaas two jewel movement.
Japanese male. The right else to put in your
pocket. always carry one with you to save your

formers in the steno field this would
make wonderful gift for almost
anyone in neytoaffeemble modular form and complete with a pair of

legs and earn your money. Ranges u follow.:
AC 10. 50. '250. 1,000; DC 10 50, 250, 1.000.
Resietance 0-150,000 ohms. Current 0.1 0.100. A

Goodman. speakers this should will at

big purchase of these enables ua to offer at 64.14 +
(poet 40p 4- 3p1, which is very little more than
we originally sob) these for, 6 years ago.
9, Battery operated record player moron, on plate

about 190 -but due to a @peel, bulk

buy and a. an incentive for you to
buy this month we offer the indent
complete with epeakers at only

with turntable and mat. Price 14 + SI. Post

1116.10 including VAT and postage.

:,Op

31.

Mains

operated

on

metal platform with tape
head and guide. Not new
but guaranteed good work.
lag order. Price 11.14 plus
VAT and Postage $1 .00.

GPO PUSH BUTTON DIALLING UNIT

BARGAINS FOR CALLZP.S. We always have

Will take the place of the norm, rotating dial has 10 nuriberei
keys, no suitable for other digital systems. A desk mounting

bargains for caller and now that the poet charges
are fit high It le even more worthwhile for you to
call. One Item which we are offering at very silly

unit with rubber feet, this is a very Intricate and expensive
piece of apparatus. New and unwed -our price only 6$ each
t 11 96 post and VAT.

price this month is a sroirdess e(twel Intended

originally to be Intro fora murk centre and offered

at only fraction of the cost of the wood alone.

TWIN OUTPUT POWER PACKS

namely Up each.
We have other cabinets including large eterearism
types Iront SE upwania depending on condition,
cabinets for portable players and radios from Ng
upwards.
Key chain radio imkrosonic). Whilst clearing out

These have two separately R.C. smoothed output.
110 ran operate two battery radios on stereo amp
without ern, modulation (they will of mune
operate one rarlio.tapeseas,tte-calculator In fart
any battery appliance and will save their cod In a
few months.) Speer Full wave rectification, double

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light to
your amplifier. Will operate
I, 2 or 3 lamps (maximum
450.1. Unit in box all ready
to work. 57.06 plus 95 VAT

insulated

maim transformer -total

<INC10.41

13p.

1113filIZIent motor. nods operated, makes 1 rev
in 4 hour, matte by the fant004 NntItha Company.
Price 11.50
12p. Poet 10p + Ip.

TAPE DECK

In nietal case with carrying
handle, heavy flywheel and
capstan drive. Tape speed

40p per

100 men.. This is a good quality flat, twin with
heavy dots ineulat ion. Post II + 8p per reel.

MULLARD UNILEX

DRILL

.1«xintuin.

remain.

Connecting win. Suitable for joining up then

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

m one..

0-20 amp. 0-30 amp, 0-40 amp.. 0-60 amps.

lighting.

clips for mounting the tubes. You only have to
supply the wooden Mittens and wiring up wire.
Do not nil, this offer -only 60 parcels now

Poet and VAT. As illustrated but leas case.

These are a real bargain at 0660
each.
Reasonable quantitlea
available in the following range.

epeed

Off
Off
Off
Twice Dant

Twice Dally
All Day
All Day
thritinuoualy
Coat lnuously
Suitable. of courier, to programme other than central heating and but watet, for
Instance, programme upstairs and down.tain electric heating or heating and
cooling or taped mimic and radio. In fact, there I. no dolt to the versatilliy of
this Programmer. Maine operated. Size Sin x Sin ..21u deep. Price 45 SO. ((Op

meter., flush mounting
fitted with external .hunt., made

fluorescent

form of fluorescent lighting, (we do not think any
other firm can best our price). 50' of fluorescent
light 110 + Sep if you can collect, or 113 + 41.04
if we have to despatch by British Road Services.
For (him you get 10 x 11' tube., 20 tube end..
10 choke.. 10 'darters and holders and 20 terry

a

ment

using

ouch an expensive item. We can offer very cheap

4

3r wound wide angle 240 move-

by

specially Important now that heating reprnente

to not cat,,

Central Heating

Twice Daily

1

All Day

METERS

.t

supplemented

HORSTMANN 24 -HOUR TIME SWITCH..

With 6 poeition programmer. When fitted

NUMICATOR TUBES

CONTROL
DRILL
SPEEDS

A. plants cannot grow without light, short dap.
represent a lose of growing time which can be

amount). This is nrp not to he mend. Poet

condensers and inetructions. Real snip at only

new,

approo 9". 5" x r. Only 7$p

sized

the 86 diodes would rod at leant 10 times thie

main

transformer rectifier. smoothing and load resistor.
61.411. VAT postage 60p.

+ 62p. Portage 50p + 4p.
Light toe growing. Putting back the clock makes
us realise how abort daylight is during the month.
of November, December. January and February.

containing 4 delay Ilan also tag panda trim.
titer condensers, suppregeors, etc., on ode]

500mA (clu. B working). Takes the place of any
of the following batteries: PP1, PPS, PP4, PPS.

PP7, PP9 and others. Kit comprises:

entente. Has a two on/off per 24 hour clock
switch and a 7 mullion selector switch. Price

1

x 4H choke, 1 x 115w transformer, I boxed unit

Designed to operate transistor eels and amplifier.
Adjustable output 6v., fiv.. 12 volt. for up to

our Park Street store we came are, a box of
tew, brand new. lust a.they left the factory.

in

OVEN THERMOSTAT

hard P.V.C. case --three core mann lead -terminal
output -when ordering Please elite output voltage
44v, 6v, 7f v. 9v, I2v or 24v -price
06 put and
VAT Included

Company. this has a menaor joined

ONLY

and when tatted with knob le ideal
for many ovens or procestere,
each
poet and VAT 15p

7 powerful butt. moton as abed In racing can and
power model.. Output and types vary for use in
hundred. of projects -Tool.. ton, models. etc. All
brand new revenlble and for 11-12v butt.. Wiring

carrying raw. The re.chargeable batteries have

etetion.

at 250v. Made by the famous Ranco Company
with .crewed thread and @phodle rather like a
volume control -ham dozens of application..
Offered at only 76p + 6p. Poet 12p + 1p.
Aerial.. For medium and long wave, wound and

and poetage.

Made by the lams,. Diamond H

.50 FOR SEVEN
E LECTRIC MOTORS

by capilliary to a variable control

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

All standard 230-250 volt primaries

Iv
2.4,
6.3.
6.3v
9v

in

12.
12v

6-5y-0.8.5.

Itly
24.

24y
12.0-12.

5.0-6.
8.0-8.

18.0-180
26e

50v 2 amp 0 0.11r
60y 6 amp 1 Clir
27y
3ov

itOr tapped 75v a 70.
230v-60mA 5 03w
275-0275v at 90mA a 604

EHT Transformer 6000

23 A

Charger Transformers

1 amp lepeciall
6 amp
2 amp
3 amp

I amp

Ip

175
.1911

116
1.75
-01

3-5 amp

240

1 atop

1411

II amp

I amp

1 amp
2 atop
3 atop
50to A

50mA
1 amp
2 amp
1+ amp

lamp

1 amp
8 amp
37 amp
4 amp

lee

ding. inc. VAT II Poet 40p. FREE plan for min. power

B LACK LIGHT

As used in discothequee and for Mare effect. etc. Virtually no white light appears

until the rays Impinge on luminous paint or white ghats, etc. We offer O'
tubes complete with darter, choke. lamp holders and carter -holder. Price n 75
1- 30p post. Tube, only n. Plat Si VAT 50p.
170 Watt mmlel 1650 4 92p Post and VAT.

EXTRACTOR FAN

140
140

Cleans the air at the rate of 10,000 cubic feet per boor.
Suitable for kitchen, bathexens, factories, changing
rooms, etc. It's eo quiet it can hardly be heard. Compact.

5.06
5.010

51" casing comprise@ motor, fan blades sheet steel easing.

140
140
140
$55
1-N
440

pull switch, mains connector and fixing bracket. 14 U
VAT A Postage 11.60.

Monthly Mt available free; semi long stamped envehme.

7.50

440
E600

550

16 amp
3 amp

$16

(intermittent)

6.00

TERMS: Where order is under lb please add 30p surcharge to offset wising
amens.

1.76

6. and 12.

2 amp
140
3 amp
DU
grand 12v
6 amp
5.50
Add 30p per 1 to cover peonage and VAT 26%
6v and 12v
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BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAMWORTH ROAD,

CROYDON CRO IX X.

me had suffered In transit and storage but we

tested them all and quite a lot are In working

order. You might know someone who would like
one for Christmas. We have not got many but are
offering at SI each. Poet 40p + 10p. Please note
this is net for the radio In Hs zipped around

depreciated beyond reclaiming and as we are not
including these.

Thermostat with capillary with tensor joined by
approx. 1 metre of capllllary covering the temperature range 0.170C capable of switching 16 amps

fitted on ferrite rod, 6' long by

diameter.
Price 00p a 15p. Post 10p + 6p.
Smoke. firs and gas alarm (SAGA Nub Th. Winter
is the worst time for fire@ because more heaters

are used. Even all electric homes are now he.
coming an Increasing fire risk. Colour televi ion.

blower heater., electric blankets have all been the
cause of tragic and dleastroue fires. so the need for
protection in the home becomes greater every day.

Do not leave it until It le too late! The money
invested in our SAGA Mark It spread over Its

useful life Ic negligible compared to the life of one
of your dear ones. The SAGA will trigger off when

the level of smoke. pm or heat exceed. normal.
Price 015 + g120. Poet 76p + Op.

Blower/fan by Smiths, maker's ref FEB 0701.022.
This Is mains operated blower, the special feature

being that the motor is mounted Inside the
impeller, so making this very compact. Fan
homing else approx. 71' x Si.. outlet size 3' x 35",
Price 86 76 4 46p. Post SOp + 6p.

Dial thermometer by Rototherm. Indicates from
SOF to 250N, dial size 3r, chrome and glare front.
71Ip

4

tip. Poet 10p + Ip.

Rocker smile b 13 amp 250v, white, small ensolin

log into oblong hole, size approx. 11'
engraved ron/off". Up + 2p. Poet Ip.
11

x

1"

5

Now...the most exciting Sinclair kit ever

The Black Watch kit
At £17.95, it's
*practical -easily built by
anyone in an evening's
straightforward assembly.

*complete -right down to
strap and batteries.

*guaranteed. A correctly assembled watch is
guaranteed for a year. It
works as soon as you put the
batteries in. On a built watch
we guarantee an accuracy
within a second a day -but
building it yourself you may be
able to adjust the trimmer to
achieve an accuracy within a
second a week.

The Black Watch by Sinclair is unique.
Controlled by a quartz crystal...
powered by two hearing aid
batteries... using bright red LEDs to
show hours and minutes and
minutes and seconds... it's also
styled in the cool prestige Sinclair
fashion: no knobs, no buttons,
no flash.
The Black Watch kit is unique,
too. It's rational -Sinclair have
reduced the separate
components to just four.
It's simple -anybody who can
use a soldering iron can
assemble a Black Watch without
difficulty. From opening the kit to
wearing the watch is a couple of
hours' work.

The special features of The Black Watch
Smooth, chunky, matt -black case,
with black strap. (Black stainless steel bracelet available as extra see order form.)

6

Large, bright, red display -easily read
at night.
Touch -and -see case -

no unprofessional buttons.

Runs on two hearing -aid batteries
(supplied). Change your batteries
yourself - no expensive jeweller's
service.
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The Black Watch -using the unique
Sinclair -designed state-of-the-art IC.

Complete kit

The chip...

...and how it works

The heart of the Black Watch is a
unique IC designed by Sinclair and
custom-built for them using

A crystal -controlled reference is used
to drive a chain of 15 binary dividers
which reduce the frequency from
32,768 Hz to 1 Hz.This accurate
signal is then counted into units of
seconds, minutes, and hours, and on
request the stored information is
processed by the decoders and
display drivers to feed the four
7 -segment LED displays. When the
display is not 'n operation, special
power -saving circuits on the chip
reduce current consumption to only
a few microamps.

state-of-the-art technology integrated injection logic.
This chip of silicon measures only
3 mm x 3 mm and contains over
2000 transistors.The circuit includes

a) reference oscillator
b) divider chain
c) decoder circuits
d) display inhibit circuits
e) display driving circuits.

£17.95!
The kit contains
1. printel circuit board
2.
3.

unique Sinclair -designed IC
encapsulated quartz crystal

trimmer
capacitor
6. LED cisplay
7. 2 -pars case with window it
4.
5.

positi 3n

batteries
battery -clip
10. black strap (black stainless steel bracelet optional exta see order form)
11. full in 3tructions for building
and use
8.

9.

The chip is totally designed and
manufactured in the UK, and is
the first design to incorporate
all circuitry for a digital
watch on a single chip.

LED display

All you provide is a fine solder ng
iron and a pair of cutters. If you've
any queries or problems in bulding,
ring or write to the Sinclair service
department for help

Trimmer

Quartz crystal

Batteries

Take advantage of this no -risks,
money -back offer today!
The Sinclair Black Watch is fully
guaranteed. Return your kit within
10 days and we'll refund your money
without question. All parts are tested
and checked before despatch and correctly -assembled watches
are guaranteed for one year
Simply fill in the FREEPOST order
form and post it -today!

Price in kit form: £17.95 (inc. black

2000 -transistor silicon integrated circuit
To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, FREEPOST, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4BR.

Please send me

Total £

strap. VAT, p&p).

I enclose cheque for
made out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd
and crossed.

(qty) black stainless -steel
bracelet(s) at £2.00

Please debit my Barclaycard/Access/
American Express account numbe-

(qty) Sinclair Black Watch
kit(s) at £17.95 (inc. black

(inc. VAT, p&p).

strap, VAT, p&p).

Name

Address

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ.

EE/I/76

Tel: St Ives (0480) 64646.
Reg no 699483England VAT Reg no 2138170 88
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L:ease print. FREEPOST -no stamp required.

Delete as required
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everyday
electronics
A TRICK OR TWO
We are now fast approaching the period when
involved or prolonged constructional activities
probably have to be suspended for a while on
account of more pressing seasonal activities and
preparations. But if the Lights Flasher has been
completed and installed satisfactorily, the soldering iron can be put away for a while with good
conscience.

But we are not advocating a total abstinence
from this hobby for the duration of the holiday,
not in the least! For example, good use can be

made of the magnetic effect to devise a few

simple toys, as shown in this month's Physics Is
Fun. All the materials required are likely to be
found around the home and little time or effort

has to be expended in making up these items.

Having a few such tricks "up the sleeve" could
prove very handy. One way to keep youngsters
occupied and amused during the holiday when,
with time on their little hands, they might be-

come a threat to their parents peace of mind.
So keep this issue of EE close at hand. It could

suggest a simple way to alleviate periods of boredom amongst the children, or even their elders!
NORMAL SERVICE

...

PROJECTS.

THEORY....

to be a somewhat formidable task-but upon
closer investigation will be found perfectly
straightforward and quite easy to build. The
secret (though it's not so much of a secret
nowadays) lies within the i.c. (integrated circuit)

which embodies the heart of the electronics.
These tiny nondescript objects really do make
life easy for -he electronics constructor. The
digital clock is a useful and highly appropriate
project to start the New Year with.

ANOTHER YEAR
And as we go forward into 1976 a small but
important request to our readers. Your letters
will be welcome throughout the coming yearjust as in the past. We always endeavour to help
with problems and enquiries relating directly
to the contents of the magazine. But economic

facts of life compel us to ask that a stamped

addressed envelope be enclosed with any letter
requiring a personal reply. Thank you.

All of us at EE send greetings to our readers
and to our advertisers, also to those in the trade
who distribute and sell our magazine. It's been
a rather depressing 12 months in many respects
and here's hoping things are on the mend and
brighter prospects will illuminate 1976.

After the holiday interlude . . . back to more
serious matters. The major project this month is
a digital clock, a desirable acquisition for any
home, we might suggest. At first it may appear
Our February Issue will be published on Friday, January 16
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By P. J. Fischer
the past few years electronic calculators
have found their way into many high street

OVER

stores. More recently the manufacturers have
started to produce electronic digital clocks on
the same lines. Using the most up-to-date technology to produce the two main components

required-the large scale integrated circuit,

which contains most of the complex circuitry; and

the use of the smallest of the new range of very

attractive Verocases, thus making a slim and
elegant clock.

The only controls in the clock are two pushbutton switches-one for setting the hours and
the other for setting the minutes. Thus, even the
wife can set the clock if she accidentally switches
it off!

the numeric display which makes the information available, one can now make a clock without

the use of tens of discrete i.c.s and hundreds of
other components.
This article describes the design and construc-

tion of a very attractive four digit clock for the

living -room, kitchen or study, displaying tens of
hours, hours, tens of minutes, minutes. It uses a
24 pin i.c. for the production of the appropriate
timing pulses in conjunction with a 12mm high
green fluorescent display manufactured by
Futaba. The only other components required to
build the clock are 18 resistors, 6 diodes, 5 capa-

citors, 2 switches, 1 transformer, a mains plug,
mains lead and a case. In this article we assumed

tritozicE

ESTI MATED COST
OF COMPONENTSCO

0141,1

excluding V.A.T.

£14.30
excluding case

BASIC ELEMENTS OF CLOCK
The clock centres around the AY -1202,

a

metal -oxide -semiconductor (m.o.s.) large scale
integrated circuit (1.s.i.) which contains hundreds of f.e.t.s and diodes inside its 24 pin dual in -line ( d.i.I.) plastic package, manufactured by
General Instruments Microelectronics.

Care is needed when handling all m.o.s. or

complementary m.o.s. (c.m.o.s.) devices since

these have inputs which can be damaged by
excessive voltage applied to them (usually
static). See below for handling details before you
buy or handle any of these devices.

The AY -1202 does most of the work in the
circuit (see Fig. 1). It has a half -wave rectified
50Hz supply (through a filter to remove mains
spikes) which provides the chip with the basic
timing pulses. The i.c. divides the 50Hz down to
1Hz and so on down to one pulse every hour.
From the output of the divider stages it produces
the waveforms needed to display the time.
The AY -1202's outputs go to the 4 digit display,

'Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at

which works in a multiplexed mode. This means
that the clock chip feeds the information to only

one digit of the display at a time and all the
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MAINS SUPPLY

35V
SOHz

POWER SUPPLY

FILTER
0

-17V

Fig. 1. Block diagram of
the Digital Clock.
FILAMENT
AY- 5 -1202

SEGMENT
LINES

'Cl
46-0

0- SET MINS

5- LT- 01
DISPLAY

-1=1.

-0

0-

DIGIT

SET HOURS

LINES

digits use a set of common lines to receive, each
in turn, the necessary information to light -up the

appropriate segments to display the correct
number.

The segment lines from the AY -1202 (pins
13 to 19) go to the segment pins of the display.
Here again the segments which are to be lighted
will have positive voltages applied to them while
those which are to remain off at that instant in
time will be "pulled -down" by the 100 kilohm
resistors to -35V. Pin 7 of the AY -1202 goes

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the clock is

to the colon on the display which flashes at a

shown in Fig. 2. It might look somewhat daunting, but once one has sorted out all the wires the
circuit is not that involved. The 12-0-12V transformer and the diodes Dl, D2, D3 and D4 supply

are depressed to increment the hours and

the -17V full -wave rectified supply for the
AY -1202 and the -35V supply for the 5LT-01
display.

Diode D6 is a reverse protection diode for
the i.c. whilst Cl and R13 form the low-pass
filter to remove spikes from the 50Hz input to
the AY -1202 (pin 24); D5 ensures that pin 24
(50Hz input) does not become more negative
than the negative supply to the i.c. If it tries
to go more negative D5 conducts to pin 2 and
is clamped at -17V. Capacitor C2 provides the
external capacitor needed for the internal
oscillator of the i.c.

This internal oscillator is needed to provide
the multiplexing between the displays (see
discussion on

multiplexing).

The 1.5-0-

1.5V winding of the transformer provides the
current for the heater filament of the display.

Resistor R18 and C4 provide the smoothed

1Hz rate. Finally there are two switches S1 and
S2 between pins 21, 22 and OV. These switches
minutes.

MULTIPLEXING

The idea of "multiplexing" arose out of
the need to reduce the number of wires in a
system in which an i.e. or i.c.s feed a numeric
display. Take for example a calculator with a

nine digit display (see the discussion elsewhere

on displays). If you did not use a multiplexed
system, each digit would have to have 11 wires
going to it. That makes a total of 99 wires going

to the display which is quite a hefty bundle
(see Fig. 3)!

In a multiplexed system, this would be
reduced to 19 wires which is much more manageable. This is achieved by using a set of common

lines through which all the information flows
from the i.c. to the display. The common lines

in the above example would be the segment lines
(a, b, . . . g) and the decimal point (d.p.) line

the -35V line. Pins 3, 4, 5 and 6 on the AY -1202
go to the grids of digits 4, 3, 2 and 1 respectively.

(see Fig. 4). As well as these, one needs a set
of control lines (1, 2 . . . n) from the i.c. to the
display to determine which of the n digits will
receive the information which is at that time

output from AY -1202 will rise to OV (from

present on the common lines a, b,

biasing voltage for the filament with respect to

When the appropriate digit is to be on, the

-17V) thus making the grid of that

digit

positive. The other grids are held negative by

the so-called "pull -down" resistors R1 to R12 and

those digits will be off at that instant in time.
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

g.

In the case of phosphor -diode displays the
control lines go to the grids of the digits (see
discussion on phosphor -diode displays). The

control lines will then each be activated in
11
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Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram of the Digital Clock.

sequence. When a particular control line (say
No. 3) is activated, the segment outputs from
the i.c. a, b,
. g will be such that the correct
number is illuminated on display No. 3.
.

.

An instant later, control line No. 3 will go off
and control line No. 4 will be activated and the
segment outputs will change so as to illuminate
the segment bars of display No. 4 to read the
correct number. This process is repeated in a
cycle at a typical frequency of 1kHz and thus
the eye will not see the flicker as the displays
each go on and off in turn.

SEVEN SEGMENT PHOSPHOR DIODE DISPLAYS
Seven segment fluorescent (phosphor -diode)
displays have 7 bars on them, called segments,
which can be independently illuminated to form
numbers and which are labelled a, b, c, d, e, f, g
(see Fig. 5). To display for instance a 2, segments a, b, d, e, g have to be illuminated. In a

single digit phosphor diode display, that is a
display with one numeral in its package, there

are 11 electrical connections to be made, as
follows.

Fig. 3. Connections required if
multiplexing is not used.

Fig. 4. Connections required when multiplexing is employed.

DISPLAYS

17
I

IC

(CALCULATOR
OR CLOCK CHIP)

I

LI

II
II

SEGMENT
LINES

IC

DIGIT LINES
(CONTROL
LINES)

IT
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device. This means that you can remove it from

the circuit later on if you have to do any

soldering and it also eliminates the need to

Fig. 5. Diagram illustrat-

ing the basic construc-

D

P

a

tion of the phosphor diode display.

Each segment has a connection to it which
makes a total of 7 plus one for the decimal

point (d.p.) and then there is a "common" con-

solder directly onto the pins of the i.c.
Place the i.c., still in the conductive foam, on
the metal tray, making sure that the conductive

foam touches the metal surface. Rest one of
your arms or elbows with your shirt sleeve
rolled up on the metal surface thus ensuring
that your body (which is a good conductor) is
at the same potential as the circuit.

It is now safe to handle the i.c.-you can touch
the pins, insert it into the socket, etc, you must
not let the pins of the i.e. touch anything other

grid and will be absorbed by the appropriate

than yourself, the metal surface, the circuit
board, or anything metallic such as a pair of
long -nosed pliers (without insulated handles)
that you are holding. Before inserting the i.c.
into its socket, you will most probably have to
bend the rows of pins a little as they tend to
get splayed -out during manufacture. This you
can safely do by placing the i.c. with one row
of its pins on the metal surface and pushing
down on them carefully. Do the same with the
other side. Some trial and error is needed to
get the correct positioning of the rows (see

If, however, the grid is held negative, the

Should you want to do any soldering, de soldering, etc, later on, remember always to
remove the i.c. beforehand and remember to
always have an elbow or arm resting on the

nection which in the phosphor diode display goes

to a grid inside the display (like the grid of a
triode) covering all the segments (see Fig. 5).

There are also 2 connections to a filament
inside the display.

The principle of operation is fairly straightforward. The heated filament wire emits elec-

trons into the evacuated tube. If a positive

potential is applied to one or more of the seg-

ments and the grid the electrons

will be

accelerated towards them, will pass through the

segment(s). On collision with the segments, the
latter, being coated with a phosphor compound
(hence the name), emit( s) a green light which
appears as a bar of a number.

Fig. 6).

electrons will be repelled from it and thus will
not strike any of the segments, even if any of
them are held positive, as these lie behind the
grid and so the digit will not light -up. This last
point, concerning the fact that the grid is "in
control" of the digit, is vital in the operation

metal surface before and whilst handling the i.c.

of a multiplexed display which is discussed
above.

M.O.S. HANDLING
Although most m.o.s. devices on the market
today have protection circuits on all their input
pins it is still advisable to handle them in such
a way so as not to apply any voltages above

CONSTRUCTION
Insert and solder all the resistors, pins, diodes,

links, fuse links, i.c. socket and capacitors on
the printed circuit board as detailed in Fig. 3,
taking note of the following points:

Not all holes drilled in the board are used.

This is because the holes which are not used now,

Photograph showing the construction of the

complete clock.

about 14V to their inputs. In practice this means
guarding against electrostatically charged sur-

faces, mains earth and mains neutral supply

lines. This is why all m.o.s. devices are shipped
and packaged in so-called "conductive foam" or
in metal tubes to ensure that all the pins of the
i.c. are shorted together. The following simple
rules eliminate any danger of damage to the i.c.

Keep the i.c. in its "conductive foam" until
ready to put it in its socket. Layout a strip of
aluminium foil such as used in the kitchen or a

metal tray large enough to work on. Clip or
solder a wire between it and the "earth pin"

on the board (see Fig. 3). Do all the handling of
the chip whilst working on this surface. Always
switch off the supply before inserting or removing the i.c. Always use a socket for the m.o.s.
Everyday Electronics, January 1976
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facilitate the use of the clock in other circuits-

such as feeding the AY -1202 with a crystal con-

trolled frequency for portable use. Link L2
should be inserted if you want the colon to be
permanently on. If you want the colon to flash
at a 1 second rate you should not insert this link.
Link L3 should be inserted if you want the clock

to work in a 12 hour format. If you want the
clock to work in a 24 hour format you should
leave this link out.
The fuse wire for links F can be any very thin

tti

wire-for instance a single strand taken from
a length of multi -strand insulated wire. Carefully check the polarity of electrolytics and

$eee .

diodes.

Drill two 6BA clearance holes (3mm drill) and
a 6mm hole in the back panel as shown in Fig. 8.

4C

Drill two holes to suit the pushbuttons in the

Perspex as shown in Fig. 8, being careful not to
scratch or splinter the Perspex. (It is suggested

that you leave the protective paper on the

Perspex until you have finished drilling, etc.)

Mount a pushbutton at either end of the Perspex

panel and solder the insulated wires to them

Photograph shoving layout of the circuit board.

Mount the transformer and the grommet on

from the transformer 12-0-12V and 1.5-0-1.5V

as shown in Fig. 7.

the back panel as shown in Fig. 7 using two 6mm
6BA screws.

Very carefully bend the leads of the display

so that when mounted the display will lean
backwards slightly and solder to the circuit
board on tags provided. In the finished clock,
the leads of the display will be resting against
the bottom of the clock; to minimise the overall
height of the display the leads should be bent

so as to be very close to the bottom of the

display. This is done so that the clock will fit in
the Verocase suggested. Drill four 6BA clearance
holes (3mm drill) in the bottom of the Vero -case

using the board as a template. Cut the vertical
pillars at their bases in the bottom of the case
to allow room for the display to be mounted in
place. Mount the board in the case using four

supplies to their respective pins on the board
as shown in Fig. 7.

Solder the mains lead on to transformer and
mount this in the case ensuring that the mains
side of the transformer faces the bottom of the
box. Fix the earth lead (green/yellow) of the
mains cable to a tag under one of the screws
holding the transformer on the back panel.
Fit the Perspex front panel into the slots in
the bottom half of the case. Use two off -cuts
PRESS GENTLY (THEN REPEAT WITH

OTHER ROW OF PINS)
BEFORE

AFTER

6BA 10mm screws.

Bend back the display slightly to allow the top

of the case to fit on properly. Solder the cable

-E3+-

-e-

-11)-

6 DIA

Fig. 6 (above). Method of
bending the i.c. pins to fit

3 DIA

the socket.

3 DIA

BACK
52

FRONT
14

7 DIA

L
14

25

DIMENSIONS IN mm

Fig. 8 (left). Back panelaluminium, and front panel
-green perspex, drilling
details.
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GREEN PERSPEX PANEL

VP"
DISPLAY

R6 RS R7 R1il R13 R15 Pi

R1

D5

L10 R9 L9 R3 R10 R16 RII R17 R2 R12

I

Lf.,

d1 AV -5-1202
,PIN t

R13

EARTH PIN

Fig. 7.

TO T1

PRIMARY

Complete layout and wiring

details-we do not recommend novices
to etch their own circuit boards, a ready

made board is available from Sintelsee Shop Talk.

TO MAINS VIA
FUSED PLUG
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of Perspex to wedge the front panel in place so
that it does not move when one presses the
setting switches.

Resistors

TESTING AND SETTING -UP
All

testing should be done at this stage,

before the AY -1202 is plugged in. Double-check
polarity of all diodes and capacitors (see Fig. 7).
Switch the power on without the AY -1202 plugged
in.

Test the voltage between pin 1 and pin 2 of

the i.c. socket, pin 1 is identifiable by being by a

lone hole drilled in the board. Pin 1 should be
about 15-20V positive with respect to pin 2.
Switch power off.

Insert the i.c. into its socket taking the precautions suggested under the section headed m.o.s.
handling. Make sure that the i.c. is inserted the
right way around i.e. pin 1 of the i.c., which has
a little black dot by it, goes into pin 1 of the
socket. Switch on the clock.

The clock should now read 00:00 with the
colon in the centre flashing (if selected-see
above) to indicate that the clock is counting.
Press the right-hand button to set the minutes
and the tens of minutes digits. Press the lefthand button to set the hours and tens of hours
digits. The clock should now run and show the
correct time of day.

FINISH
There is no reason why the clock should not
be housed in any other type of case provided
it is earthed if metal. It is possible that some
readers would prefer to make their own case
or to alter the layout shown by putting S1 and
S2 on the back panel-this of course should
present no problems.

1001d2 (12 off)
470k.2

R1 -R12
R13

R14 -R17 12ki/ (4 off)
1 .8k0

R18

All 1W

10% carbon

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3
C4
C5

3.3nF miniature ceramic
1nF min ature ceramic
150,/iF elect. 25V
elect. 25V

22,riF

2.2pF elect. 63V

Semiconductcrs
AY -5-1202G I.M. Clock chip
D1 -D6 IN4001 (6 off)
IC1

5LT-01 Futaba phosphor diode display

Miscellaneous

T1 Mains primary 12-0-12V at 50mA and
1.5-0-1.5V at 250mA secondaries
S1, S2 miniature s.p.s.t. push to make pushbuttons.

Printed circuit board single sided-101mm x
67mm (see text).
Veropins; Verocase 75-1410J; 28mm x 189mm

x 3mm green perspex; mains lead; 6, 6BA
fixings; 6mm grommet; earth tag; connecting
wire.

EE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE

El

Photograph of the completed working digital
clock.

Components

Copies

of

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS can

no

longer be supplied on direct subscription. The
publishers have found it necessary to close the
subscription service chiefly on account of escalating
costs on packing and postage. No new subscriptions will be accepted. Existing annual subscriptions
will continue to In serviced until expiry.
This action is very much regretted, but it should
not mean any reader being deprived of his regular
copy of the magazine.
Present subscribers should make arrangements
with their local newsagent or bookseller for EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS to be delivered to their home
address or to be reserved for collection each month,
immediately their current subscription has expired.

Any readers outside the United Kingdom who
have difficulty in locating a supplier should write
direct to the edit3r who will be pleased to advise
them of the local agent for IPC Magazines.
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in constructing the watch so you
can decide if you are capable of

could get hot after a long period

The dimensions of the watch

should be readily available. The

successfully completing the kit.

New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

are 50 x 28 x 8mm it weighs only
grams and uses integrated
injection logic technology-the
30

only watch in production that
uses this technology. The case is
specially designed and is not just

a "copy" of a "normal watch".

SHOP

The kit price is £17.95 including
strap, V.A.T. and postage, the
complete watch is sold for £24.95
so the kit saving of £7 appears to
be well worth while.

the inversion has made any

difference.

We had hoped to bring you a

brief review of a new entirely
British product this month-the
Black Watch kit from Sinclair.
However we have not yet been

Power Supply Unit
The Stabilised Power Supply

The Black Watch showing display of time

On a more general basis we

note that Marshalls of Cric.klewood have recently signed up
with National Semiconductors to
handle their customer product
range. This new line will include
semiconductors and integrated
circuits. Marshalls have also
recently acquired franchise with

ITT and Mullard. Branches

in

London, Glasgow and Bristol will
stock the range.

Digital Clock

An internal view of the Sin-

5 -1202)

Some of the parts for the
Digital Clock are obviously very
special and the clock chip (AY -

needs special handling,

read the article before you buy.

The chip is available from Sintel,
53 Aston Street, Oxford, and SCS

Components, Wellington Road,
London Colney, St. Albans, Herts,
AL2 1EZ. The display is available

Unit could work out expensive if
the meters are not bought at the
right price-about £3.00 each
(including V.A.T.) is reasonablevarious firms stock various makes,
any of the correct rating will do
but make sure they will fit in the
case

If the case is made bigger,
thinner material can be used but
the

important

point

is

that

enough heat sink must be provided for the AD142 transistor.

Time Lapse Cine
The Time Lapse Cine Trigger

parts list may provide some problems but these should be mainly
restricted to the mechanical parts

and the motor. The important
thing when getting these parts is

that the gears and motor case
should be metal to provide an

electrical connection and that the
gears should provide a reduction
of about 64/1.
Meccano worm and wheel type

gears could be used if the reduct-

from Sintel and Imtech Products
Ltd., Imp House, Ashford Road,

ion is correct, but these may be
rather too heavy for this application, depending on the motor

Ashford, Middlesex.
The transformer

salvaged from an old clockwork

has

been

specially wound for this application and is available from Sintel.
We doubt if you will be able to

get a suitable one elsewhere; if
you can, make sure the current
ratings are adequate otherwise it
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Radio Control
Transmitter

this type of capacitor these days.

able to get our hands on a kit, but
with luck the review will appear
next month. We hope to be able to
show you exactly what is involved

clair Black Watch

through a hardware or d.i.y. store,
if not try a local sign manufacturer for an off -cut.

out given, most suppliers stock

know people have noticed it, since

if

and although expensive do provide a professional finish to the
unit Perspex should be available

It is important to use the Mullard
C280 type capacitors to fit the lay-

readers will have noticed
Some
that the "see Shop Talk"
notices in the component boxes
have appeared upside down last
month and again this month. This
is deliberate and is intended to
get people to read this page; we
Why do we want more people
to read this page? Quite simply
because it will save them letters
and phone calls to us; about 50
per cent of the component supply
queries we get have been dealt
with in this page and readers have
simply not read it. Time will tell

Verocases are now widely stocked

companies that advertise in our
pages should be able to supply.

By Mike Kenward

pointed it out to us.

Most of the remaining parts

Ail the components for the
Radio Control Transmitter should
be readily available. If your local
stockists does not have them
then one of the larger mail order

TALK
everyone not "in the know" has

of use.

used. Alternatively gears could be
toy.

The reed relay specified is an

RS type and is available from

Doram, P.O. Box TR8, Wellington
Road Industrial Estate, Wellington
Bridge, Leeds, LS12 2UF.
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this transmitter
as designed
specifically for use in con ction with the
super -regenerative receiver d ribed last month,
ALTHOUGH

it can be used with any rec iver that requires
Class A2 transmissions.

This type of emission = onsists of amplitude
modulating a keyed and" tone on to the carrier -

wave of the transmi r. The receiver opens
and closes a relay a the tone is switched off
and on.

CRYSTAL CO TROL
It is extrem
important that the equipment
*I'

is operated
the band limits of the 27MHz
radio contr i ( r c.) band, as otherwise it would
be illegal
use it. For this reason it is usual
to have
er -:he receiver or the transmitter,
Or som
es even both, crystal controlled, even
thoug
is is a little more expensive than using
coil -c acitor tuned circuits.
B
using a crystal having an operating
frt ency within the 27MHz band limits of
6-27.28MHz, in the transmitter, legal
eration of this equipment is assured. Provided

licence is pur:hased for the transmitter-see

box on page 21.

CIRCUIT
The circuit breaks down into three sections,
an r.f. oscillator, an electronic switch, and a

odulator. The full circuit diagram of the trans-

mitter is shown in Pig. 1.
For simplicity, the radio frequency (r.f.)

oscillator is uses to feed the aerial direct, rather
than via an r.f. amplifier. This limits the output

Centrits4

ON/OFF

R2
331d2

47k12

R3
33;(11

=1

R4

4.742

C5

22pF

inF

Fig. 1. Complete circuit

C2 47nF

81
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9V

TR4

TR3

T

Cl 47nF

BC108

diagram of the Radio
Control Transmitter.

BC109C
C3

0.47pF
R7

TR2
TR1

75011

2N2926

2N2926

R.F OSCILLATOR

MODULATOR

power of the transmitter, and thus also the
attainable range, but with a reasonably sensitive receiver a range of up to about 100 metres

can be obtained.
The oscillator configuration used here is

frequently employed in r.c. transmitters because it is very reliable and has a large drive
capability. The last factor is very important,
since no r.f. amplifier is used.

Capacitor C5 and Ll form a tuned circuit col-

lector load for TR4, and the core of Ll

is

adjusted for maximum output from the transmitter. This is of course, tuned to the crystal

frequency, and this fact helps to minimise
spurious emissions, such as harmonics.

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

£3.00
excluding case
Based on prices prevailing

time of going to press

at

The modulator uses an astable or free running
multivibrator. This consists basically of a two
stage common emitter amplifier using TR1 and
TR2, with positive feedback supplied via C2.

Interstage coupling is via Cl; RI and R4 are
the collector load resistors and R2 and R3 are

the base bias resistors.

When TR1 is conducting, TR2 is turned off,
and vice versa. When S2 is depressed and the

circuit is operating, these transistors continually

turn on and off at a rate of several hundred
times per second.
Transistor TR3 is used as a switch, and is used

in the emitter follower mode. It thus has almost
unity voltage gain between its base and emitter
terminals, but has a very large current gain.
When TR2 is turned on, the base of TR3 will
be at virtually the same potential as the negative
supply rail, and no current will be supplied to

Construction will be more straight forward
if a miniature wire ended crystal is used, but
with a little ingenuity it should be possible to
wire any miniature crystal into circuit.

To wind the coil, first mount the coil former,
and then take a length of about 30cm of 24s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire. Prepare and connect one
end of the wire, and then wind 12 turns around
the former in a single layer with closely spaced
turns, keeping the winding as tight as possible.

Finally, cut the wire to length and connect
the free end, still keeping the winding as tight
as possible so that there is no tendency for it

to spring apart. The former is fitted with a
tuning slug.

CASE LAYOUT
A

ready made alminium box type AB7 makes

the r.f. oscillator from its emitter. When TR2
is turned off, TR3 is biased hard on by R4 and
virtually the full battery potential is supplied to

a very practical and inexpensive housing for

the r.f. oscillator.
When S2 is closed, the r.f. oscillator is switched

38mm) as this would probably not be large

on and off several hundred times per second,
providing a crude but effective form of modula-

tion. Capacitor C3 is the bypass capacitor for
the r.f. oscillator and this has a rather large
value, as it is also required to filter out the high

the transmitter. Alternatives can be used if preferred, but do not attempt to use a case which
is significantly smaller than the AB7 (133 x 70 x

enough to take all the parts.
The layout and other wiring used on the prototype unit is also shown in Fig. 2.

frequency harmonics on the virtually squarewave

Components ....

filtered out they could produce emissions outside
the r.c. band.
When S2 is released, the modulator will cease

Resistors

output of the modulator. If these were not
to oscillate as the base bias to TR2 is cut off.

Therefore TR2 does not conduct, and R4 biases
TR3 hard on. This brings the r.f. oscillator into

operation, but without any modulation. S1

is

the ordinary on/off switch.

CIRCUIT BOARD
Most of the components, including the coil and

the crystal, are wired up on a plain 0.15inch
matrix Veroboard panel. The component layout

and underside wiring of this panel are shown
in Fig. 2.

Start by cutting out a panel of the correct
size (16 x 14 holes). Then drill the two 6BA

mounting holes for the panel (No. 31 twist drill)

and the two for the coil former. These will
probably need to be drilled for 8BA clearance
using a No. 42 drill.

Now mount the components in the appro-

priate positions, and bend the leadout wires flat
against the underside of the panel. Solder them
together in the arrangement shown in the under-

side panel view of Fig. 2. Insulate the leads
with pieces of p.v.c. sleeving in places where

they pass close to each other, so as to avoid the
possibility of short circuits. Use about 20 s.w.g.

tinned copper extension wires in any places
where the leads are too short to reach one

R1

4.7ki2

R2

33kt2
331d/

R3
R4

R5
R6
R7

4.7ki/
All I watt carbon
Capacitors
C1

22k0.2
1Ok02

1500.

(IOIIS

5% types.

47nF type C280

C2 47nF type C280
C3 0.47pF type C280
C4 10nF type C280
C5 22pf ceramic or polystyrene

Semiconductors
TR1 and TR2 2N2926 silicon npn (2 off)
TR3 BC109C silicon npn
TR4 BC108 silicon npn

Miscellaneous

B1 PP6 battery and battery clips to suit.
S1 Small s.p.s.t. toggle switch.
S2 Miniature push button switch.
L1 7mm screw fixing coil former with tuning
slug, 24s.w.g. enamelled copper wire for coil.
X1 Miniature wire ended 27MHz radio control
crystal.
Approximately 117cm long telescopic aerial.

Aluminium case type AB7 or similar-see
text.

0.15in matrix plain perforated board, 14x16
holes; 20s.w.g. aluminium for aerial mounting
bracket; two grommets and other hardware;
connecting wire.

another.
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DON'T BREAK THE LAW !
The operaticn of this transmitter
requires a licence. An application form

for this is available from the Home

Office, Radio Regulatory Dept., Water-

loo Bridge House, Waterloo Road,
London, SE1. A licence for 5 years
costs £1 50.

Fig. 2. Layout and wiring of the Radio
Control Transmitter.

x

Radio Control
TRAN,SM4TTER
Everyday Electronics, January 1976
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Current consumption is about 12mA without
modulation and 8mA with modulation. This gives
very good battery economy.

ADJUSTMENT
Only one adjustment is required to the
finished transmitter, and that is to adjust the
core of Ll for maximum output. A field strength

monitor is really required for this (details of

this next month).
Start with the core screwed well down into the

coil, and then with the telescopic aerial fully
extended, unscrew the core whilst monitoring
the output from the unit on a field strength
monitor.

Unscrewing the core should result in increas-

Before mounting the component panel, connect the negative battery clip lead, and short

insulated leads where connections are evenually

to be taken to the aerial, S2, and Si. Use 6BA

6mm spacers or a couple of extra nuts over each
mounting bolt, between the panel and the case,
to hold the underside wiring of the panel clear

of the metal case. If it is felt that there is still

a risk of a short circuit through the case, a
couple of layers of insulation tape can be
applied to the interior of the case beneath the
panel.

Also drill the mounting holes for the aerial,

S2 and Si before finally mounting the component
panel; S2 and Si must be reasonably small types

if they are to fit into the available space. Place
their mounting holes sensibly, so that they do
not foul either the lid of the case, or the com-

ing output until a peak point is reached, and

unscrewing the core beyond this point will give
a very rapid decline in output power.
An alternative method is to connect a multi meter in the positive supply lead, and with this

set to read 25mA f.s.d., turn the unit on and
adjust the core of Ll for minimum deflection
of the meter. No modulation should be used
while making this adjustment.

When using the transmitter, the aerial must
be in a vertical or nearly vertical position. The
unit is quite small and light, and is easily held
and operated by one hand.
El
We wish to thank Beatties of London for kindly loaning the
model tank shown in the heading and front cover photographs.

ponent panel.

Technician and
Student Apprenticeships

AERIAL BRACKET

in Engineering or Electronics

A 64mm x 24mm piece of 24s.w.g. aluminium
is formed into a mounting bracket for the aerial.

This is folded in the middle at right angles

(across its width). One section of the bracket is
drilled to take a grommet into which the aerial
fits, and the other is drilled to enable the bracket

to be mounted on the side of the case using
short 6BA screws.

A second hole for the aerial is drilled in the
top of the case, and this is also fitted with a

grommet. Be sure to drill the hole in the correct
position so that the aerial fits in reasonably

straight. Provided that the inside diameter of
the grommets is correct for the diameter of the
telescopic aerial used, they will provide a firm
mounting for the aerial as well as insulating
it from the case.
When all the components have been mounted,

the last few connections can be made. There is
a space for a PP6 battery beside the aerial. A
couple of strips of foam rubber can be fixed on
the inside of the base lid opposite the battery,
so that the battery is held firmly in place when

If you are leaving school in 1976 and are interested in
starting a worthwhile career, we can provide you
with the training and education to fulfil your ambitions.
We are one of Britain's major electronics companies
whose products include communications systems, T.V.
cameras, telephone switching systems and mobile
radio equipment.
Apprentices study for City and Guilds, National
Certificate or Degree Courses.
All training is undertaken at Chelmsford in Essex and
accommodation is available during the first year of the
apprenticeships.

There is an active Apprentice Association, together
with a wide range of sports and social activities.
For further details, please write to:-Mr. J. A. Poole,
Senior
Systems

Training Officer, Marconi Communication
Ltd.. New Street, Chelmsford, Essex,

CMi IPL.

A GEC -Marconi

becironocs Company

the lid is screwed into position.
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varies round the world, and it is
obviously not cost-effective to
design a set for U.K. use only.

It has required the very careful
allocation of shared wavelengths
and restricted transmission powers

to squeeze all the current and
planned BBC and Independent

Radio stations into the
small space left in the 88 to
Local

100MHz range by the BBC
national stations. To make matters

worse some public services still

encroach on these frequencies.
In this respect, we are paying a

penalty for being a pioneer of
By ADRIAN HOPE

As anyone who owns a radio or
well, the wireless bands of the

long waves are becoming increasingly polluted with thyristor
generated interference.

are bursting at the seams. Far

long

television

knows only

too

The problems of medium and

Earth's electromagnetic spectrum

wave

a.m.

transmission

many transmissions (both
legitimate and otherwise) are
competing for far too few discrete

clutter are global, because these
frequencies can easily travel long

mutual interference

and television) normally travel
only short distances and are thus
far less susceptible to mutual interference. Except under unusual
atmospheric conditions, when the
signals travel farther than usual
by bouncing off upper layers of
the atmosphere and down to
Earth again, legitimate transmit-

too

spots on the dial. One result is
between

different stations.

Allocations
In Copenhagen in
medium

and

long

the
waveband
1948

frequency bands were carefully
analysed and set frequencies allocated to radio stations round
Europe. Provision was made for

400 transmitters on the medium
waveband, with a total transmitting power between them of 20
million watts. No single trans-

mitter was to be permitted

a

power greater than 150kW, and

separate

channels would be

distances. On the other hand,
v.h.f. transmissions (f.m.

radio

ters operating on the same fre-

quency seldom encroach on each
other's territory. This is why
different stations as close together

Swansea and Glasgow can
easily share the same v.h.f. freas

quency, even while transmitting
4kW of power.

spaced apart by 9kHz. But the

Stockholm Plan

versally ignored, and there are

The v.h.f. radio and TV bands
were allocated in Stockholm in

Convention has been almost uni-

now 1500 transmitters operating
in the medium waveband in
Europe, with a total transmission

power of 60 million watts and
operating on
powers of up to 1,500kW!
some individuals

Currently the International
Telecommunication Union is looking at ways of sorting out the

mess. One suggestion is that the
9kHz channel spacing should be
reduced to 8kHz, to make room
for 16 extra channels on the a.m.
bands. But realistically, the a.m.
bands must now be regarded as
irrevocably cluttered and virtually
a write-off for anything other

than casual listening on a portable set. And of course, as pre-

viously reported, the medium and
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and it is probably not
generally realised that the socalled Stockholm plan made only
the frequencies 88MHz to 100MHz
available for entertainment broad1961,

casting in Europe. But virtually
every v.h.f. f.m. receiver sold in

this country will tune over the

much wider range of 86 to
109MHz, and in so doing will pick

up a wide range of police, fire engine and ambulance transmissions

-which it is in fact illegal for the
public to receive.

Sets are sold with the unneces-

sary ability to receive illegal
transmissions in the U.K., because
the spot on the 86 to 109MHz dial

occupied by legal transmissions

public service broadcasting. As
far back as 1939, the police and
fire engines in this country were
using two-way radio, and their
frequencies were allocated long
before serious thought had been
given to the transmission of entertainment on the v.h.f. bands;
and some service allocations in
the entertainment band still persist. But the Home Office confirm

that a project to clear the 88100MHz band of all public service
transmissions is already well
under way.

Citizens Band
Although bad news for those

who like to dabble with gadgetry,
it is also probably good news for
hi-fi enthusiasts that the Home
Office plans to continue its

present policy of refusing to allow
Citizen -Band transmissions in the

frequencies around 27MHz. For

many years in the U.S.A., and
more recently in France, Germany, Holland, Switzerland and
Denmark, it has been legal for
the public to use walkie-talkies on
these frequencies.

In the U.K. these frequencies

are still legally available only for
non -speech transmissions, such as
very low -power transmitters for
radio -controlled models and hospital and other radio paging and
bleep systems. Also industrial r.f.

generators operate in this area.

The Home Office say that C.B.
equipment is notorious (especially

if cheap, faulty or with its power

illegally over 5 watts) for pro-

ducing second and other har-

interference. And this
through onto domestic
v.h.f. radio and TV receivers.
According to the Home Office the
U.S.A. authorities regret ever
having allocated the Citizens
Band, and the European countries
monic

breaks

who have followed suit are also
becoming sadder but wiser.
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By A. P. STEPHENSON

Part Four
4.1 CAPACITORS
Capacitors are nearly as common as resistors and

consist of two conducting plates separated by an
insulator (such as air), see Fig. 4.1a. Superficially,
capacitors might appear to be useless because no
current can pass through them. They can however be
used to (a) store energy, (b) delay a change of voltage
9

CONDUCTING
PLATES

INSULATOR -

Fig. 4.1a. Schematic of the
make-up of a capacitor and
its circuit symbol.

(!,

Beginning with the ability to store energy, consider
the circuit shown in Fig. 4.1b.

co

The plates are made of a conducting material so
there are plenty of free electrons on both of them.
When the switch S1 is closed, the positive terminal
of the battery attracts electrons away from the top
plate and the negative terminal pushes electrons on
to the bottom plate, i.e. the battery sweeps electrons
from the top to the bottom.
The action is virtually instantaneous and ends with
the capacitor being "charged" to 10 volts, the same
as the battery.

If the battery is now isolated, (switch S1 open) the
capacitor is left in this charged state i.e. top plate

S

Fig. 4.1b. A circuit to illustrate the ability of a capacitor
to store energy.

starved of electrons and the bottom plate is left with a
surplus. Since ai - is almost a perfect insulator, the

excess electrons are trapped and ten volts remain
"stored" in the capacitor for as long as we choose.

4.2 CAPACITANCE
Capacitors, like resistors, are manufactured with a
wide variety of values but the property is in terms of
capacitance instead of resistance. Capacitance is

2.5 volts difference across the plates, its capacitance
is

5 coulombs
2.5 volts

the charge needed to raise the plates to a given

voltage difference. The symbol for capacitance is C,
the unit is the farad (F) and the equation for the above
definition is given below.
Capacitance

Charge

Voltage

or in symbols C

The farad is an enormous unit, so the following
sub -multiples are used:

The microfarai (abbreviation 1iF) =

1

millionth

of a farad 10-6F.

thousand
The nanofarad (abbreviation nF)
millionth 10-9 F. The picofarad (abbreviation pF)
10-''F (A picofarad is
million millionth of a farad
usually called a "puff".)
To make a large capacitance we can increase the
area of the plates, or decrease the distance between
1

V

Example

If a certain capacitor requires 5 coulombs to raise
24

2 farads

1
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the plates, or we can use insulation material other
than air.

This insulation is called a dielectric and depending
on the material, has a property called the dielectric
constant, which is simply a measure of comparison
with air.

Mica for instance has a value of about 7 which
means the capacitance would be increased seven
times if we replaced the air by mica. Unfortunately

these materials are not .s perfect as air, so they tend

to slowly leak away the stored charge. Capacitors
of one microforad or greater are considered large
and are normally the electrolytic type, meaning the
dielectric has been formed by chemical action. These
types leak badly and are sensitive to polarity, i.e. the

end coloured red or marked (+) is the positive end
and the capacitor must be operated this way round.

4.3 STORED ENERGY
An isolated charged capacitor stores energy (W).
To calculate the amount of energy in joules we use
the equation below.

Example

A 2 farad capacitor ciarged to 10 volts will store

an amount of energy equal to +

2

100

100 joules.

For 'nstance, if we discharge a capacitor by placing
Stored energy

or in symbols

Capacitance

(Voltage)2

2

CV2
WT

a resistance across its plates, current will flow until
all the surplus electrons on the negative plate return
to the positive plate via the resistor. The final result
will be zero stored energy and a warm resistor (energy
has been converted to heat).

4.4 WORKING VOLTAGE AND LEAKAGE
Besides the capacitance value, a capacitor is
normally marked with its working voltage, which
tells you the maximum safe voltage allowed across
the plates. If for example, the marking is "6 volts
working", a higher voltage may puncture the d electric
causing the plates to short together.

All capacitors will gradually lose charge due to

leakage which may be thought of as a high resistance

permanently in parallel across the plates. With the

exception of electrolytics we expect leakage resistance to be thousands of megohms or more.

Electrolytics have reatively high leakage (lower
leakage resistance) and in general it increases with
capacitance and the working voltage.
For a given manufacturing type, the physical size is
increased in proportion to the capacitance and working voltage. Electrolytics have the advantage of small
physical size in spite of large capacitance.

4.5 TIME CONSTANTS
A battery connected suddenly across a capacitor
will charge it up almost instantly. The action can be
slowed down by connecting a resistor in series with
the charging path, see Fig. 4.5a.

R is called the
time constant which is defined as the time taken
(approximately). The product C

for the capacitor voltage to reach approximately two
thirds of the supply (applied) voltage.
Examples

81

Fig. 4.5a. The resistor in
series with the charging
the
capacitor, increases

charging up time.

Since the resistor (R) limits the current, the capaci-

tor will now take some time for sufficient e ectrons
to flow from top to bottom plates, i.e. it takes time to
charge up C to the battery voltage. Rather complex
mathematics will reveal that the time taken to comR seconds
C
plete the charging action is 5

(a) A 2 farad capacitor charging via a 4 ohm resistor
has a time constant equal to 2 4 8 seconds. This
means it will take 8 seconds to charge the capacitor to
40 seconds
8
two thirds the battery voltage and 5
to be equal to the battery voltage.
Since microfarads and megohms balance, we can
use this to save noughts in practical calculations.
(b) A 2/4F capacitor and a 6 megohm resistor has a
time constant of 12 seccnds and will take 60 seconds
to charge up fully. We now see how we can delay a

voltage. Close the switch S1 and volts across C

will appear later. By choice of CR values, delays of
microseconds or hours can easily be obtained.

4.6 CHARGING ACTION
To illustrate the charging action in more detail
consider the graph shown in Fig. 4.6a.
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On closing the switch S1, charging current starts
to flow. This current is large to start with and becomes
25

progressively less as time passes. The voltage across

C therefore rises rapidly at first but quickly slows
down. The reason for this behaviour is explained by
remembering Khirchoff's law of voltages which for
this particular example can be as below.
VB

At all times during the charging action
VR + VC

Vs

At the instant of closing switch S1, the capacitor
has not yet had time to acquire any charge so Vc
is still zero. This means that all the battery voltage
is across R.

The initial charging current must therefore be
VB

2CR

CR

3CR

<CR

5CR

TIME IN
SECONDS

t
SWITCH CLOSED

AT THIS TIME

Fig. 4.6a. The circuit diagram for charging up a capacitor

via a series resistor, and a graph showing the voltage
across the capacitor as a function of time.

R

As time progresses, Vc rises, so the nett voltage
driving the current is no longer Vol but (Vs-Vc). The
current at all times will be /
(Vs - Vc)/R and will
obviously become smaller and smaller as Vc climbs
nearer towards its final value of Vs.

In fact Vc will never quite reach Vs but this is hairsplitting. At the end of 5CR seconds it had reached

99.3262 per cent cf Vs which is near enough for most
people. Whilst on the subject of accuracy, at the end
of one time constant (CR seconds), Vc actually rises

to 63212 per cent of Vs although it is customary to
round this up to two thirds for most practical
purposes.

4.7 DISCHARGE ACTION
The discharging of a capacitor via a resistor is
basically the same as the charging action but in
reverse.

Assume the capacitor in Fig. 4.7a has been previously charged tc a voltage Vc. On closing the switch
S1, a large discharge current flows at first, but as the
voltage gradually falls, the current becomes smaller.

At the end of one time constant (CR seconds) the
voltage falls to about one third of the original voltage
(which is actually two thirds of the discharge range).
At the end of 5CR seconds, the capacitor is
considered discharged.

Fig. 4.7a. On closing the
switch, the capacitor dis-

charges exponentially
through the resistor.

4.8 CAPACITORS IN SERIES AND PARALLEL
Capacitors are said to be connected in series when

Fig. 4.8 (a) and (b) shows
series (a) and parallel (b)
connection of capacitors

OA

connected as shown in Fig. 4.8a. The total capacitance across the terminals AB given by
1

Ctote I

1

1

C1

C2

1
'

T

C3

1.

there are only two capacitors connected, the
product over sum equation can be used as shown
If

(b)

below
Ctoill

C1 x C2

Cl + C2

Note that these formulae are the same as those for
resistors connected in parallel.

Capacitors are said to be connected in parallel
when they are connected as shown in Fig. 4.8b. The
total capacity across AB is given by
C1 + C2
Cthw

which is the same kind of formula as used for
resistors in series.
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B

Photograph of the capacitors used in the Teach -in
series: (a) 1000/4c (b) 100/iF both electrolytics and
(c) 0.1iif ceramic.
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TEACH -IN '76 EXPERIMENTS AND EXERCISES
EXPERIMENT 4A
To show that a capacitor can "store" voltage and to
show that a meter can quickly discharge it.

PROCEDURE
1. Assemble the 100 microfarad capacitor on the
Circuit Deck and wire up to the switch and 9 volt
battery terminals as shown in Fig. 4A.1. Using the
meter on the 10 volt range, fix the meter probes to
the terminals as shown. Make sure that the capacitor
polarity is correct and check out your wiring up.

2. Switch on and confirm that the meter almost
instantly reads the same voltage as the battery.

3. Isolate the battery by switching off and confirm
that the meter is still reading 9 volts, indicating that
a capacitor can "store" a voltage. The meter reading

will fall away (decrease) towards zero volts as the
seconds pass, due partly to the internal leakage of

the capacitor, but mainly due to the meter itself
behaving as a parallel resistance of value 200 kilohms.

4. Switch on again to recharge the capacitor, and
then off if you want a repeat performance.
5. To prove the meter is mainly responsible for the
leakage, disconnect the meter, switch on and then
off, and leave for a few minutes. The voltage across
the capacitor will still be high if you momentarily take
a measurement again.

2. With the switch turned off, connect the meter
probes (plugged for 10 volts) to the terminals as
shown.

3. Switch on and confirm that the meter takes nearly
5 seconds to climb to 6 volts and about 25 seconds
to reach 9 volts. [Thecry: CR -- 1000uF x 4.7k12
4.7 seconds (time to reach 2/3 of the battery voltage);
5CR
23.5 seconds.]
4. Switch off anc change the 4.7 kilohm resistor to
47 kilohms. It is necessary to completely discharge
the capacitor before proceeding. To do this, hold a
100 chm resistor across the capacitor terminals for
a few seconds.
5. Switch on and conf rm that the meter now takes

much longer to reach the final value (CR is now
increased by a factor of 10 times). Remember now
however that the meter resistance is 200 kilohms on
the 13 volt range and will have more effect when the
47 kilohm resist°. is used.
6. Perform all these experiments again, but fix the

meter probes across the resistor instead of the
capacitor. You w II find that meter readings will now
start at 9 volts and fall away to zero volts.

TO METER (10V)
TO METER (10V)

SI

Si
81 I
9V (1

CI

700RF

RI 4.7k11

4A.1. The layout of the components on the Circuit
Fig. 4A.1.
Deck for experiment 4A together with the circuit diagram.

EXPERIMENT 4B
To verify the CR time constant.

PROCEDURE
1. Assemble the 1000 microfarad capacitor, the 4.7
kilohm resistor and then wire up the 9 volt battery and
switch as shown in Fig. 4B.1.
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

Fig. 4B.1. Shows the layout and wiring up of the components on the Circuit Deck for experiment 48. Also
shown is the theoretical circuit diagram.
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charge itself to about one-third of its
original voltage?

EXERCISES
4.1. Calculate the
following:

constant

time

of

the

4.4. Calculate the total capacity if a 2 micro farad and an 8 microfarad capacitor were
connected in (a) parallel (b) series.
4.5. When using an electrolytic capacitor, what
is the special precaution to be taken?

(a) C=2 microfarads, R=5 megohms
(b) C=0.1 microfarads, R=20 kilohms
(c) C=100 microfarads, R=1 megohm

Answers

4.2. How long would it take a 0.5 microfarad
capacitor to charge up to the full battery

lumauuo3 uaqm Avapiod 2.3a.uo3 ainsua gti
speaujoi3!ui 9.1 (q) spenjoiapu of (e)

kilohms. How long would it take to dis-

'ePeepas 00 '217
( xoadde ) spuo3as gz 0 'Z't
spuoaas
001 (3) SPUODaSql!Ul Z (q) SPUO3aS 01 (e)

voltage via a 100 kilohm resistor?
4.3. A 1000 microfarad electrolytic capacitor has
an internal leakage resistance of 200

machine's gone wrong, its black

ing all the paper". So I roll up
my sleeves, put on my printing
coat and investigate the trouble.
Crisis

number

two

quickly

follows, and turns out to be a
shortage of the 100 microamp

By PAUL YOUNG

HAVE you ever read
cription

of a day

a desin the

of the Prime Minister or
the President of the United
States, for that matter? If you
life

My next letter is from a cus-

tomer in Kent who is very lavish

his praise of our catalogue.

in

"Somehow

you

and telling me it should have

impossible

try to think of something start-

have you will know that it goes
something like this. "He is at

one,

morning. He works till

one raises a smile, as

his desk at 7 a.m. sharp every
1

p.m.

and then has a working lunch".

In case it was true I refused

both jobs, and decided selling
electronic components was less
tiring. Should any of my younger

readers think it might be preferable to engine driving or window cleaning, I thought it might

seemingly

feat." Oh! I like this man, I could
read his letters all day! My third
it

is an

indignant letter from a customer,

wanting to know why we have
sent him a 0.0005p.F variable
capacitor when he asked for a
500pF! My fourth letter is from

the

state

department of the

be advisable to describe my working day. Not that I would wish to

Channel Islands asking why we
are robbing the poor inhabitants
by asking them to pay V.A.T.!!
It is hard to write a sympathetic

us, and we cannot last for ever.

all my mail and gulp down a

deter them from their ambition,
far from it, there are too few of

I am not at my desk at 7 a.m.

it is in fact nearer 9.45, but unless
the weather is particularly un-

kind, I go for a mile walk each
morning before I start work. My
first job is to deal with the post.
Usually it is a mixed bag. Here
is one from Sri Lanka, or Ceylon
that was, and the writer says he
is not allowed to send money out
of the country, but if I send the
goods he will send me some tea.
I like it, I am always advising
barter.
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reply to that one.
I

have tackled weeks ago, when
the phone rings, and it is the
advertising agency wanting the
copy for the next advertisement

even

have

managed to improve on the last
a

meters, wanted for the Teach -In
76 series. To overcome this, entails several phone calls, to say
nothing of frustration.
I get back to my desk and start
to tidy it up, something I should

quickly draft out replies to

working cup of tea. By now
several people have telephoned
and some orders have been placed
on my desk, each one short of one

or two things. They have been
put there in the hope that I can
suggest substitutions, and frequently I can.

I am about to make my customary walk around the establishment, when one of the girls
rushes in, looking like an overworked sweep, caught by a shower
of rain, "Oh! Mr. Young the

been in yesterday. I sit down and

ling, original and clever that will

bring the customers rolling in.
The phone rings again, it is a
friend of mine in St. Vincent,
West Indies, wanting a few bits
and pieces. It is so clear I im-

mediately say "Oh are you home
Barry?" When he tells me "no",
I rather lamely say, "Oh! What's
the weather like?"
Now it is time for a quick lunch
and when I return, I see the girls

are rather pushed, so I serve a
few customers. Of course the
afternoon brings in dramas, the
post machine runs out of money

and when we get our mail half

way down in the hoist the mains
fail. We can neither get it up nor

down and the mail van has to
leave without it.

Usually I have some electronic

project on the go and each day
I hope I can sneak an odd five

minutes for some actual constructional work but it seldom happens,

and all too soon I see the hands

of the clock paint to 6.15 and

it is time to depart.
You have been warned.
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E-ACHEIN 766 WeitteedAideof
METER

any other readers of this age and what their opinions

On reading the Teach -in 76 series E.E. October
1975, I noticed that a 100 microamp meter was called

for. I have at home a 50 microamp meter and won-

dered if this could be used with the changes shown
below.

are.

Like many schools, I have a multimeter and so it
would seem that the meter that you have said will
be made at the erd of the course would duplicate
what I have already. Would it however be possible
for o le of your staff to design a pH meter with the
parts being used? I feel that this would be a valuable
addition to a school's equipment.
J. P. Bailey,
Camberley, Surrey.
We will look at alternative construction ideas for the
meter.

PARALLEL RESISTORS
May I heartily congratulate you on such a fine200k12

200kn

infor -native light-hearted series Teach -In 76 that is
currently being written in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

100k11

This is by far the best series
As the meter is only going to be used to monitor
voltage, it is quite in order to use the 50 microamp meter

as detailed above. You will in fact have a better voltmeter than with the 100 microamp meter as its sensitivity will be increased to 20 kilohms per volt.

However, it does in ore sense fall into the same

category as others-which is always a bit misleading regarding resistances in parallel, when
more than two are invoked, and it is dismissed as

-+ -

1

R

LOUDSPEAKER
have recently purchased a kit of components
for the Teach -in 76 series (which incidentally cost
I

L21.18 from Home Radio).

How should the loudspeaker be attached to the
top panel. In the illustration see four screws and
speaker cloth is used. Should there be a special
fixing attachment on the loudspeaker.
I

Elizabeth McFadzen

Ayr, Scotland.
There are many small speakers that have no fixing
holes and it appears that you have one of these. You

have several choices of fixing, such as glueing the
speaker cloth in place with an adhesive such as
Ara/dite and then glueing the speaker to the cloth.
Alternatively, wooden or metal brackets can be made
to clamp the speaker (and cloth) to the top panel at the
corners or edges of the loudspeaker.

have seen-and

I

the easiest to understand that I have yet seen.

1

R1 + R2

R3

.Then it is explained and helpful

tips given for two in parallel-but rarely explanation
for three. So that three 9i resistors in parallel is
1

1

1

3

9

9

9

9

often confusing as we get - + - + -

- which many

think is the finish as nothing else is explained-I've
3

even known - for above. No book ever tells people
27

that the result of above should be turned upside
down or that the lowest common denominator

should be found making the result

9

- - 312. In
3

addition a useful tip arrives out of this: if three
resistors of the same value are in parallel then the
result is the value of one divided by the number of
resistors.

Hoping for some clarification in the futuremea iwhile carry on Mr. A. P. Stephenson-a fine
series.

P. D. Cheel
Clacton, Essex

MATHS
Unlike many, I suggest, of your readers, I really am

a complete novice and as such am following your
Teach -In 76. I am also taking through the course a
number of boys aged 11 to 13 and shall be very
interested to see how they can cope with the matherealise that it is difficult to
matical side of it.
simplify far enough, and so I have in fact re -written

The formula for resistors in parallel
1

R tort

-

R1
+
1

+
- R2-3
R

(see section 2.1 ,page580)

I

some of your material in simpler words for their
benefit.

I

should be interested to know if there are
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is actually

so the inversion is shown by

1

. The rest is simply

R total

the application of maths to get the answer.

Physics
is FUN!
By DERRICK DAINES

CHRISTMAS TOYS
they used to say, A Merry

As Christmas to all our readers!
And, while you're digesting that
pudding and want something to
keep the kids from bouncing on
your stomach, show them how to
make an electromagnet. It is a
cute little gadget that any child
can make and have fun with, yet
has an astronomical number of
applications that reach out over
every branch of technology.

All that is needed to keep the
kids happy is a nail, a length of

wire and a battery-and that's

all! The nail can be of any size15mm is useful-and in any condition. The wire can be salvaged
from

a

discarded transformer,

while even the battery can be

virtually discharged. Take about
a metre of the wire and wrap it
round the nail; bare the two ends
and that's it! What could be

simpler? If the battery is the
single -cell type, anyone may hold

the battery in one hand, nipping

the wires between the top and
the bottom (Fig. 1). Tightening

and slackening the grip will cause

the electromagnet to switch on
and off. Anybody can have fun
picking up and dropping several
pins and paper clips.

Some readers may worry that

the coil of wire is short-circuiting
the battery, but we cannot agree
or disagree without knowing their
concept of a short-circuit. The

internal resistance of the coil is
very small, but is present nevertheless and will cause the coil to
get quite warm after a few
minutes. So if readers think of a
short-circuit

as

nil

resistance,

they may set their minds at rest.
However, since the resistance is
so small the battery will be fairly
quickly discharged, but then you

can press that controller from
the train set into use!
If you slip the coil off the nail,
you will find that you can no
30

longer pick up pins, which is

rather odd; what has happened?
Whatever happened to that magnetism we discovered last month?

Don't worry-it's still there, but
it is now so weak that it is not

strong enough to be demonstrated

by a chunk of iron as big as a
pin.

Clearly, the iron has the effect

of increasing the magnetism. Con-

sider Fig. 2; each millimetre of

the wire contained in the coil still

contributes its mite, a sheath of
magnetism along its length, but
the overall effect is for a North
seeking pole to be created at

one end and a South -seeking pole

at the other. As mentioned last
month, each line of flux makes a

complete circuit.
This time it goes down the

centre of the coil, out into space
and round to the other end. The
geometry of the

arrangement

means that there are more lines
of flux per square centimetre of

It

%our

children

have

Meccano set among their gifts.
make a model crane with their

electromagnet in place of the
hook and you will then be able to

snooze until teatime! Of course,
this is one use to which it is put
in industry. Other uses are legion

and include the separation

metals,

removal

of

of

impurities

during food preparation, circuit
breakers, meters and so on, as
well as the enormous family of
relays.

MAGNETIC SWING
A wooden frame can make the
basis of a magnetic swing (Fig.
4). The swing itself is made of
wire bent into a U -shape with
hooks formed at each end. One
side has a leg continuing upwards for 2 to 3cm above the hook.
Small pieces of wire or panel pins

pushed through the wood form
pivots for the swing and an extra

pushed through on one
side and the wire leg adjusted
so that it just touches when the
swing is at rest. Place a horseshoe magnet so that the swing

area inside the
coil than there are on the outside.
In other words, more magnetism.

pin is

greater than the resistance

of

is between the poles. Now when

increased, manifesting
itself at the ends of the iron.

points shown, the swing will continually swing backwards and
forwards.

cross-sectional

Now, the resistance of air to the
passage of flux is immeasurably

iron, so when we place iron inside the coil, the flux is enormously

If you change the polarity of

supply, the North and South poles

will change ends, as you would
expect. This can be proved by
means of a compass or another
magnet, remembering that like
poles repel and opposite poles
attract; Fig. 3 shows the polarity
that an electromagnet will adopt
when a current is passed through
it. If the current is passing clockwise when viewed from the end,
the end nearest the observer will
be the South -seeking pole. In

the battery is connected at the

Lastly, another little toy that
always causes amusement; see
Fig. 5. A pair of stiff wires are
bent so as to form bridges about

8cm apart. They can be held
in place by piercing a piece of
card and bending the wires at
the back, securing with Sellotape.

A horseshoe magnet is stood
as shown and a 'snake' cut out

of baking foil. When this is placed

on the bare wires of the bridges
and a battery connected,

other words, when turning an

the
snake will wriggle in an amusing
way. For the best results the

the North -seeking pole.

should make good contact with
the wires-Have fun!

imaginary screwdriver with the
current, the forefinger points to

snake should not be flat but it
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

Physics
is FUN!

Fig. 1. Use of a battery, nail and wire to
make an electromagnet.

Fig. 2 (above). The magnetic
field around a current carrying
coil.
Fig.

OGVIET1C

3

(left). Polarity and
current direction.

Sniff

BRIDGE

Fig. 4 (above). Construction details
of the magnetic swing.
Fig. 5 (right). The 'snake' will wriggle when
the battery is connected.
Everyday Electronics, January 1976
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TIME
LAPSE
LINE

TRIGGER
By P.N. ALLEY

Automatically fires a tine camera
on single shot at set intervals.
your car along the Ml, or even a less
auspicious road, at over 1000 m.p.h. and
later produce the proof of this fact, for the beneDRIVE

fit of any disbeliever, in the form of a movie film.

The secret, if you haven't already guessed, is to
set the movie camera up on a tripod in the car
and press the single shot release at regular intervals. When subsequently projected onto a screen
at the normal speed of 16 f.p.s. (or 24 f.p.s. if
sound is recorded) the apparent motion will be

increased by a factor dependent on projected
speed divided by the filming speed.

For example, assume the actual speed of the
car is 30 m.p.h., filming one frame every three
seconds and then projecting the processed film
at 16 f.p.s. will give an apparent speed on the
screen of (30 X 16) X13= 1440 m.p.h.

For the filming sequence to last on the screen
for 30 seconds will entail 30 X 16 = 480 frames
which will take (480 X 3 secs) = 24 minutes to
actually film.

Similar novelty films are only limited by the
imagination and can be anything from filming
a flower bulb opening over a period of hours to
the tortoise skipping across the lawn.
The problem is the boredom

for

the

photographer having to operate the cable release at intervals of a few seconds for several
minutes. The answer is a remotely operated
cable release which will do it automatically. This
article describes how one can be made.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the Time Lapse Gine

Trigger is shown in Fig. 1 and has been designed
with minimal quiescent current so as to conserve

the battery power which is important when set
for long delay times and operating over long

Transistor TR1 is a unijunction transistor con-

nected up as a relaxation oscillator. This produces a pulse at regular intervals depending on
the values of VR1, R1 and Cl. The values have
been chosen so that the minimum delay is 3
seconds when VR1 is set for minimum resistance

and a maximum delay of about 3 minutes with
VR1 set for maximum resistance.

The output from the unijunction is a very

short duration pulse (in the order of a few

microseconds) across R3. Each pulse causes TR2

to switch on hard and allows C2 to charge up

very quickly to 6 volts before switching off. With
TR2 off, C2 discharges through the base of TR3

at a rate principally determined by the value of
R4. The value of the latter has been chosen so
that the discharge time is about half a second

and during this period the relay is energised
and causes the motor to begin turning.

The electric motor, through the gearing,
drives a shaft with cams at each end. One cam

operates the cable release mechanism.
The other cam, which is electrically connected
to the negative side of the motor power terminal

through the case of the motor (and metal gearing), rotates sufficiently during the period the
relay is energised to make contact with the con-

tactor connected to the negative battery rail.
VOIGt

GuiDP'-

OW(

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

£3.50 excluding
motor, gearing
and case

Based on prices prevailing

time of going to press

at

hours.
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Fig. 1. The complete circuit
diagram of the Time Lapse
Cine Trigger.

When this happens the motor is caused to make
a complete revolution and stops when the con-

tactor/cam contact is broken by the cam flat.

The motor is then ready to accept another pulse
from the oscillator and the cycle is repeated for
as long as S2 is in the "delay" position.

With S2 on "continuous", the relay contacts
are bypassed and S2 provides a continuous circuit to the motor resulting in the operation of
the cable release mechanism about once every
second depending on the gearing.
Note that D1 is a small catching diode to prevent high inductive voltage across TR3 collector junction when the relay operates; C3 absorbs
the nuisance pulse from operating TR3 and the
relay when the motor stops.
The quiescent current for the circuit is about
1 milliamp being that of the unijunction oscilla-

tor. The cam motor consumes 100 milliamps

when operating.
In one test carried out using four 1.5 volt penlight batteries for the cam motor S2 was set for

continuous run to see how long the batteries

would last. After 35 minutes and 2000 exposed
frames the batteries showed no signs of exhaus-

tion. If S2 is set to "delay" it is estimated the

latter items to avoid thermal damage from the
soldering iron. Attac:3 suitable lengths of flying
lead to the board so that they will comfortably
reach the other components.

Components
Resistors
R2

331w
1201

R3
R4

2052
101c0

R1

All PN carbon

Potentiometer
VR1

C1

C2

C3
TR1

required, reduce Cl proportionally in which case

TR3

proportion.

COMPONENT BOARD
The prototype component board was 0.1 inch
matrix Veroboard; the layout of the components
on the topside of the board and the breaks to be
made along the copper strips on the underside
are shown in Fig. 2.

Begin by making the necessary breaks and

drilling the fixing holes. Next mount the capaci-

tors, resistors and relay coil followed by the

50pF 10V elect.
10/4F 10y elect.
100/,F .10V elect.

Semiconductors
TR2

the maximum delay period will be reduced in

1M0 carbon lin.

Capacitors

batteries would last for days.

If less than a minimum 3 second delay is

10%

D1

TIS43 unijunction
2N1304 germanium npn or similar
switching transistor
2N1309 germanium pnp or similar
switching transistor
1N4148 or similar silicon diode

Miscellaneous
on/off slide or toggle
S1
S2

s.p.d.t. slide or toggle

RLA

6 vclt reed relay coil resistance 700

M1
B1

ohms (Doram)
6 volt model motor
6 volts (HP7, 4 off)

Veroboard: 0.1 inch matrix, 37 holes by 22
strips; holder for B1; battery connectors for
B1; knob; case to suit; metal gearing (see
text); aluminium for brackets; solder tag.

transistors and diodes using a heatshunt on the
Everyday Electronics, January 1976
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DIRECTION OF COPPER STRIPS
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Fig. 2. The layout of the

components on the

veroboard. Note that
there are two breaks to
be made on the under-

side of the board at
locations K30 and 024.
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000000
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VIEWED FROM UNDERSIDE

MOTOR DRIVE AND GEARING
The single shot release "pressure" on many

cine cameras can be quite high, some apparently
needing '2Ib force.
Few solenoids are made which operate on less
than 12 volt and inherently consume high instantaneous current necessitating high capacity and

therefore bulky batteries. To keep the weight

down the answer was found in an electric motor
driven cam arrangement.

The 6 volt motor used in the prototype unit
measured 35mm diameter and 38mm long and
consumed 100 milliamps when used to operate
the cam, thus four ordinary penlight }1P7 batteries can provide the requisite battery power.
The gearing used in the prototype was rescued
from a discarded child's electric motor driven
toy, the ratio from motor input shaft to output
shaft being 64:1. Most low voltage motor

spindles are of similar dimensions and the

original 1.5 volt toy motor complete with spindle

was removed from the first gear boss and replaced by the 6 volt motor, the spindle being
soldered inside the gear boss, lightly filing the
motor spindle beforehand to give a good "key"

for the solder. Suitable electric motors and gearing should be available from most good hobby
stores.
A small copper wheel of 19mm diameter was
drilled 3mm off centre and then soldered to the
output shaft of the gear so as to form a cam.
Should the reader's gear ratio be significantly

lower than 64:1, torque compensation can be
obtained by proportionately increasing the diameter of the cam e.g. for a gear ratio 32:1, diameter of cam should be 38mm.
34

000500000000000

S2
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A second copper wheel 19mm diameter should

be prepared with a "flat" filed on the circumference 13mm long, then drilled concentrically

and soldered to the other end of the output

A standard cable release can be gripped by
two small metal bracelets and bolted into position so that the cam, bearing up against the head
of the cable push rod, causes it to reciprocate as
the cam rotates, the stroke of the cable release
plunger being equal to the lift of the cam (see
Fig. 3). The point of contact between cam and
push rod should be well lubricated.

The stroke of the cable release has been

deliberately designed slightly on the high side.
When the unit is completed and the cable release
screwed fully home into the camera shaft, the
cable should be flexing, coincident with the high
side of the cam; unscrew the cable release sufficiently to prevent any undue strain on the cam
motor and mechanical parts.
Some cable releases have accentuated conical
threads allowing insufficient adjustment of this

nature. In this case adjust the cable release
position between its metal brackets so as to

tailor the stroke to the camera's release
mechanism.

CAMERA MECHANISM
With electric motor driven cameras the initial
depression of the cable release closes a lightly
sprung switch which starts the camera motor
off-load. Further depression connects the motor
to the shutter system through a clutch
mechanism allowing the inertial torque of the
motor to operate the system quickly, thereby
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

METAL PINCH BRACKETS

TIME
LAPSE

CABLE RELEASE
CAM

52

CINE
TRIGGER

INSULATED
BLOCK

HOLE DRILLED
3mm OFF CENTRE

TO MOTOR

Fig. 3. Details of the pi ich brackets, gearing
and cam arrangement. For simplicity, only
a two cog gear system is shown.

Fig. 4. The layout of the components in the
case and complete wiring up details.
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IPELAY1

avoiding an overexposed frame. A typical 6 volt
camera motor will only consume 100 milliamps
when on continuous run but will consume up to
I amp for the time the cable release is operated
on single shot, the current flow starting from the

cluding the release cable and pinch brackets.

Note that the gearing and cams need to be
metallic as should the motor body and fixing
bracket. A solder tag is connected to one side

of the motor bracket to enable the mechanism to
be connected to the negative supply terminal.

time the lightly sprung switch is closed and
ceases when it is opened. Therefore it is im-

The contactor for the "flat" cam should be

portant to ensure that after every single shot the
cable release is fully retracted and when in this
quiescent position is not contacting the operating plate inside the camera thus preventing any
possibility of the lightly sprung switch not being
allowed to open. Thus, not only will battery life
be conserved but will also prevent unnecessary
heat being generated in the camera motor.
This goal is achieved initially by ensuring that
the stroke of the cable release is more than sufficient to leave it fully retracted in the quiescent

mounted on a block of insulating material such
as wood. Finally, wire up the components and
board as detailed in Fig. 4.

ADJUSTMENT
The relay operating time is a function of C2,
R4, TR3 and relay operating current. The operating time has a very wide tolerance necessitating

only that the metal contactor reaches the rim

condition.

of the copper wheel (flat cam) and lasts no more
than one complete revolution of the output cam.

We now have to ensure that during the quiescent stage between each single shot, the low side

value of R4 and when the maximum adjustment

Should the time be too short, increase the

of the cam is in contact with the cable release
pushrod, thus ensuring maximum rectraction.
This is achieved by the metal contactor connected to one side of the battery, but insulated
from the main gearing, resting on the rim of the
"flat" cam wheel such that the flat portion of

is reached here, indicated by eratic relay contact closure, increase the value of C2. If the
time is too long, start adjustment by reducing

the cam which leaves the cable release fully

camera screw, or the whole mounted on a tripod.
With no film in the camera, connect the cable
release to the camera with S2 set to "delay" and
VR1 set for minimum resistance and switch on
at Si. The cam will rotate once about every three

C2 to 5 microfarads.

It is suggested that the case be screwed or

glued onto a small plate which is drilled at one

end for attaching the camera with a normal

the wheel rim is co -incident with the position of
retracted.

ASSEMBLY
When the motor, gearing and cam mechanism
have been completed the unit can be assembled.

seconds. Check, that as the cable release is

operated by the cam, the shutter is functioning
satisfactorily. With S2 in the "continuous" position, the camera shutter should operate about

The prototype unit was housed in an empty
plastic

cigarette

box

size

106 X 95 X 55mm

although the size and shape of the case will

depend on the dimensions and configuration of
the motor and gearing used.
The layout of the components in the case is
shown in Fig. 4. This is not critical in any way
and may be changed to suit. Begin by preparing
the case to accept all the components and com-

ponent board; secure them all in position in-

once every second.

If all is functioning correctly, mark the positions of the potentiometer knob that correspond
to the required timing positions.
El
We would like to thank Dixons for the loan of the cane
camera shown on the front cover.
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than care
is
better
Prevention

Boiling Liquid Alarm
Prevent that mess on your hob, the waste of milk and the smell with
this simple alarm. Inexpensive, easy to build.

AND
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of years ago I wrote a consumer

article about domestic calculators, and

rounded it off with what I thought at the time
was a very brave prediction. When domestic
calculators first came onto the market, they
fetched several hundreds of pounds each. But
there were, even by the time when I wrote that
article, plenty of good domestic machines at
around £60, and even a couple at around half
that. So I stuck my neck out and suggested that
the price would continue dropping, even as far

abacus are hardly new. With electricity came
realisation that the future of automatic calculating lay with electronics, and after the last
war massive room -sized, valve -powered gadgetry

was designed. Then came the transistor, and
with it the possibility of a reasonably small,

cheap and cool (remember valves run very hot!)
calculator. But by modern standards the original

transistor devices were very bulky and the
modern trend towards smaller and cheaper
follows from the advent of new techniques in

as the then unimaginably low figure of £15.

sub -miniaturisation and integration.

the miserable state of our economy and the
pathetic exchange rate for the pound, this

calculator was the commercial production of an
integrated circuit or "chip" which, as a single

Well, you can't be right all the time! Despite

country can still import foreign -made components or ready-made calculators and sell them
for only a little above a fiver a time. And the
"below a fiver" calculator must soon be with us.

In fact, to be strictly accurate, is has already
been with us-albeit temporarily. A domestic
calculator for £4.99 or thereabouts recently

The real watershed in the history of the

unit, replaced virtually all the discrete com-

ponents hitherto needed.
COST SPIRAL
Although chips cost a considerable amount of
money to design and put into production, they

cost very little to actually produce. Thus it

appeared briefly, but it has since disappeared.
Although there is no doubt that the downward
spiral of calculator prices is decelerating, there

makes sense to sell them very cheaply and in

to press we note that Laskus are selling the

Texas, Rockwell, Hewlett-Packard or Novus,
develops a chip for their own use and
incorporates it in their own calculators. Soon

is also no doubt that before long below-a -fiver
calculators will be readily available (As we go
Casio Personal Mini for £4.95). So how and why
has all this happened?

MINIATURISATION
Man has always tried to automate the chore

of arithmetic and as long ago as the seventeenth
century inventors used wheels and drums to add
and subtract. And, of course, the slide rule and
The calculators shown above are: Bowmar
MX90, Bowmar MX120, Bowmar Mathmate,
CBM 9140D and CBM SR 6120R.

vast quantities, to recoup their original development costs. In the world of calculators, there is
a routine which has now become standard.

One of the large manufacturers, such

as

they sell, at a reasonably high price (but still
ludicrously low in real terms), a batch of
identical chips to other, rival manufacturers.
The rivals then build the chips into their own
machines.

It is for this reason that any major new
calculator development is usually found first in

the expensive machines of a few, large firms
and then, a few months later, in the cheaper
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

Take, for example, the simple sum : 4-3.
When we do this sum in our head, we think first
of 4, then minus, then 3, and come up with the
result :

1.

But to do this sum on an RPN

machine, it is necessary to enter first the figure
4; then enter a plus/equals sign; then enter the
3; and then enter a minus/equals sign. This gives
the correct result. On the other hand, if you use
an RPN machine in the mental manner (enter

4; enter minus/equals; enter

3;

enter plus/

equals) it will give the incorrect answer : -1.
Some scientific calculators (for instance those
made by Hewlett-Packard) still use RPN because
the scientists and mathematicians who use them

prefer this reverse logic, but for domestic use,

an RPN machine (however mathematically

The chip shown contains 120 componentsthis picture was taken in 1969, before things
really got small.

correct, etc.) really is a pest. It makes far more
domestic sense to use normal, algebraic or free flow logic, as is now incorporated in the chip of
virtually every domestic and even semi -scientific
machine.

machines of slightly less well known but equally

reputable firms. Finally, once everyone at the

top end of the bracket has had all the chips they
need, and there is a new chip on the way (either
improved in some respect or offering even more
facilities), the remaining stocks of the old chip
are sold off cheap in massive job -lots to other
electronic firms, usually in the East.

These firms then build the perfectly sound,
but in some respects obsolete, chips into their
own calculators and export them around the
world at what now seems a ridiculously low cost.
This is why we can buy today a machine offering
all the facilities that a top maker's machine was
offering a few months ago, but at only a fraction
of the price asked for the original machine. And
this is how the below -a -fiver calculator can be

possible. But of course there must come a time
when prices can drop no further.
However cheaply a manufacturer can buy his
chips, he must still spend money on a casing,
power supply and digital readout, to produce a
saleable calculator. All these extra items cost

With algebraic logic, the simple sum 4-3=1
is entered exactly as you read it (enter 4, enter
-, enter 3, enter =, and read off the result: 1).
Of course once algebraic chips had become
available no one in the trade would pay more
than a pittance for a domestic RPN chip. So the

remaining RPN chips were sold off at ever

decreasing prices, in job lots round the world.
Thus machines were still appearing on the
market with RPN logic long
manufacturers had abandoned it for domestic
use. Incidentally, you can tell an RPN machine
at a glance, because it will have two = keys,
one + = and one - =. But there are few, if any,
still on sale now as domestic machines.
The Sinclair Executive-at one time the world's
smallest calculator-now they come in watches.

money and they are not getting any cheaper.

Also, the materials and labour involved in chip
production is costing more all the time, and this
must limit the eventual rock bottom price of a
chip.

RPN CHIPS
Perhaps the best example of how an obsolete
chip finds its way onto various markets at ever
decreasing prices is that of the Reverse Polish
chip. In the beginning (which,
remember, for calculators was only a few years

Notation

ago), most chips and thus calculator designs

used RPN (or post -fixed operator logic). According to this logic or notation, the user or operator

must add and subtract in a manner which,

although mathematically more correct, does not
tally with the way most people's mental
processes work.
Everyday Electronics, January 1976
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RETAIL SALES
Over recent months I have noticed that as the
hi-fi boom has cooled so the calculator section

of the Lasky's catalogue and price list has

swollen. I asked their Oxford Street store to give

me the lowdown from the other side of the

counter. After all, if you stock and sell a large
number of calculators, you soon find out not
only what is reliable and what the public wants,
but what also is unreliable and what the public
don't want.
In fact although Lasky's have what seems like

a very large range, they apparently don't touch
the job -lot, cheaper sort of unrepeatable offers
with a barge pole. It just isn't worth the trouble.
Because calculator servicing (by the retailer, at

least) is just not cost-effective, the retailer is
duty bound simply to replace any calculator that

is faulty on purchase or that develops a fault
within the guarantee period. Provided that the
retailer (through his wholesaler) has been dealing with an established firm, this system works
well. Just as a record retailer sends back a batch
of faulty discs and is either credited or receives

an equal number of replacements in return, so
the shop selling calculators simply bundles off
every faulty machine back to the manufacturer
and takes either a credit or an equal number in
replacements. You can't work this way with a
vanishing supply source!
The failure rate from some established

calculator firms is high and from others low.

For instance one British firm is particularly poor
in this respect, but their products are still
universally stocked for a variety of reasons. The
machines look good, perform well (when work-

ing properly), are remarkably cheap and sell
like hot cakes.

The range of CBM Business Machines scientific
calculators.

Equally important, the firm never quibbles
over crediting or replacing anything faulty that
is returned. Perhaps they work on the assumption that it is cheaper to churn out large
quantities of machines which have a high fault

rate and replace them as a routine, than it

is

to tighten on quality control.

EXTRA FACILITIES
Now algebraic logic

is

domestic

the norm for

all

calculators, the most important
facilities to watch for [over and above the basic
four ( + / -/ X / ) functions] are probably a

green display of eight digits minimum, a live
per cent key, a CE key, a reciprocal key and a
constant. Although scientific calculators tend to
have red 1.e.d. displays and use re -chargeable
batteries, a green display (usually with disposable batteries) is generally more legible for

domestic use. And it can be irritating to have
anything less than eight digits on the display.
Whereas on a scientific calculator any number
of digits over and above the display capacity can

automatically convert into scientific notation,
with most domestic calculators the display will

simply not hold any overload-and a six digit
display is easily overloaded.

The live per cent key is extremely useful in
these days of mixed VAT rate because it automatically gives a VAT inclusive result; a
constant facility makes it easier to repeat a
similar calculation several times. A CE (clear
entry) key enables the user to wipe out the last
entry of a calculation without obliterating all

the previous steps. This can be very useful,
because without such a facility it is necessary
to clear a whole calculation and go back to the
beginning if you make just one mistake in any
entry.

There are probably two golden rules for

calculator buyers. First, think not so much of
what you fancy in a calculator but what you are
going to use it for. If, for instance, you are going
to use it for shopping or accounting, then a live

per cent key is an essential. If, on the other

hand, you are going to use it mostly for mathematical work, then a log and anti -log key may be
invaluable. And curiously, I have never yet seen

one calculator that offers both functions.
Also, a reciprocal, although at first seeming
rather superfluous, can be very useful for anyone involved in currency conversions. Imagine,
0 01 CD 0 0

0 0 0 0 Ca

0 CO 0 0 0
0 0 0 Cl 0
ea 0 0

000
000
00

for instance, the dollar rate is (as at the time

of writing) 2-03. Using the reciprocal key (1/ X )

produces the result : 0.49, which you then
simply multiply by the number of dollars to
provide a direct readout of pounds sterling
equivalent. This calculation can, of course, be

done without a reciprocal key, but it takes
longer.

The second golden rule is to read the instruction book for whatever calculator you buy. You
40
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Table 1

Percentage Results

To show how different calculators produce different
results from the same entries. Three machines were
used, in each case, the problem was the same-what
is 200, increased by 10 per cent?
Right

Enter Enter Enter Enter Enter Enter Answer or
Wrong

(V or

Casio
Personal 8 200
200
200
200
200
200

r
+
+

10
10
10
10
10
10

%
%
%
%
%
%

+

10

+

40

+

10
10
10

%
%
%
%
%
%

20
200
240
220
220

10
10
10
10
10
10

%
%
%
%
%
%

+

Rockwell
20R

200
200
200
200
200
200

10
10

r
-4.

+
+
+

+

)

440
220
20
420
210
210

Decimo

VATman

The Decimo Super VATMAN, similar to the
VATMAN but with more facilities.

can in fact do the reciprocal calculation easily
without a reciprocal key if you have got to know

your machine well by reading the instruction
book. Many modern machines now have an auto-

matic constant facility (whereas earlier models
had it as a switchable function) and if you take

the 2.03, press the + key and then the = key,
you will get the obvious answer: 1. But pressing

the = key again (if the machine has automatic
constant or is switched to constant) will give
you the reciprocal as a result. This of course is

then simply multiplied by the number of dollars
to give a direct readout as sterling. It would be
easy to go a lifetime with a machine and never

know this kind of thing, if you do not bother
to read the instruction book. And you may get
the wrong answer by not reverting to clear
before multiplying.

VAT CALCULATIONS
Take, for instance, the popular Decimo Vat man, which has a live Der cent key and, as its
name implies, is intended primarily as a VAT
percentage calculator. The steps for working
out a ten Der cent increase on 200 are as follows:

Enter 200, enter X, enter 10, enter %. This

gives the intermediate result of 20 as the
percentage figure. Then enter + and then =,
to give the total result of original figure plus

percentage increase, which in this case is 220.
But miss out the last = sign and the machine
continues to display 20. Miss out instead the +
sign and the machine displays 4,000. Replace
the first X sign by +, and the machine always

gives the answer 210. Whereas the first two

incorrect answers (20 and 4.000) are unlikely to
pass unnoticed, the third (210) might well do so.

Now try the same strings of calculations on
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200
200
200
200
200
200

+

+

+

+
+

+

220
20
4000
210
210
210

But - still with the Vatman -

110
%
+
100
10
+
This may be the numerically correct answer for the calcula-

tion performed but it is only by coincidence! As the table
shows the same sequence will give incorrect answers for
other sets of figures.

different machines, and as the table dramatically
shows you may well only get the correct answer

from a different sequence. No one machine is

good or bad in this respect. They all simply need

to be used in their own particular way, and it
is the fault of the operator if his use of a wrong
procedure produces the wrong result. It is the
people who work computers and calculators that

produce the wrong results, not the machines
themselves; they can only feed out junk, if junk
is fed into them.
It defeats the whole object of using a calcu-

lator if you check the results continually for
errors. Instead, check the procedure carefully,
and then, within reason, leave the results to look
after themselves.

When checking procedure, it is a good idea
to run through the machine at least two simple
test calculations, with simple, known answers.
Beware of running only one test calculation,
because it may, by sheer coincidence, give the
correct result with an incorrect sequence. For
instance, as the table also shows, on the Vatman
incorrectly using + rather than X for the first
entry gives the numerically correct result for a
calculation which seeks to establish a percentage
increase on 100.

Readers with inquiring minds, a little time
to kill and a calculator to hand, might like to
amuse themselves looking for other, and less
obvious pitfalls where the wrong entry sequence
happens to give the right result for just one set
41

of figures. Other, less active, readers can muse

on a sobering thought-how many small, and
even large, company decisions on financial

matters have been taken on the strength of an
incorrect answer given by a calculator fed with
the correct figures but in a sequence which is
wrong for that particular machine's logic?

CASH BOOM?
Contrary to what one would imagine, there is
not really a calculator cash boom at the moment.

Figures for the last three years show that the
total number of hand-held calculators sold has
been increasing (from 650,000 to 1,000,000, to
1.5 million per year), but set against that is the
fact that in those three years the average price
has dropped from £45 to £30 to £18. So the

The Bowmar hiX90 Brainmaster and

astonishing as it may sound, there is now less
money being spent on calculators than there

used in the Sinclair must very soon become

turnover has gone from £30,000,000 to
£30,000,000 to £27,000,000. In other words,
was last year or the year before.

What of the future? The answer, in a word,
is time. Calculators are already being built to
incorporate time recording components and thus
can be used as a stopwatch. So far the calculator

circuitry and the time circuitry share, and are

switched between, the same display. But
inevitably future calculators will have a separate

permanent time display. And the cross-fertilisation between calculators and clocks is two-way.

There is already a watch with a digital time
readout that incorporates calculator circuitry.
In the future there will be more wristwatches

that can be used both as a watch and
calculator.

a

PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS

Another area of future interest is the pro-

grammable calculator. It makes sense to be able

to program a calculator to work for you. If
you are doing the same calculation over and
over again, but with different entry figures, it
can be a real time saver simply to punch in the
differing figures in a set sequence and let the
machine's memory cope with entering the
various intermediate functions to be applied to
them (such as +, -, X, ÷, log, etc.).
Already, and indeed for some time now, there

have been programmable machines (such as
those offered by Hewlett Packard) whereby a
tiny magnetic strip carrying a program is
pushed into the machine and read by its internal

electronics to define what function steps the

calculator should carry out on any figures

entered into it. Machines like this do, however,
tend to be expensive, largely because the
mechanics and electronics necessary for reading
the program from the card must be both small
and reliable. It is after all more difficult to
miniaturise mechanics than electronics.
The answer now is to make the machine pro 42

PAX100

Brainwave

grammable via its keyboard. At the time of
writing, Sinclair are just launching a new
machine

with keyboard programming for
around £30. BL.t doubtless by the time this

appears in print its cost will have fallen well
below this figure. Because the same chips as arc

available to other firms, it is a safe bet that the
next year will see a flood of keyboard program
calculators on the market.
Perhaps after that there will be a combined

wristwatch with calendar and programmable
calculator. There is already in production a
watch with a calendar programmed to account
for month length and year length for the next
200 years, and it seems reasonable to assume
that if a watch is to incorporate a keyboard
operated calculator then the calculator might as
well be programmable and the program controllable by the keyboard.

BAD RESULTS
Personally, what bothers me more than where
we are taking the technology, is where the technology is taking us. Recently my eleven -year -old
son came home from school with a batch of long

multiplication and division sums that had been

set for his homework. He was worried about
how to do them and couldn't remember the steps
that his teacher had explained to him. Now this
is a shameful admission, but I had considerable

in remembering them myself, and
when I had remembered and had a go at the
difficulty

sums I had to check that the results were correct
with my calculator. What any thinking person
must now ask themselves is, how many parents
will be able to help their children with written
arithmetic in the years to come?

The present adult generation is safe, in that
it has once had to do its sums the hard way and
could, if necessary, and with a little selfdiscipline, go back to first principles again. But
if children in the future never have the need of
those first principles, how are they going to fare

in everyday life? There are already enough
shopkeepers giving wrong change (always in
favour of themselves, it seems) to make the

future decidedly bleak for anyone who can't do
his own simple mathematics.
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QUALIFICATIONS
The past two years have seen
a

ion ELECTRONICS
By Peter Verwig

1976-A YEAR OF OPPORTUNITY
some months of planning,
AFTER
the first article in the series
Your
Career in
Electronics

appeared in the April 1975 issue.

The series will continue on a

regular monthly basis throughout

1976 but as we enter the New

Year the Editor thought it might

be a good idea to interrupt the
flow of information on career
opportunities available in specific
areas of the world of electronics

in order to "recap" on some of

the earlier articles for the benefit
of new readers, and also to review
the present state of the industry.
First, how has the series been
received and is it doing its job?
Feedback from readers indicates

that they find the articles both

Electronics is volatile. It is the
fastest moving of all technologies

and what it needs is a constant

supply of vigorous "self-starters".
By this is meant people with initiative and self-reliance. We can

give guidelines and some hints
and tips but we can't get a job

for you. It is up to you to demonstrate to a prospective employer
that you are keen, have the
character and determination he is

looking for, and have the right
qualifications or are studying to
get them.
A

European

world recession in trade and

rising unemployment in a number
of industries. Electronics has suf-

fered less than most, and some

companies have bucked the trend
and done better than ever before
during this period. But with more

people available for fewer jobs
it automatically follows that employers have been able to be more
selective in choosing from those
in the job queue.

All other things being equal,
the person with paper qualifications will score over those who
are unqualified. The person who
is an obvious self-starter but may
as yet be unqualified might score
over the person who is qualified
but has an unattractive personality and lack of ambition. A keen
self-starter with qualifications will

always get a good hearing.
A good technical qualification
will always be of value. While

studying or when you have
acquired qualifications, get elected

Space Agency ground station under

construction in Germany to receive weather pictures
transmitted from the 1/leteosat" satellite due to be
operational in mid -197i.

(Photo by courtesy of Siemens)

interesting and useful. EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS has enjoyed from the

start the active co-operation of
companies in the electronics industry and from the learned
societies and institutions. Two
commercial companies ordered reprints of articles which described
openings for apprentices and
young engineers and these will be

used by the companies as introductory literature for potential

new recruits.
We know that one company had

more than a hundred enquiries
from readers. So it might be said

with some justification that

in

just a few short months the series

has become well established, is
popular with readers and has
earned the respect of employers.
Let us now look at the other
side of the coin. EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is not an employment

bureau and we cannot undertake
answer correspondence on
career opportunities or advise
to

readers on an individual basis.
Your Career in Electronics sets
out to explain the structure of

professional electronics, and give
guidance on the types of careers

available and how to obtain the
necessary qualifications and experience to equip yourself for a

professional career.
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to one of the technician or chartered engineer professional institutions and get yourself listed on
the register of the Engineers
Registration Board.
At present you can only become

registered if you are a member
of one of the recognised professional

institutions

within

the

Council of Engineering Institutions. There is some talk of
widening the register to embrace
members of "non -recognised" insti-

tutions but this has not yet happened. But whatever the outcome,
it is worth getting on the register

because there is more than just
a mere possibility that at some
future date it may be necessary
to be on the register before you
are allowed to practice your profession.

Keeping abreast of a fast-moving technology is always a problem. Every aspiring engineer will
have

his own favourite areas
which he finds especially appealing once he has learnt the fundamentals of electronics. But

whatever you do, don't neglect
digital techniques. The engineer
who is well informed on digital
circuits and logic has infinitely
greater career opportunities
day that his colleague who is
knowledgeable only in analogue
techniques.

The Gould Advance digital storage oscilloscope type OS 4000
in laboratory use. Announced last October it is the first British

oscilloscope to use a random access memory to store information.

choice is yours and if the income

one,

tween a job and a career, working
just to earn a living or participating in a creative activity which is
interesting as well as rewarding.

ing his career in the occupation

is equal then the choice is be-

Of course the incomes quoted

above are for average people with

average talent. They are not the

REWARD
Is there really a future in elec-

tronics?

Is all

the study and

top

salaries. A percentage of

engineers graduate to management posts. Chief engineers and

struggle worth it? Aren't there
easier ways of making a living?
The answer is yes to all three

technical directors sit on the
boards of companies with salaries

Let's take the last one first.
And let's take the simple test of

practising engineers switch to
sales at some stage in their

questions.

income. Apprentices today earn a
little over £1,000 per annum
while training, rising to perhaps
£2,000 by the time they are
trained. Qualified engineers in
electronics earn in the range

£2,500 to £3,500; senior design
and development engineers get
up to £4,500. These are the sort

of incomes now regarded as typical for semi -skilled male manual
workers in an egalitarian society.
Pay differentials have narrowed

over the years so that the premium once available for special

skills has been effectively eroded.
To be perfectly honest, we have

to admit that it is possible to
earn as much, or more, on a build-

ing site, in the docks, down a

mine or even on the road as a
long-distance truck driver. The
44

and privileges to match. Many

careers and may expect to earn
£5,000 to £7,500. And plenty of
bright engineers, having gained
experience in commercial firms,
spin off and start their own businesses, many with considerable
success.

and perhaps several, of
these areas of activity before finding his true niche and then build-

which suits him best. None of his
experience is wasted, all is

valuable. Truck drivers do not
have this variety of choice open
to them.
Is

all the study and struggle

worth it? This question, I believe,

has already been answered. The
person who studies for his qualifications will certainly not be doing
it for hard cash but out of

interest, even passion, for the
subject and because it enriches
the mentality
opportunity.

and

broadens

FUTURE
But what of the future? Let it
be understood right away that
electronics is

an

un-stoppable

BROAD RANGE

growth industry. You will read

One of the fascinations of the
electronics industry is the broad
range of specialities open to the

off here, a thousand there. But

technically qualified. In manufac-

ture, for example, the openings
are in research; design; product
development and planning; production; quality control; testing;
sales and marketing; installation
and commissioning;
sales service.

and after -

A young engineer starting his
career might serve in more than

scare stories in the newspapers of
redundancies. Five hundred laid

look doser and you will find that
nearly all these stories are from
the cydical consumer sector (e.g.
domestic radio and TV) or from

telecommunication equipment
manufacturers temporarily affected by Post Office cut -backs in
orders.
Which workers are being laid
off? In all cases the great bulk are
line assembly workers, many of
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

them part-time

semi -skilled

fe-

male operators. In the case of
Post Office cut -backs it is the old
electro-mechanical Strowger exchange equipment that is affected,
not the new generation electronic
exchanges.

The great capital goods sector
of the industry is prospering, even

through bad times. There

are

several product areas where business has never been better. Communications equipment for North

Sea oil rigs is a topical example.

Huge contracts have been obtained from the Middle East and
not only for defence equipment.
A giant new market is opening up
in China and trade is increasing
with Eastern Bloc countries. And
the

much-discussed programme

for the regeneration of British

will create enormous
demand for electronic -based automation.
Technology is still on the move.
The microprocessor is gaining
industry

hold commercially and will add

its own impetus to electronics.

The demand for good electronic
engineers is as high as ever and
this when times are bad. By the

end of 1976 and beyond there
could be a critical shortage and
this might well provide the leverage to restore the salary differential which exclusive skills merit.

Charles Cookson started his career in 1962 as a
student apprentice with GEC Telecommunications.
Since then he has been a commissioning engineer,
a production foreman and went to Australia in 1974
as a sales engineer for English Electric Valve Co.
products. He was awaded an Honours Degree in 1967
and received a Diploma in Management Studies in
1973.

buy a length of plastic petrol piping and cut this to
the required stand off length.
The piping acts as a stand off insulator as well
as a good shock absorber.

P. Hart,
Nottingham.

Mr.

Making one's own printed circuit boards is in the

long run cheaper than using Veroboard, but it
is a time-consumi-ig pro:ess. The quickest method
for one-off production is to draw the circuit layout

directly on to the copper using a pen specially
designed for the purpose, containing an etch resistant ink. Such pens are quite expensive.

Ordinary fibre-tip pens are not a satisfactory
Readers' Bright Ideas; any
Idea that Is published will be
awarded payment according
to Its merit. The Ideas have
not been proved by us.

alternative; the ink does not dry on non-absorbent
surfaces, and is not resistant to the etching solution.
A suitable pen however is the type designed for
writing garden labels, available for about 15p from

Woolworths and gardening shops. These pens
have a tip which is suitable for all but the most
intricate work, the ink dries instantly on all surfaces

I thought this hint might be worthwhile publishing
in your Bright Ideas section.
When mounting finished component boards into
their cases, one has the problem of how to stand
oft and insulate the component board. My tip is to
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and does not cone off in the etching bath. After
etching, the ink can be easily removed by rubbing
lighty with fine steel wool (Brillo pad).

M. McKay,
Londonderry.
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Provides a variable voltage

output from 5 to 20 volts and
current up to 1 amp.

The a.c. ripple at any voltage between 5 and
20 volts, and for all current demands up to one
ampere, is less than one millivolt. Regulation
(the amount by which the output voltage

changes with varying load currents) is in the

THE need for a power supply unit is essential

order of 2.5 per cent as measured on the proto-

cost of batteries nowadays, it will not be too long
before the unit pays for itself.

voltmeter to become completely isolated from
the unit, so that voltage measurements may be
taken on the equipment under test.

when one is concerned with building and
testing transistorised equipment. With the high
Besides the cost point of view, it is far more
convenient and helpful to have a power supply
unit capable of giving a continuously variable
voltage output with monitored current consumption such as the unit described in this article.

OUTPUT DETAILS
The Stabilised Power Supply Unit detailed
here has a variable output voltage from 5 to 20

volts and can supply a current of up to one

ampere. This should cover the needs for a wide
range of constructional projects. The unit
employs two meters so that voltage and current
can be monitored simultaneously.

type.

A switch has been incorporated that allows the

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the Stabilised
Power Supply Unit is shown in Fig. 1.

Mains voltage is applied via fuse FS1 and
on/off switch S1 to the primary of Ti where it
is stepped down to approximately 18 volts r.m.s.
This is full -wave rectified by diode bridge Dl -D4
and smoothed by capacitor Cl producing a d.c.

level of approximately 25 volts across Cl.
The emitter of TR2 is clamped at approxi-

mately -20 volts with respect to the OV line
by means of Zener diode D5 and associated
series resistor Rl.

The output voltage is that developed across

the collector load of TR3; this load is composed

of R7 in parallel with the voltage monitoring
network, R5 and R6 in series with the voltage
control potentiometer VR1. Capacitor C2 gives
additional smoothing.

CLOSED LOOP
The output voltage is seen to be directly pro-

portional to the collector current of TR3. Now
the setting of VR1 determines the base current

for TR2, thus setting the collector current of
TR2. The latter constitutes the base current for
TR1, whose collector current determines how

far TR3 is driven on. Thus we have a closed loop

which stabilises the output voltage at a value
determined by the setting of VR1.
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C2

2200pF

TR1

ME2

2N3701

85

1A

ikn
b

SK2

0 NoC

R2

8-2kfl

05
BZ`e68
5-1V

E

SKI

FS2

VR1

R7

R3

11412

MAINS 210V A.C.

lek

Cl

VOLTMETER

1000pF ,

TR2

R6

!OUTPUT'

Ikn

0C204

50--{
RI-

SK3

TR3

/.5kn
e

40142

R1

3.3kI2
C
SK4

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the Stabilised Power Supply Unit.

ACTION
The action of the unit when an external load
is connected is best described with the following
example.

Assume VR1 is set to give a 10 volt output,
then the current flowing through TR3 will be
about 10 milliamps. If now a heavy load is connected, say 10 ohms, before the sensing loop
readjusts, the effective load for TR3 is just less
than 10 ohms and 10 milliamps is flowing. This
produces a voltage drop of only 0.1 volt; therefore the potential on the base of TR2 is at almost

-25 volts. Consequently, TR2 base current is
increased, and through the loop causes TR3
collector current to increase. As the latter
increases the potential on the base of TR2

disconnect the meter from the output and connect it to terminals SK2 and SK3 enabling probes

to be inserted to take voltage readings on

various parts of the equipment under test. The
sensitivity of the meter specified is only
1,000kWV.

COMPONENT BOARD
Some of the components are mounted on a
piece of 0.15 inch matrix Veroboard, size 12
strips by 22 holes. Begin by cutting the board to
size and drilling the two 6BA fixing holes and

making the breaks along the copper strips on
the underside of the board as detailed in Fig. 2.
Now position and solder the components to

increases (TR2 current decreases).
This process, which is virtually instantaneous,

the board as shown paying attention to capacitor
polarities. The transistors and Zener diode
should be soldered in last of all and a heatshunt
used on their leads to prevent thermal damage.

be 1 ampere.

using coloured insulated multistrand wire.

continues until equilibrium is reached. At this
point, the current through the 10 ohm load will
METERS
Output voltage levels are monitored by ME1,
a 20 volt d.c. voltmeter connected across the
output terminals. Current flow is monitored by
ME2, a 1 amp d.c. ammeter connected in series
with one output terminal. A fuse FS2 is included

in series with ME2 to give protection to the
latter and the unit in the event of the output
being shorted. This fuse should be a quick -blow

type.

The voltmeter, ME1, serves a dual purpose.
When the device under test has been connected
and the voltage level selected, switch S2 can
Everyday Electronics, January 1976

Next attach the flying leads to the board

THE CASE
The prototype unit was housed in a home made aluminium case in the form of two U -

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

£8.00
excluding case
'Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at
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STABILISED POWER SUPPLY UNIT

INSULATED
SOLDER

..,.0..

AG

00

00
14 0 m m

0 0 00 000000 00 0 0
CI
0

x

O

o

0
o
o

41,04,

6.06.41 0..0 S.

0
o
0
0
O

0o

004,04Doe000,41o000soimo

Fig. 2 (left). The layout of the components

within the case, the components on the

board and complete wiring up details. Also
shown above are details of the case and lid.

Note that the component board fixings
must be of insulating material such as
nylon.
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sections. The lower portion takes all the components and is 3mm thick and acts as the heat sink for TR3. Additional heat sinking is afforded
by means of a U-shaped bracket, mounted under
TR3; this is also used for winding the main cable
on when not in use.

It is not essential that this design of case is

used as any metal case of adequate size will do.
It may be necessary to mount TR3 on a suitable
heatsink if an alternate case is used.

If making your own case, all the holes and
cut-outs should be made before bending to
shape. Also, it is a good idea to have all the

larger components to hand before making the
case, as component sizes can differ from those
used in the prototype to which the dimensions
refer.

To make the cut-outs for the meters, scribe
a circle of slightly larger diameter than that of

the meter barrel and drill a string of holes
around the inside circumference of the scribe

so that the centre portion can be easily knocked
out. The edges should then be cleaned up using
a half -round file.

R1

1 .5ki2

R2 8.2k0
R3
R4

3.3ki2
3- 3k0

CONSTRUCTION

/HU

d0111.1

R5 1kO
R6

1k0

R7 MO 2W
All 1W carbon -1 10% except where stated

Potentiometer
VR1

51d2 carbon lin.

Capacitors
C1

1000/iF 30V elect.

C2

22001aF 30V elect.

sA.r.

top half of case removed.

Components ....
Resistors

zik,"

Photograph of the completed prototype with

Semiconductors

D1 -D4 bridge rectifier, 1A 50 p.i.v.
D5 BZY88C5V1 5.1 volt Zener diode
TR1 2N3704 silicon npn

TR2 OC204 silicon pnp
TR3 AD142 germanium pnp
Miscellaneous
T1 mains/18volt 1A secondary transformer
LP1 mains panel neon with built in resistcr
FS1 100mA fuse and panel holder
FS2 1A quick -blow type fuse and panel holder
S1 mains on/off toggle switch
S2 d.p.d.t. toggle switch
SKI, 4 screw terminals one red, one black (2

off) SK2, 3 wander sockets, one red, one
black (2 off)
ME1 20 volt d.c. voltmeter type SEW MR45P

When the case has been made ready to accept
all the components, they should be mounted and
secured in position according to Fig. 2. Ensure
that no components are touching each other or

will be shorted against the case when the lid
is fixed in place.
It is imperative that TR3 is electrically isolated

from the case. This is accomplished by using a
mica washer and insulating bushes. For good
thermal contact a heatsink compound is recommended. All the components and component

board should now be wired up as shown in

Fig. 2 and when complete the component board
screwed in place using nylon nuts, bolts, washers
and spacers.

Try and keep the wiring as neat as possible

and use as many different wire colours as
possible. This will make it easier to check out
when the wiring is complete.

When you are completely satisfied that the

two fuses should be
inserted in their holders and the lid fixed in
wiring is correct, the

position by means of the fixings on the rubber
feet.

TESTING
Set switch S2 in the upward position and turn
VR1 fully anti -clockwise. With no load connected

ME2 1A d.c. ammeter type SEW MR45P

switch on at Si. Meter MEI should read 5 volts
and ME2 zero. If this does not happen switch off

materials for case; length of mains lead

and check all connections again.
Rotating VR1 in a clockwise direction should
cause MEI reading to advance to 20 volts; ME2

Veroboard: 0.15in. matrix size 12 strips x 22
holes; TO3 type mica washer and insulating
bushes; insulated solder tag; control knob;
(3 -core).
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should still read zero since no current is being
drawn.
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Now turn VR1 fully anticlockwise and switch
off at Si. Some sort of load is required such as
radio, amplifier, car bulb, etc., that takes less
than 1 ampere. In the case of a 12 volt car bulb.
the rating must be less than 12 watts.
The unit should now be switched on, voltage
selected and the load connected. On connecting
the load, ME2 should show a reading. The voltmeter reading should remain constant as
originally selected even though the current may
be varying.

Switch S2 downwards and the voltmeter
reading should drop to zero. With probes in
sockets SK2 and SK3 check that ME1 is now
functioning as a simple voltmeter, by means of

a battery and potentiometer, for example, or

by measuring the set voltage output at terminals

SK1 and SK4.

The element which forms posi-

decreasing influence on the outer
electrons, as they are further

tive ions (atoms with a smaller
number of electrons than usual)
the most readily will form the
cathode. The elements in Group
I of the periodic table, which
have only one electron in their

articlePhysics is Fun, A Pole -finding
Paper-and I am writing to inyour

form you that it is the Standard
Electrode Potential (S.E.P.) and

not the atomic number that determines which metal is the cath-

ode. The metal with the more

Group I
Sodium
Potassium
A.N.= 19

Calcium
A.N.= 20

2.8.8.1.

2.8.8.2

as follows.

(Volts)

Atomic
No.

+0.34
+0.80

13
30
26
28
50
82
29
47

-1 66
-0.76
-0.44
-0.23
-014
-0.13

So in your examples, the copper

will be the anode, with a p.d. of
0.78V with the iron.
I hope this is useful for you.
G. A. Lay,
London.
50

Also in your article, you state
"sodium combines with oxygen to
form a precipitate". Unfortunately, sodium oxide is almost

non existent, as it reacts with

water

2.8.1

immediately

tron

to

sodium

form (momentarily)
metal. This will react

give hydrogen gas and sodium
hydroxide.
2Na +21-120=2NaOH +H2

D. Howes,
Kent.

A.N. = Atomic Number. The

number below the atomic

My thanks go to all who helped
to clear up the mystery. We have
managed to quote only two of the
many letters sent.
May I also take this opportunity
to thank all of those people who
have written to me over the past
eighteen months about one item

number represents the electronic structure.

Also the metals in Group I will

have an increasing tendency to
form the cathode as the atomic
number

increases
(probably
where your error occurred) as the
positive nucleus has a gradually
-

-

form

instantaneously with the water, to

2.8.2

Electrodes
Sodium and Magnesium
Sodium and Calcium
Sodium and Potassium
Magnesium and Calcium
Potassium and Magnesium
Potassium and Calcium

to

sodium hydroxide. Here, a more
plausible explanation is that the
sodium ions travel to the cathode,
where they receive an extra elec-

Group II
Magnesium
A.N.=12

Furthermore the potential
difference between the two
metals will be equal to the
difference of the two S.E.P.'s
The values of some S.E.P.'s are

Aluminium
Zinc
Iron
Nickel
Tin
Lead
Copper
Silver

Table 1.

be the cathode.

A.N. =11

S.E.P.

deduce the information shown in

will be removed in the formation
of the ion. Hence, the fewer the
number of electrons in this shell,
the more likely is the element to

negative S.E.P. will be the cath-

ode.

Metal

the small section of the
periodic table above, we can

shell more easily than Group II
elements, which contain 2 electrons in this shell, both of which

Finding the Pole
have read

From the information shown

on

"outer shell" of electrons will
form ions with an "empty" outer

Rs
I

away.

in the series or another.

D. R. Daines.

TABLE

Cathode
Sodium
Sodium
Potassium
Magnesium
Potassium
Potassium
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This hobby
brings big
rewards.

A soldering iron and a screwdriver. If you
know how to use them, or at least know one
end from the other, you know enough to
nrol in our unique home electronics course.
This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You build, see and learn as, step by step, we
take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show you how easily the
subject can be mastered and add a new
dimension not only to your hobby but also to
your earning capacity.
All the training is planned to be carried out
in the comfort of your own home and work
in your own time. You send them in when you
are ready and not before. These culminate in
a final test and a certificate of success.

3

Build an oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training,
a
you actually build your own Cathode
ray oscilloscope, This is no
toy. but a test instrument
that you will need not only for the
course's practical experiments.
but also later if you decide to
develop your knowledge and enter the
Read, draw and
profession. It remains your property
and represents a very large saving
understand
over buying a similar piece
circuit diagrams.
of essential equipment
In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams.
understand the very fundamentals
of te!evision, radio. computers and

PLUS
FREE GIFT!
ALL ST UULNTS LNHULLING IN
OUR COURSES RECEIVE A FREE
CIRCUIT BOARD ORIGINATING
FROM A COMPUTER AND CONTAINING MANY DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS THAT CAN BE
USED IN EXPERIMENTS AND
PROVIDE AN EXCELLENT
EXAMPLE OF CURRENT
ELECTRONIC PRACTICE
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t-onuc devices
ocedures.
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Carry out over 40
experiments
on basic circuits.
experiments on a wide variety of
different circuits and turn the
,nformation gained into a working
knowledge of testing, servicing and
mairtaining all types of electronic
equipment. radio. t.v. etc

To find out more dbout how to learn electronics in a new,
exciting and absorbing way, just clip the coupon for a free
Primlnwrit.
dour hrochtirr, nnrl fill!

=============== immnialimmimeammisom

Brochure without obligation to

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept
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The Extraordina
Experiments
of

Profess
Ernes

Evemure
by Finthony John 13assett
THERE are a number of reasons

why the transistor manufacturers allow such a large margin.

They must consider the technicalities of transistor production,
transistor selection and other factors affecting the performance
and price of the product.

This was the Prof's reply to

Bob's query.

VARIATIONS
The Prof. had in the laboratory
stores samples of BC109 transis-

tors produced by a number of

different manufacturers, and as
Bob proceeded to repeat the test
on a few more of these, he found
wide differences between the results. Whereas some of the transistors would block voltages only

as high as 25 volts or so, there
were others which appeared to
work even as high as 120 volts.

"This is amazing, Prof.! Does
it really mean that some of these

BC109 transistors can be used
with collector voltages as high as

100 volts or more, even though
the makers specify a maximum of
only 30 volts?"
"Because the tester actually

shows the transistor practically
working at over 100 volts, one

might easily presume that the

transistor could really be used at
such a voltage," the Prof.
observed, "but it is not wise to
attempt to use a component under
conditions which exceed the
52

manufacturer's specification, as
there are a number of limitations
which should be recognised."

200 micro -amps was shown on the
meter MEl, and if the Prof.

component under these conditions

out any significant
voltage measurement.

"One of these is reliability. If
you attempt to make use of the

it becomes more likely to fail in

use, and from a number of causes.

For instance, the transistor may

be unable to meet its rated power -

dissipation, and this could cause
failure due to breakdown of the
junction at its weakest point. The
voltage -breakdown test is carried
out at low current level in order
to avoid device failure, if a high
current is used problems may

arise from this. Another likely
cause of variation is change of

temperature."
The Prof. used a generous squirt

from a can of freezer spray to

demonstrate this. First he connected an 0071 transistor to the
tester by means of wires several

inches long. This was to avoid

freezing Bob's tester. He operated
the polarity reversal switch S4 to

the pnp position, and with S5 at

the zero -bias position, closed S6.
Now he began to use VR1 to turn
up the test voltage. Although the
0071, being a germanium transis-

turned VR1 much further clockwise, the current increased withthe

However, after the Prof. had

used the freezer to such an extent
that the transistor was covered in
hoar frost, he was able to increase

the voltage reading to over 80
volts!

As the frost melted the voltage

reading began to decrease, and
the Prof. switched off the test
voltage for a few moments by
means of S2, in order to wipe
moisture from the transistor. He
stuck a small piece of wax onto
the case of the transistor, then
switched S2 back on in order to
resume testing.

He warmed the transistor carefully by means of a soldering iron
placed near to it. The voltage
continued to decrease until as the

wax began to melt, the voltage

across the transistor was observed

to be less than 5 volts. With just
a little more heat the wax melted
completely and the voltage was

tor, showed a lot more leakage
than the silicon type BC109, the

down almost to zero. At this point
the Prof. removed the hot iron.
"If I let it become much hotter,"
he informed Bob, "the properties

a level of about 70 volts was

be destroyed. However, as the
transistor cools, I think we will

voltage nonetheless continued to
rise as he turned the control, until
reached.

At this point a current of about

of the transistor junctions would
find that this one has not become
hot enough for damage to occur,
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TO ALL CONSTRUCTORS OF THIS MONTH'S CLOCK
ARTICLE. PLEASE NOTE:
WE STOCK ALL COMPONENTS NEEDED TO BUILD THE
CLOCK AS FEATURED IN THE ARTICLE.
WE WILL OFFER A SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE IF YOU ORDER
THE COMPLETE KIT (WHICH WILL INCLUDE EVERYTHING DOWN
TO THE LAST WASHER).

PLEASE SEND LARGE S.A.E. OR PHONE US FOR MORE
DETAILS AND PRICES AND IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
TO GET TO YOU BEFORE CHRISTMAS:
AS PART OF OUR RANGE OF COMPONENTS, WE STOCK THE FOLLOWING:
DISPLAYS
CLOCK CHIPS
VEROBOXES
CLOCK TRANSFORMERS
MK50253
MM5314
AY51224
AY51202

£5 60
£4 44
£3 66
£4 76

DL704
FND500
5LT-01

£0 BS

£1 50
£5 80

£2 64
£3 04
£4 00

751410J
751411D
751412K

AY51202 5LT01 TRF.
AY51224 LED. TRF.

£1 70
£1 70

ADD VAT at 8% to above prices
15p P & P on orders under

SINTEL
53E, ASTON STREET, OXFORD. TEL: 0865 43203

Don't miss your copy of

HENRY'S
NEW 1a75

50

k

ir,

Plusl5p /7CA/Rffb
P&P

CATALMUE

Li

ELECTRONIC FOOTBALL &TENNIS

VIDEO SPORT
Play three exciting elecgames
tronic
ball

0-erall size 151" x 21" x 61" mains oper

mants engineers for Henry's and P.W.1972

at.,d. Free teak sleeve with every kit.

FOOTBALL, TENNIS.

HENELEC STEREO FM TUNER

,mpletely safe for you

children and your
TV.Mains operated.

OUR INCREDIBLE PRICE £35.0C

DEMONSTRATIONS NOW IN
ALL HI Fl CENTRES!
NEW SPECIAL PURCHASE

Mallard type LP1179 and LP1171

AM FM tuner modules
These two modules together form a foot.
quality AM/FM tuner covering the limp
medium and VHF broadcast bands. Requires only 16 resistors and capacitors and

a switch to complete. Supplied with circuits and spec. data.
LP1179
FM Coverage 87-109 MHz

ESTABLISHMENTS
when ordered on official notepaper

Write now for your copy enclosing 65p remittance

Now Open Supermarket,
Browse Round The New
Supermarket at 404 Edgware
Road.

HENRYS

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
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RADIO

Features capacity diode

tuning, lead and tuning
meter Indicators, mains
operated. High perfor.
mance and sensitivity
Overall size rn teak sleeve 8" x 21" x 61"
Complete kit with teak sleeve.

E2625 (Carriage 500)
(also built and tested L31 20)

JOIN THE LARGE BAND OF
CONSTRUCTORS!
FREE.

SEND NOW FOR OUR
FREE LIST NO. II FOR
OUR COMPLETE RANGE /
OF OVER 10,000 SEMI. /
CONDUCTOR DEVICES 7
AT NEW LOW PRICES.

EXTRA DISCOUNTS

Bandwidth 300 KHz

Audio output 75niV
with built in tuung ganu
LP1171

Semiconductors-Any one type or mixed
Sh174 Series 'IC' 12 -extra 10%; 25 -extra
I,',. 100 -extra 20%

LP1179 and LP1171 L4.14 each or Le 13 pr

TRANSISTORS i& INTEGRATED IX%

AM Coverage rnW1W
Supply 6V negative earth

Suitable Ferrite aerial L4 Mee. or al la pr
FREETO EDUCATIONAL

1

L31175 (CARRIAGE 500.
la so built and tested L46 871

I HOLE IN THE WALL
on your own TV! Jusl
plug Video Sport into

L11

50p.

70 Win if. Snell 110/0111110

ON YOUR OWN TV

TV and away you go.

* OVER 5,000 ITEMS largest UK range of
electronic components for home
constructors.
* 200 PAGES every aspect of electronics and
components for amateurs and hobbyists
kits, projects, test gear.
* DOZENS of new lines and new ranges.
* MANY price reductions throughout the new
Catalogue.
* A Discount Voucher with every copy, worth

est re

Features glass fibre PC board, Gardners
low field transformer
10 -transistors
plus diodes etc. Designed by Texas instru

the aerial socket of your

4-: 1111

You can build the Texan and Stereo FM Tuner

WITH THE FABULOUS

TTL "7400 series" IC's from 13p each
Cosmos "4000 series" IC's from 21Ip each
Linear Op -Amps from 43p each

UHF TV TUNERS
625 line receiver UHF transistorised tuners
UK operation.
Brand new. (Post packing 25p each)
TYPE A war. tun. slow motion drive LI
TYPE C variable Boning E2 M.
TYPE B 4 -button push button (adj.) VI MI
E
VP
n
VH tuner E5 IS.

-

LONDON.

Signetics Phase Lock IC's; RCA Linear

IC's; TO3 Power Devices in PNP and NPN.
BC107 and "BC range" from 13p each
Pange
OC Types 21p

Flaslic Power Devices. Rectifiers. Zener.
Power Regulator IC's and many others.
Diodes up to 10 watts.

YOUR NEARES1 STORE

EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2
00 stieviionivcein siva...ie.., 0r vof eisei

10311 Co..

OUT OF TOWN
NOTTIwGHAM

ll

D

1102.DOW11111 ROAD VIZ

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD W1.1,00 St tone of ...sleben
231 flootonKs.C.14

SupernnfriketOn SOO H.

A!3Ca;VsalCeirCd04ae

All EMCEE IRMO( VAT
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Enough books are
written about crime,
this one stops it.
"I MADE IT MYSELF"

Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed \
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a
modern radio you made yourself.

Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your
own modern transistor radio!
Practical lessons teach you sooner
than you would dream possible.
What a wonderful way to learn-and pave the way to a
new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!

Outside it's a book. Inside it's an ingenious
ultrasonic burglar alarm from Heathkit. The GD-39.
A complete kit that can be assembled in only a few
enjoyable hours, with the help of a very easy to follow
instruction manual.
The GD-39 works by transmitting a silent, ultrasonic
signal throughout the room. And continuously monitoring
it. Any movement made by an intruder in the mom will
then automatically produce a change in the signal.
Which triggers off a lamp and, thirty seconds later, a
remote buzzer, that just you hear, or a loud bell.
Enough to scare the living daylights out of a burglar.
For more details, and a bookful of other ideas, just
post the coupon now for your Heathkit catalogue.
Or, if you're in London or Gloucester, call in and see us.
The London Heathkit Centre is at 233 Tottenham Cou
Road. The Gloucester showroom is next to our facto
Bristol Road.
Heath (Gloucester) Limited,
Dept. E E- 16 Bristol Road,
Gloucester GL2 6EE.
Tel: (0452) 29451.

You build a modern Transistor
Radio . . . a Burglar Alarm. You
learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoymaking things with your own
hands that you'll be proud to own!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to
learn this way. Because learning

becomes a hobby! And what a
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and it should soon regain its
original room -temperature properties."

As the Prof. spoke, the transis-

tor was cooling down and the
multimeter needle began to move

across the scale to indicate that
once more the transistor was be-

ginning to block a higher and

higher voltage as the temperature
decreased, until when the transistor reached room temperature the
voltage was once again at 70 volts.
The Prof. switched off the tester.

"It is obvious from the alteration in breakdown voltage with
variation of temperature, that a
'safety

margin'

is

necessary,

especially with germanium transistors. You will find that if you
try a silicon transistor, the same
test will show less dependence
upon temperature than germanium, and this is a big advantage for silicon semiconductors.

NOISE
Another factor which makes the
margin between the manufac-

turer's stated maximum voltage,
and the actual measured breakdown voltage, even more necessary, is the need to avoid excessive
noise generation. This is especially

necessary with preamplifier tran-

sistors such as type BC109.
Because noise generation begins

to reach high levels, in most tran-

sistors and diodes, at a voltage

somewhat below breakdown, and
may manifest in undesirable ways
if the component is used in equipment under these conditions, it is
advisable to operate the com-

ponent well clear of the breakdown voltage."

"I can understand, Prof., how

noise generation can affect audio
amplifiers by producing a hissing,
rumbling or crackling sound, but

what about its effects on other

types of equipment if, for instance,

a 'noisy' component is used in

equipment intended for purposes
other than straightforward audio
amplification?"

"That is an interesting ques-

tion,"

replied the Prof., "and

noise -generation can be quite a

big problem in many sorts of electronic equipment, especially where
highly sensitive circuits are used.
With T.V. reception, noise may
manifest as speckles on the screen
whenever reception is difficult.
With computers and calculators,

if electrical 'noise' is allowed to
upset the system, a wrong computation may result. It is easy to
imagine how a computer -calculated bank transaction could go

badly wrong due to a false signal.
Or a computer -guided missile

might steer for the wrong target
or even the wrong Continent; a
computer -guided spaceship might
head for the wrong planet!

So elaborate and costly

pre-

cautions have to be taken, in de-

signing such important computers,
to safeguard their operation
against noise.
With oscillators and timers, incorrect timing, and oscillator

'jitter' are likely
instance

with

a

to

result. For

photographic

timer, this could result in wrong
exposure, and with an electronic

organ or synthesiser, or other electronic tone -generator, a true, clear

as
Passed It?
I am only in partial agreement

with what you

said in Your
Career in Electronics in E.E.
October '75.
I agree that

transistors and
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results from electronic equipment.
Can the breakdown voltage tester

be of much help with the prob-

lems of noise, and assist by helping us to avoid it when we choose
components?"
"Yes, Bob, but only to a limited

extent. As we use the tester to

measure the breakdown voltages
of components, it is also quite
easy to observe the generation of
electrical noise. There are several

ways in which we can observe
this noise, for example, with an

oscilloscope, or by use of an audio

amplifier, or even, in some in-

stances, directly by use of a
crystal earpiece.

Although the breakdown voltage tester is not equipped for the

measurement of noise, we can

readily, by observation and comparison,

obtain

comparative

evaluations of noise generation
from various components and, for
instance, compare the noise levels
produced by each of a number of

components and use this as a
rough guide to their use in a circuit.

Another observation we may
make with the aid of the tester is
the type of noise produced.
One component may produce a

steady output of noise observed
as a steady hiss. Another component may, under similar conditions, put out less energy in the
form of noise-and yet the potential nuisance from the second com-

note would not be produced, and

ponent may be the greater due to
the nature of the noise produced.

pleasant."

crackly, unsteady nature, and this

the result can sound quite un"I can see even more clearly,

now, Prof., why it is important to

i.c.s are smaller and use lower
voltages but please don't look
down too critically at the valve.

KAOHIS'

avoid noise generation if we require steady, clear and reliable

Old televisions provide a number of my components including
some valves. From my variety of
three televisions I made a valve
amplifier.

The valve

may

be

"passed it" but an amplifier from
a few old televisions isn't bad.
P. Hawkins
Epsom.

Response
I am writing to thank you for

This could be of an impulsive,
could easily be more upsetting
than the constant steady hiss."

TRONICS. The response was really

amazing, as we now have over 50
new members as a direct result of
your article.

All the members should now
have received their Newsletters
and all enquiries received have
been replied to.

I am pleased to say that at the
B.A.E.C. meetings in Penarth we
are using your series Teach -In 76
which is proving very popular

with our members, so congratulations again!

British

C. Bogod,
26 Forrest Road,

August issue of EVERYDAY ELEC-

Glamorgan.

your

article

on

the

Amateur Electronics Club in the

Penarth,
55

capacitance

back

of

a

high -

frequency transistor as so many

fF (femtofarads). (Sometimes you
find mpF, for milli-picofarads in-

111

stead, which is another way of

expressing the same thing.) Simi-

Down TO EARTH

larly, at the high end, you may
come across frequencies of light
waves in THz, tera-hertz, 1THz

By GEORGE HYLTON
MILLI, MICRO, MEGA
AND THEIR RELATIONS
THIS month's Down to Earth is

a brief excursion among the

being 1000GHz or a million megahertz.

A word about spelling. Usually
the prefix is just added to the unit
proper. So, 3GV is three gigavolts.
(The "g's" are pronounced hard,

for units. So 200pA X 5M/ =1000

volts, or if you prefer, one kilothings

(These
thousands.)
volt.

go

by

as in gun.) But if the electrical

unit's name begins with a vowel,
as in ohms, the vowel at the end

multiples and sub -multiples which

we all come across when dealing
with electrical units. Pico, nano,
micro, milli, kilo, mega, giga, to

UNUSUAL UNITS

of

comes kilohms, which is easier to

Several readers are bothered by
these in working out resistances
and so on, and new readers will
have to come to grips with them.
These things jump up by the

Now, some of the boxes are left
empty. This doesn't mean that the

relevant units are non-existent,
but merely that you are unlikely

name but a few, as they say.

thousand (!). Each member of the
list is

a thousand times bigger

than the previous one. One nano farad is a thousand picofarads,
one kilovolt a thousand volts.

What if you have to divide one
by another; e.g.,
I =10kV/2M11? For this you use

quantity

sides A and C, and the crossing
point of the A column and C row

gives the result for A/C. So 10

millionth of a millionth is still
fairly new. It's used in some
transistor data to give the feed -

kilovolts divided by 2 megohms

would be 5 milliamps.

A

p npmU k MGT

about Helen of Troy, reputed to be

the most beautiful woman of all
time. As the poet said, her's was
the face that launched a thousand

p

(with a small "h", because that's
B

n

k

m

However, since one helen is a
large amount of beauty, a more
convenient one is the millihelen,
that is, the amount of beauty

m

P

m

U

m

U

U

U

m
m

n
41/

p

m

n

n

p

reasonably be called the helen

M

M
G

T

k

k

M

IJ

M

G

T

U

pico,

n=

U
k
M

U

U
k

U

M
G

M
G

G

T

T

T
G
M
k
U

C

m

T
n

p

Map for finding A
femto, p
units, k

m

n

p
p

ships. So the unit of beauty might

which would launch one ship.
To get back to reality, the prob-

say.

to come across them in electronics
at the moment. Even "f" for
femto, meaning a thousand -

You may have heard the one

the usual practice with units
named after people, like the
henry, the watt, or the ohm).

the prefix is sometimes
dropped. Thus "kilo -ohms" be-

nano,

B or A/C

ft = micro, m = milli,

kilo, M = mega, G = giga, T

tera

lem is that real, electrical units
come all mixed up. If you have
200 microamps flowing through
five megohms, what's the voltage?

Well, E =I x R, so in this case

I= 200 x 5=1000. But 1000 what?
Volts, megavolts, kilovolts, pico-

volts ...?

One way to find out is to cheat,

by using the table on this page.
It's used like a map with a reference grid. In the example above,
we need to know what units
microamps X megohms (,.A x Mil)

come out in. That is, we want
p x M.

Find p on the top edge, (A)

and M on the left-hand edge (B).
Look along the corresponding
columns to the point where they
intersect. There, you'll find a "U"
56

Units and Symbols
Quantity
Resistance
Capacitance
Inductance
Voltage
Current
Power
Energy
Charge

Unit Symbol

Unit Name

J

ohm
farad
henry
volt
ampere
watt
joule

C

coulomb

H

V
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0.19
0.15
1319

BC118

6.111

30119
30120
80126

041
041
011
019
011
19

BC126

30132
BC134

30115
30136
30137
30139
30140
80141
30342

1/1

16

80145
30147
30148

41
31
61
-11
31
4$
-10
10

BC149

IS

BC143

30150
110151

BC152
BC153

30154
30167
110168

30159
110160

BCI61
BC167
BC168

30169
30170
30171

19
20
18
29
81
19
12
12
44
31
12

87176

BF177
BP178
BF179
117180

BF181
B7182
BF183
137184

37185
117187

87108
37194
37195
37196
B7197
87200
117712

/37267

Brae

37289
BF202
B7283
37270

31
81

II
11

41
41

N
U
41

11
13
16
16
44
95
41
61
87
611

66

87272

51

117273

16
11
61

B7394

877485
11E766

28
31
11

BF \n8

98
2s

37752

90
10
90

FIF..)7

B7Y50
B7751

20309
20339
20339A
20344
20345
20371

203718
20373
20374
20377
20878
20881
20362
20401
20414
20417
3E388

07
20
17
19
17
17
11
18
18
31
17
17
17
31
31
26
34

271388A

2E404
224404A

2E324
2E527
2E398
2E399
2E696
2E497
2E698
2N699
2E706

2E7061
2E708
2E711
2/4717
2E718
2N718A

90
99
43
50
43
41
19
14

26
36

08
04
12
31

2E727
2E743
277744

20

2E914
921061

15
11

2744062

111

2E4284
2E4285
2E4288
2E4287
2E4288
2E4289
2E4290
2E4291
2E4292
2E4293

18

214726

11113172

2E6194
2E3294
2E3296
2715457

2E5438
2E5459
2N13122

28301

283021
28302
28303
28904
2E306
28307
28321

Quootlities
25

1

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7111
7412
7413
7416
7417
7420
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427

011

36
38
23
23

0 El

14

0 13
0 13

12

013
0U
0_n

11

III

7454
7480
7470
7472
7473
7474
7478
7476
7480
7481
7482

111

12
29

0 11
0 22
0 22
0 13

MI
21
21
12
21

0 29
0 27

24
31
25

9/1

087

25

37
37
37
37
42

25

7448
7460
7451
7453

111

022
025

SS

7433
7437
7488
7440
7441

100 i

23
26
30
28

14

7428
7430
7472

7442
7443
7444
7445
7448
7447

14
14
14
14
14
14

0 lf

12
25
35
35

0 27

046
0 53

085

&I

U

0 35
0 39

14

0 II

17

0 3.5

32
32

0 61
0 SO

SS

14

0 11
0 64

611

0 64

69

SS

36

69
69

n
11

3
1

11
11

4104 6

ll

48
11
02

11 41 2 31

OS

II 00 0

OS

14

14

0 13
0 13

14
14
14

013
018
018

30
34
38
38
56
41
56
02
83
11
93
48

0 27
0 27
0 36
0 36
0 64
0 40

7483
7484

8

7485

5

74811

112

7489
7490

02 70
60
1 02

7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
74100
74104
74105
74107
74110
74111
74118
74119
74121

12

0.N

11

7491

37

8 OS

89
69

1

79
79
89
89
se

66
41
66
43
93
39
44

74172
74123
74141
74143
74150
74151
74133
74164
74165
74156
74137
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74166
74166
74174
74176
74176
74177

0 III
011
0 IS

0.11

012
025
0 25
0 32
0 32
0 61

0U

051

0-N

0 97
0.79

0 74
0.97
0 90 0 n
11 44 /1.21

1105

0I1

0 -SS

6847 U 16

0 58
0 56
0 97 0 98
0 ee
0.65
0 66
0 69
0 76
0-N
0 70
0 59
0 80 0 SS
11 34 SI 65

064

061

0 64
0 39
0 51
0 81

0 61
0 37

25

1

0.97

064

eraalties

?VP.

100+

065

063

0 69
0.79

0 68
0 76

100 .

060
0 65
0 73

*1 20 11 16 11 11

11.16 11 30 01 20
11 02 0 97
098
093 0 88 0 83
6167 11 43 01 48
11 11

11 06

11 02

O9

0 88

0 83

6111 11 06 11 02
61 .21 11 28 11 20
21.30 11 25 11 20

11.30 11 25 SI 20
21.30 SI 25 01 20
8167 11 62 11 66

847 11 62 8155

El 48 11 44 11 39
6148 11 44 11 59
11.02 097 0-N

Ill 16 11 11 13-N
6116 0141 *1 IN

74180

1146 11 11 11 06

74182
74184
74190
74191
74192

11 16 61 11 ll NI
847 61.21 11.55
Eall 11.70 1171
n-31 11 75 11.71
8-S1 11 76 U-71

74196
74197
74198
74199

111 11

74181 UN N-51 18-47

74193 8n 11 7S 8.71
74114 51 .10 81 1S LI 11
74196 51 02
0 V 0.99

0 NI

075

066 0.51
11 30 11.10
0 44
0 41

01 06 *1 .21

01 06 11.21
12 55 42 50 12 45
1
099
12 31 12 21 1211
Device» may be ml zed to Qualify for quantity price (TTL 74 erim only) data fa available for
the above aerie. of IC'. In booklet form PRICE NW
a

01 011

01
97

1

0

51 11

D.T.L. 930 SERIES
Typo

Quantities
1

1(0930
110932
110933
/111935

110938

014
0 15

016

016
016

25

013
011
014

011
014

Type

100
1111941

0 13

117943
110946

013
016

01t

TRIACS
Care

Quantities
26
100+

1

012

100'. 2009

400%

2 Amp 706 0111 041 0.71
6 Amp 7046 061 041 0.77

10 Amp T048 077 0 93 11.11

11004.

90351

016
028
014

014

013

013

018

066

040

ON

ON
ON

081

78024 24 pin type
BPS 8 8 pin type 110 coat)

066

1108113 18 pin type (1,0 coat)

0 69
0 14
0 15
0 16

Type

Type

BP1414 14 pin type (10e roe)

014

012
040

79097

0.42

0 40
0 10

79099 0 42

0 38
0 18

ALL PRICES
PLEASE ADD VAT
ITEMS EXCEPT

1

T13018 18 pin type

P942

79093 042
79094 042

ON
ON

D.I.L. SOCKETS
T8014 14 pin type

100
012
038
0 40 038
25

1

ON

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
or your money
return d

Quantities

37*,

GIRO NUMBER
388-7006

161.

115

028
082

026

Postage & Packing
add extra for airmail

0 SO

0 64

0 82
0 10
0 11
0 12

012
0 13
0 14

116

26
51
29
29
90

211805

011
011
011

N
N

B7271

87274
BFW20
117/29

FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS.
Queoatiks
rev*

Pries

Type

08761

IR!

74 SERIES T.T.L. I.C's

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED

IS
11
11
18
-15

LI
IS
IS
16
12
66
56
56
32
32
41
69
61
43
43

se
71
Sp
8300

75

LINEAR I.C's
Quay. Wes
1

25

100+

Quantilies
I

26

72702
72709
72709P
72710
72741

45

044

41

8L70IC 044 041

2.3

0 21
0 18
0 31

19
17

8L702C 044

727410
72741P
72747
727487

26
28
79
88
46

8L2010

19

32

28

027
025
027
0 71
0 33
0 42

U
N
24
26

I

tiA703C 0.111

0-94

1847090 0.19

013

31
37

(74711C ON 031
u47120 0.10

0 46

176723C

0.41 087
TAA263 0.74 016 ON
TAA293 0.93 On ON
TAA350A
31.71 11.47 61.67

61

Quantifier
25 100

Typo

100 41147

76003
76023
76660

0 43

0 40

81 39 1184 11 80
Ill 19 11 84 11 80

1.11380

088
098

0 86

0 83

090

088

0 45

0 13
0 86

0 40

0111

NE355
EE566

0.17

TBA800

011

11 89 11 34 11 30
2E414 11 11

051

0.111

088

083

SILICON RECTIFIERS
PIP
50
100
200
400
600
800
1000
1200

300mA 1:01,1
100 71 )80 16)

1

\ud,

0 06
0.06
0 06
0 07
0 08

0 06

Plastic
1E4001

007

1164002

0 09
0 11
0 16

1E4003

011

0 1/1

018

028

ON

0-06
0-05

007

1164004

0.011

1E4005
1E4006
1E4007

0.09
0-10
0.11

I.8 Amp SAmp
10Arnp 30Atop
(80 16)
(80 10) (80 10) (TO 48)
0.07
014
0.19°
0-597
0 05
016
0 21°
0.21
0 20

0 23.

0.93

028

0 36

11 24°

0 12
0 14
0 16
0 18
0 23

0 44

060

028

ON

009'

0 33

042'

11 76.

038

0 51*

1194'
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1281
1288'

VISIT OUR COMPONENT SHOP

PO BOX 6 WARE HERTS
U1

V7
V9

060
0 60
0 60
0 60

060
060
060
0 60
0 60

.

truo

U14

0 60

50 611. planar diodes DO -7 slam 260mA like 0A200/202
20 Mixed voltages, 1 Watt Zener Diodes
20 BAY50 Charge storage diodes DO.7 glue

U0

1713

fp
.

50 Mixed Germanium transistors AF/BF
75 Germanium gold bonded sub -min. like OAS, 0A47
30 Germanium transistors like 0081, AC128
60 200mA submiu silicon diodes
..
30 811. Planar tram. NPN like BSY95A, 2N706
16 Sil. rect. TOP -HAT 750mA VLTG. RANGE up to 100

U2
V3
U4
U6
V6

0:1111

Price

Deporlptbk

120 Glass Sub -min. General purpose Gem, diodes

060

20 PNP Ail. planar trans. TO.5 like 251132, 252904
30 PNP-NPN Sil. transistors 00200 & 28104
150 Mixed silicon and germanium diodes

0-60

060

Ul5

20 NPN 811. planar trans. TO -S like 25696, 25697..060

U16
U17
V18
U19

10 3Amp nil. rectifiers stud type up to 1000 PIV
30 Oermanium PNP AF tramilstors TO -5 like ACY 17.22
8 6 Amp ail. rectifiers BYZ13 type up to 600 P1V
20 Silicon NPN transietors like BC 108
12 1.5 Amp ell. rectifier top hat up to 1000 PIV
30 AP. Germ. alloy transistors 20300 series .4 0071
28 lIADT's like MHz series PNP transiirton
20 Germ. 1 Amp rectifiers 0.111 eerie. up to 300 PIV
25 300 MHs NPN silicon transistors 25708, B8Y27
30 Put switching silicon diode. like 15914 Micron's)
10 1 Amp SCR's TO.5 can. up to 600 NV CRSI/95.600

11.720

179I

U23

VW
U20
U96
U29
U32
1.733

1734

050

.

050
0 60

060
060

.

.

0 60

060

.

0 60

080

21 20
060
060

26 Zener diodes 400 mW DO -7 case 3-33 volts ridged
..
15 Plastic case I Amp all. rectifier@ 1N4000 series
30 silicon PSI' alloy trans. TO -5 BCY26 28302/4

0 60

.

060
25 Silicon planar tranaiston PNP TO.18 252906
0 60
20 Silicon planar NPN transistors TO.5 BPY50/51/52
1136
060
30 Silicon alloy tranalstora 110.2 PNP 0C200, 82322
U37
060
20
Fut
switching
@ninon
trans.
NPN
400
MHz
253011
1738
060
30 RF. Ger. PNP translators 251303/5 TO -5.
U39
0 60
10
Dual
transistors
6
lead
TO
-5
252050
1740
060
25 Silicon trans. plastic TO -18 A.P. BC116/114
1143
060
20
Silicon
trans
plastic
TO
-5
BC115
1744
01 30
7 3A SCR. TOGS up to 600 PIV
U45
0
60
20
Unljunction
translators
similar
to
TH143
..
U46
..
11 /10
10 TO220AB plastic irises 50V 6A
1.747
1100
9 NPN 811. power transistor. Hite 253055
1748
9190
V49 12 NPN 811. plastic power tuna. SOW like 2.5294/5298
Coda No's mentioned above are given as a guide, to the type of devise In
the uk. The devices themselves are normally unmarked.

VU

Open Mon. -Sat. 9-5.30 p.m. Tel. 81593

MAMMOTH I.C. PAK

QUALITY TESTED PAKS

SUPER UNTESTED PAKS
Pak No.

18 BALDOCK ST., WARE, Herts. (A10)

.

.

.

Quality Tested Peke
Pak NO.
Q 1 10 Red spot transistors PNP

Price

060
060

.

Q 2 16 White spot R.F. transistors PNP
4 OC 77 type transistors
Q3
8 1Latefted transistors 0C44/45/81/bIL
4
4 OC 75 transistors
Q5
.
6 OC 72 translators
Q
4 AC 128 transistors PNP high gain ..
7
4 AC 126 transistors PNP
Q8
7 OC 81 type transistors
9
7 OC 71 type translators
Q10
Q11
2 AC 127/1215 Complementary pairs
PNP/NPN
3 AP 116 type translators
Q12
QI3 3 AP 1.17 type translator.
QI4 3 OC 171 H.F. type transistors
7 252926 811. Epoxy translator. mixed
Q15

0 60

060
060
060
060
050
000

.

Q23 10 OA 202 Silkon diodes uhiiiin

Q90

Q3I
Q22
Q63
Q34

Q35
Q35
Q37
Q38
Q39
Q40

WORLD SCOOP
moo SE(ICONDUCTOR PAK
Translators -Germ. and Silicon. Rectlflers-Dlodee--

Telace-Ttu7rmont-1.C.'e and &nem ALL NEW
AND CODED

060
060
050

enormous /Laving -Identification and data 'hut in

APPIOX 100 PIECES
Offering the amateur a fantastic bargain PAK and an
every pak.
ONLY S1 85p

5 NPN 2 x ST.141. & 3x ST.I40
QI8 4 MADT'S 2 x MAT 100 & 2x MAT 110
3 MADT'S 2 x MAT 101 & 1 x MAT 111
Q19
4 00 44 Germanium translators A.F.
Q20
4 AC 127 NPN Germanium transistors
Q21
Q22 20 NET translators A.F. R.F. coded

Q211

Linur. Audio and D.T.L. Many cooled

series,

ikViCeS host some nmarked-you to identify.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE 01 20p

o 60

060
060
060
060
060
060
060
060
060

Q17

Q27
Q28
Q29

71

0 60

17-1

Q24
Q25

APPROX 200 PIECES

Aisorted tall -out illegrated circuits, including: Logic,

8 OA SI diodes
18 IN 914 Silicon diodes 75P1V 75InA
8 OMR. Germanium diodes aub-min-

0 60

060
2 10A 400 PIV Silicon rectifier. INA4:;511 060
060
2 Silicon power rectifies BYZ 13
4 611. transiston 2 x 25696. 1 x 257017.
060
0 60
7 Silicon switch translator. 25706 NPN
o 60
6 Silicon .witch tranalstors 2N708 NPN
3 PNP 811. trans. 2 x 251131. 1 x 251132 060
060
3 Silicon 21P57 tranalators 251711
NPN trans. 252369. 50051Fir
7 fill.
060
(code P3971
3 Silicon PNP TO -5 2 x 252904 &
000
0.60
7 253646 TO.18 plastic 300 EH: NPN
080
3 253063 NPN Silicon translators
1

.

5 Phil. transistors fi x 2573703.2 x 2243072 0 60

UNTESTED LIN PAKS
Manufacturers -Fall Outs" which include Functional

and part Functional Unita. These are classed as 'out -of epee' from the maker.' very rigid specifications, but are

Ideal for learning about I C.'e and experimental work.
Price
lloatools
Pak No.
000
IILIC700 -11 x 756
040
IIL10710 - 7 x 710
IJLIC741

7 x 761

IILIC747

x 767

060

ITLIC745

7 x 7411

0.00

0110

C280 CAPACITOR PAK
ontaining 75 of the 0280 range of capacitors assorted

in value. ranging from OluF to 2 2uF. Complete with
identification chart.
FANTASTIC
ONLY 111 eft

SIL. G.P. DIODES

5 NPN transistou 3 x 253704. 2 x 253705 060
5 NPN transietors fi x 253707. 2 x 2/13708 060 300 niNV 10 Ply Jinn) SUB -MIN FULLY TESTED
060
3 Plastic NPN TO18 253904
Q4I
Ideal for Organ builders
060 80 for 50p. 100 PM 31-50. 600 the AL 11000 for 9.
5 BC 107 NPN transistor.
Q43
5 NPN transistors 3 x BC 108, 2 x BC 109 060
Q44
060
3 BC 113 NPN TO.18 transistors
Q471
060
3 BC 115 NPN TO.6 traneletors
Q411
4 NPN high gain transistors 2 x BC 187.
Q47
060
2aBC168
0 60 TO18 SIN. TO 211706/8 BSY27,111/96A
8 BCY 70 PNP transistor. TO -18
Q48
devices. No open and shorts. ALSO
111 usuable
3 NPN traneletors 2 x SPY II, 1 0 SPY
Q49
AVAILABLE IN PNP similar to 252905, BCY 70
RC 500 to Ii, 1000 for
20 for Sp, 50 toe 111. 100 for
7 B8Y 28 NPN switch transistor TO -18 060 114.
Q50
060 Ware orderhey please *tale SPA, or PNP
7 B8Y 96A NPN terminators 30011FIs
Q51
Al 20
8 BY :00 type silicon rectifiers
Q52
Q59 25 811. A Germ. trans. mixed all marked
.

EXCLUDE VAT

.

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

AT 25'' TO ALL

* ADD 8%
NO VAT

G.P. SWITCHING TRANS

TO.3 Plastic Encapsulation

.

uA.7805/1.129 5V

.

(Equiv. to MVR0VI 11 Plop
uA.7012/1130 13V

(Equiv. to MVBI2VI Sl 26P

ult.71115/L131 I6V

add 25p Overseas
Minimum order 75p

(Equiv. to IIVR15V i 01 269

u4.7818 1811

(Eink. to RIVRI8V) 11 Up
Q54

THYRISTORS
NV
10

20
30
50
100

150

200
400
600

022
025

018
022
028
030

0 31
0 88

0 88
0 44

0 19

- -

020

ole

oae

036

0 23

0 215

0 48

0 48

0 26
0 80

0 30
0 89

060
066
069

0 57

039
068

800

048
066

081

050
069

081

-- -- --054 - SIM
0 43

011

051

0 57

11111

OIS 014$

057 062 0111
052 0 71 077 111.711
078 009 090
092 1122 1189 0.07

-

DIODES
Type

AA119
A A 120

AA129
AAY30

AAZI3
BAI00
BA116
BA128
BA148
BA154
BA155
BA156
BA173
B11104

BY100

Pelee

008
000
008
000
010

010

021
016

016
010
015
014
016
015
016

Type

BY101
BY105
BY114
BY124
BY126
BY127
BY128
BY130
BY133
BY164

Pelee

011
011
011
012
015
0.18

015
0.17

011
061
BYX38/30041
BYZIO
04141

BYZI1

BYZ12
BYZ13

0.111

0116

Type

RYZI6
BY217
BYZ 18

BYZ19
0042

0.41

OM
WU
055

10491Eq1 COS

00651 (01700A76)
007
055 Short
Leads

0A10
0A47
0A70
0A79
0A81

Manufacturer. -Fall Outs" which Include Functional
and part Functional Units. These are classed sa 'out -of

0 21

014
0 07
0 07

007
007

Tyre
0A85

0A90

0A91
0A90
0A200
0A202

Peke

000
007
0 07

007
007

171020-12 x 7429
171030-12 x 7430
171040-12 x 7440

l'IC41- 5 0 7441
1C42- 6 x 7442
U1043- 5 x 7443

UIC44- 5 x 7444
0 07 U1C45- 5 x 7445

0 ea

000
0 SO

010
0.60
0.00
0 00
0.00

000

0'00

UIC86- 5 x 7486

0 60

171090- 5 x 7490
1.71091- 5 x 7491
171092- 6 x 7492
1.71093- 5 x 7493

0.00
0 00
0.60

l'IC94- 5 x 7494

1E916

0 06

171033-12 x 7453

0.60

154148

006

18021
18961

0 10

1711154-12 x 7454
1.11060-12 x 7460

171C193-5 x 74183
1710199-5 x 74199

0.00

UIC 11 25 Aso,

Everyday Electronics, January 1976

171C70-8 x 7470

000
060
000

060
060

0.50

060
060
VIC100-5 x 74100 0 60
UIC121-5 74121 060
UIC141-5 x 74141 0 60
UIC151-5 x 74151 0 60
UIC164-6 x 74151 0 60

1534
1534A
15914

0.00

0 SO

111(795- 6 x 7495
171096- 5 x 7496

1.71C46- 6x7146
171C47- 6 x7447
111048- 5 x7448
171050-12 x7450
171051-12 x7451

047

replacement for 2243055. 11D211 or HDY20
25-99

1-24
501

100
460

414

INDICATORS

000
006
007
007
000

8D1()
9D19

116 WATT SILICON TO3 METAL CASE
Vcbo 100y, Vow 60V. IC 15A, life, 20.100 *Stable

epee from the oaken' very rigid specifieationa but are
idea for learning about I.0 'a and experimental work
Pak No. Contests Trios
Pak No. Contests Price
U1072- 8 x 7472 0.00
U1000-12 x 7400 0.00
111073- 8 x 7473 0.00
1.11001-12 x 7401 080
Mlnitron 7 Segment Indicator
51-11*
171074- 8 x 7174 0-S0 3015),
171002-12 x 7402 0-S0
11075- 8 x 7175 060 MAN 3M L. P.D. 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY
1.71003-12 x 7403 060
11-71p*
0.127" iligh Character.
171076- 8 x 7176 0.40
171004-12 x 7404 0.60
111006-13 x 7405 000
UIC80- 5 0 7480 050
171006- 8 x 7406 0.60
060
UIC81- 5 x 7481
u1c89- 6 x 7482 0 go
U1007- 8 x 7407 000
UIC10-12 x 7410 oiso
171083- 5 x 7483 000

UICIO- 8 x 7413

Pelee

G.P. 300

61 20

6 TIL 209 Red LED

UNTESTED T.T.L. PAKS

10A
16A
30A
5A
7A
IA
3A
5A
0.6A 0. A
TO18 TO92 TOO TOGS TOSS TO64 TO48 TO48 T048 TO48
0.13
0.111

015

.

led 74'.

0 60
0 60

11 50

ZENER DIODES
FULL RANGE IN STOCK
VOLTAGE RANOZ 2-SSV

400 mw
Sp

1

5w
17p

10w.
106

V.A.T. STOP PRESS
TRANSISTORS
Transistors,

metal

or

plastic,

over 3A + 8% V.A.T. All others
+ 25%.
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TELEVISIONS AND SPARES TO THE TRADE
MONOCHROME TELEVISIONS
2111C2 Dual Standard TVs (19in. 231n) in batch.. of 10-L5 N each (makes include
Bush. Thorn. Philips, Pye:Ekco, Baird). Many with transistorised tuners.
GEC 2000. Thorn 950 series. Bush 141, Philips Style 70, Baird 600 and 700 series all
at L7 51 each,

PANELS
Mono
Colour
IF, Decoder and Convergence-frame
IF, Line timebase 2 Plus LI P. P
All dual standard models in Mock.
output for MI dual standard models
from L7 Si plus LI 50 P. & P. All
models available.

SLOT METERS

Thorn 1400. Bush 160'170 series, Philips 210. Pye-Ecko Olympic. etc.. Baird 673,

10p meters -LI Si each including postage and packing

Push Button-all at LI2 M each.
20In and 24In square screen Dual Standard sets-Thorn, GEC, etc, 20.3-

6in I Sin Round 8in s gin 311p each plus 10P P & P

SPEAKERS

/L17 50, 241n-L22

20in and 24In Single Standard Thorn 1500. GEC, Bush Acoustic, 20In-L22
24-1.24 N.

(1) Discounts for quantitlei. (2) All monochrome spares supplied free of
charge. (3) All tubes guaranteed. (4) All cabinets very good. (5) All sets
"walk and talk". (6) All sets guaranteed complete Inald and out (7) Delivery
and VAT extra.

MAIL ORDER SERVICES
BLACK.WHITE TELEVISIONS
Working: 191n-L12 Si, 23in -CIS N. 20in --E-25, 24,--C21 Si.

Untested (but guaranteed complete with good tubes): 19in-L4. 23in-- L5,
201 n --C15. 241n-1.111.

COLOUR TELEVISIONS
Colour TVs 19In and 25in Make. Include Thorn 2000. Bush CTV25, Decca CTV
19/251n, Pye-Ekco, Baird 700 and 710 series. Philips G6, GEC 2028. All sets
guaranteed complete Inside and out-cabinets Ore class and tubes guaranteed.

(Postage, packing and Insurance Le 50 each, price. Include VAT"
N.B. All tubes guaranteed.
COLOUR TELEVISIONS
Working: 191,----£85, 22/n-4125, 251n --L1311.

complete Inside and out-cabinets first class and tubes guaranteed. From Le

Untted (but guaranteed complete with good tubes): 19in-U79, 22in

each.

25in- £95.
(Postage. pecking end insurance L9 each, prices include VAT.)
Thorn 2000, Bush CTV2S, Philips Ga, GEC2028, Baird 700, Decca CTV25

20in and 22in Colour Televisions are always available in varying quantitiesplease telephone for availability and coat.
Please Note. (1) We deliver anywhere by our own transport. (2) All goods are
blanket wrapped In our vans. (3) All orders with half deposit, balance on
delivery after Inspection. (4) Cheques most welcome. (5) Any quantity
supplied. (6) We do not sell rubbish. and we stand by our guarantees (7) We
aim to please. (8) All spares supplied free of charge (mono only).
N.B. Special arrangement for delivery to North and South Ireland and world-wide
esPort orders welcomed.
TEST BENCH FACILITIES ALWAYS AVAILABIE

WORLD WIDE DELIVERIES OF TV's. SPARES
WE EXPORT TO ANY COUNTRY

VALVES
All mono valves 189 each plus 2p
All colour values dip each plus Sp
each P. & P.

TUBES
19in LI, 201..-L5 N, 23in-LS, 24in191n-L15. 221n-422. 25in -L21 (post,
E (post), insurance, packing L3 50)
insurance, packing L5).

CABINETS
All cabinets-LS including

P P All makes available.

post.

insurance, packing.

LOPTs
All dual standard mono E2 28 plus
LI P. & P. All makes available.

All dual standard colour L5 51 plus LI

P.&P.
Bush CTV 25 Line tImebase-tower unit Including LOPT and valves Mk. 1 and II

only-LIS plus L3 P. & P.
BRC single standard colour 4 button tuners colour end mono-L7 Si plus It
P. 4. P.

Philips GB Tripler units-L7 MI plus 75p P. P.

Large quantities of stereograms, fridges. deer/ freezers, Hoovermatics, 'adios
etc., always at hand-prices on request.
Mono
SCAN COILS
Colour
All makes L2 inclusive.
All dual standard LS plus LI P. 6 P.

19in-E12.
25in-L14 (post,
insurance, pecking L5).

MAIL ORDER
. Special Offer
BRC 2000 panels, video, convergence and regulator-only L12 Br plum LI 50

UHF Vari-cap tuner units-LI MI plus rE1 P. P.
VHF Vari-cap tuner units-E7 51 plus L1 P. a P.
Pye-Ekco CTV Tripler units-L8 2S plus 750 P. 6 P

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

P. 6 P. per valve.

IM.

KB VC Series LOPT E2 SO including P. 6 P.
Bush 125 and 135 IF PANELS-L3 Si plus 75p P a P
Thorn 850 IF Panels -L2 51 plus LI P. a P

GEC 2000 IF Panels-L3 Si plus ft P a P
EX -EQUIPMENT TUNERS:

Colour:
All dual standard colour push button-rotary and integrated models in stock from

L4 51 plus LI P. P.
Mono:
All VHF tuners available tom L2 plus LI P. P.
All UHF tuners for dual standard models in stock. Push button-L4 Si Plus
£1 50 P. 6 P.
Rotary-L2 Si plus L1 P. 6 P.
Integrated (UHF and VHF) E4 SO plus £1.50 P. P.

Comprehensive list of capacitors, resistors, etc
Prices on request.

too numerous to mention

PLEASE ALLOW 2 WEEKS DELIVERY. S.A.E. PLEASE FOR ENQUIRIES. ALL STOCK EX -EQUIPMENT

BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS AND PROVIDENT WELCOME

TRADE DISTRIBUTORS

EMPIRE BUILDINGS, CHELTENHAM PARADE, HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE
Telephone (STD 0423) 3498 and 62347

Create your own EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS Library
Bind your magazines in the EASIBINDER

Z.:

n

's

'1

Attractively bound in orange Balacron with the title blocked in black on the spine, the Easibinder is
designed to hold 12 copies of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS.
!.1
In addition to the title, the current (or last) Volume No. and date is blocked on the spine, but for any of thetii
previous volumes a set of transfer figures is supplied.
When ordering please indicate which Volume is required.
Price £1 85 including postage and V.A.T.
Send your order with remittance to:
To Post Sales Dept., I.P.C. Magazines Ltd., Carlton House, 66-68 Great Queen Street, London WC2.
binders at L185 each for EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS.
for
I enclose p.o.icheque value
Vol. Nos
Name

Address

se

Date

,....motri^..r.t.ntrri:r.'-'rfx4r4r.,,triwArAratree_rxre_rit4-An-e-IntrrAmar."-IxtrAre-tre.reximeinuntIncr42(--r..2A
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ALL STOCK SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
GIRO NO. 331 7056 Access &

Barclay Cards accepted. C.W.O.
only. P.
E15-10%

&
.

P.

25p

(except

TEACH -IN SERIES

Discount:
net items)

Export Order enquiries welcome
(LS min. order)

66 PAGES

COMPONENT KIT

Official Orders accepted from

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS
CENTRE

TOUR
OMPLETE

FULLY GUARANTEED AND NEW STOCK

LECTRONIC

Resistance-S

M CI

HAVE YOU
GOT YOURS

215.50 +60DP&D

MULTIMETER U432.3

Idc-005-500mA in 5

600 PICTURES

ALL COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED BY E.E.

22 Ranges plus AF/IF Oscilla-

tor 20,000(2/Volt.
Vdc-O 5-1000V in 7 ranges
Vac -2.5-1000V in 6 ranges

301:0 ITEMS

KIT No. T12

Educational & Government Departments

NET.
'

ILLUSTRATED

ranges.

Accuracy -5% of F.S.D.
OSCILLATOR-I KHz and 465
I volt.
KHz (A. M.) at
Size-I60 x 97 x 40mm.
Supplied complete with carrying
case, test leads and battery.
PRICE 0164 net p & p 7SP.

AND

s.up

CATALOGUE No 4A
NEW CONVENIENT
SIZE. AND FULLY

INCLUDING VAT

in 4

STORES.

MAIL
ORDER

la

CONTAINS MANY
HARD TO GET
ITEMS

WOOD KIT
U4323

MULTIMETER u4324

PAYS FOR ITSELF

Includes all wood as specified by E.E., cut
to size, ready to assemble and includes
adhesive and screws

WITH DISCOUNT
VOUCHERS

WORTH

NETr 75p p. & p.

34 Ranges. High sensitivity.
20,000 CI'Volt. Overload protected.

7.0p

DISCOUNTS

Vdc-O -6-1200V in 9 ranges.
Vac -3-900V in 8 ranges.

'ALL NEW STOCK

Idc-0 06-3A in 6

lac -0.3-3A in S ranges
Resistance -25 n-sm CI in 5
Accuracy-dc and R-21% of F.S.D
ac and db-4% of F.S.D

FULL LIST AVAILABLE. S.A.E. PLEASE

Size -157 x 98 x 63mm.
Supplied complete with storage case,
test leads, spare diode, and battery.
PRICE tI064 net p & p 75p.

OR FREE WITH CATALOGUE

j

=
AIL

U4324

E. & O.E.

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.

'DEPENDABLE

'SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

SERVICE

S.A.E. FOR SUPPLEMENT NO. I

(E.E.) LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS CENTRE,
59 NORTH ST., LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS.
Tel. LEIGHTON BUZZARD 2316

(STD. Code 05253)

Become a

radio amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -

amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

NI NI

NMI

IN IN

1111 IN

EN

IN IN

IN

NI

Mi

NI

IN

1

Brochure, without obl icat ion to.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept. EEB 16,
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

MB MI IN

IIM

NAME
ADDRESS
IM
MI MI MI

Block caps please

MN

IMP IMM

NM

----INNomiE!---late
6i

Everyday Electronics, January 1976
tr.

New Motorcycling

MonthlyRms
THEc5rOfir

And so will you if you're wearing the right kind of protective clothing.
This exciting new -look mag has roped in the military no less, to test a
selection of bikers' gear ... in a rainmaking machine and an arctic cold
room specially rigged up to put armoured cars and tanks through their
paces.
See New Motorcycling Monthly's straight -from -the -shoulder "Which" -style
report on the kind of gear that'll get you through any storm
[

Also, ALL-TIME GREATS TT GAME -unique Xmas
pull-out novelty ,.10,000 KM ROAD TEST on a Jawa 350
- BATTERIES -treat 'em well, and they'll take care of you
WORKS RACER'S WEEKEND -the stresses and strains
and the triumphs too! i ROAD
on a teamster
IMPRESSIONS -Suzuki 550 and 750 'triples'

RIDE IN STYLE EVERY MONTH WITH

Month

I

Holiday. We're
liCEION44014
Motorcy for 2 people to a
)cle

a Sport 3in

trips (each
sporting events.
giving
selection of major EuroPean
awayWin

in
No. 3

(January issue)
OUT NOW 30p

Publiehed approximately the third Friday of each month by IPC Magazines Ltd.. Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London E.C.4 4AD. Printed In England by Index Printers Ltd.
Dunstable, Beds. Bole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and (totch fAilitia) LW. South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electronics is sold subject to the
following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than
the recommended selling price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the selling price Is subject to i'.A.T., and that it shall not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of In
mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial !natter whatsoever,

ENGINEERS

Marshall's

A Marshall (London) Ltd Dept EE
42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET Tel 01-452 0161/2
Telex 21492
8 85 West Regent St Glasgow G2 20D Tel 041-332 4133
8 1 Straits Parade Fishponds Bristol BS16 2LX

YOURSELF FOR A

Tel 0272 654201/2
8 27 Rue Danton Issy Les Moulineaux Paris 92 Tel 644 2356
Trade and export enquiries welcome
Catalogue price 25p

BETTER JOB

Our range covers over 7,000 items

The largest selection in Britain

Top 200 IC's TTL, CMOS & Linears
CA30204 LI 80 CD4050
CA3028A
79p CD3I30
CA3035 LI 37 CD4510
70p C04511
CA3046
CA3048 L1 11 C04516
CA3052 LI 62DC451B
CA3089E LI 96 CD4520
CA3090Q L4 23 LM30 IA
CD4000
360 LM308
CD4001

360 LOO5TL

CD4002
CD4006
CD4007
CD4008

LI SB LM38I
36p LM702C
LI 63 LM709

C04009
CD4010
C04011
CD4012
CD4013
CD4014
CD4015
CD4016
CD4017
C D4018

Cb4019
C04020
CD4021

CD4022
CD4023
CD4024
CD4025
CD4027

360 LM380

LI
LI

18
18

T099
SOIL

I4DIL
360 LM7I 0
660 LM723C
360

LI 72 LM74 IC
LI 72

SOIL

I4DIL
66p
LI 72 LM747
L2 SS LM748
86p SOIL

66p NE556

950 SN74153

LI 25 NE565 i4 48 SN7448
LI 94 SL414
LI 80 SN7450
LI 15 SL6 1 OC LI 70 SN7451

900 SN74157

95p

160 SN74161

LI 10

LI 87 SL61 1 C LI 70 5147453

LI 87 SL612C LI 70 0N7454
48p SK620C Li 60 SN7460

L2 SO 5L621C L2 60 SN7470
LI SO SL623C /4 S9 SN7472
LI 10 SL640C L3
SN7473

a 10 5N7400
75p SN740 I

36p LM781 2

LI 24 LM78 15
320 LM7824

16p SN7474
16p SN7475

SN740IAN380 SN7476

380 SN7402
45p SN7403
380 SN7404
47p SN7405
90p SN7406
400 SN7407
400 SN7408
380 SN7409

LI 05 SN7410
SN7411

LI 91
14011.
LI 72 LM3900
LI 66 LM7805

L4 48 SN7447

60p SN7412
730 SN7413
70p SN7416
O. 00 SN7417
12 50 SN7420
L2 SO SN7423
12 SO 5147425

430 MCI303L LI 50 5N7427

95p 5N74154 LI 50
16p SN74160 LI

10

16p SN74162 LI 10
16p SN74163 LI 10
16p SN74164 L2 01
33p SN74165 L2 01
26p SN74167 L4 10
360 57474175

450 SN76003NL2 92
450 SN76013NLI 95
82p SN76023NL1 60
72p SN76033NL2 92
75p TAA263 LI 10
16p SN74100 LI 15 TAA300 LI 80
29p SN74107 360 TAA350A L2 10
29p SN741 IBLI 00 TAA550
600

29p SN74119 LI 92 TAA6Il C Ll IB

BRISTOL

2N699
2N706
2N708

39p

140
170

28p
2N918
320
2N1302 11110
2NI304 160
2N1306 310
2N1308 47p
2N1711 4Sp
2N2102 60p
2N2147 780
2N2148 94p
214916

2N2218A lip

2N221 9A 260
2N2220 150
2N2221

140

2142222

20p
20p

2N2369
2N2646
2N2904
2142905

2N2906

2142907
2142924

3S9

12p
250
19p
22.0

20p
2N2926G 120
2143053 150
2N3054 600
2N3055 750
2N3391
2N3392 150
2N3393 150
2N3440 S90

lip

2N3442 LI 40
2143638
2143702

2N3703
2N3704
2N3706
2N3708

ISp

lip

2144036

2N4058
2N4062 13p
2N4289 34p
2N4920 LI 10
2N4921 530
2N4923 LI 00
2N5245 470
2N5294 45p
2N5296 480
2N5457 49p
2N5458 460
2N5459 49p
2N6027 45P
3N128
730

3N140 LI 00

810

3N 1 41

3N200 a 49

400
45p
44p

40361

40362
40406
40407
40408
40409
40410
40411

359
SOp

S20

AF139
AF239
AF240
AF279
AF280

65p

501 39

6Sp

BC/140

BC107
BC! 08
BC109
BCI4713
BCI4813
BCI4913

140
14p
140
14p
150
150
16p
16p
15p
150
15p
12p
12p
110
12p
130
130
16p

90p
70p
79p

AL102 LI 00

BCI57A
BC I 584
BC1676
BC16861

BCI6913

BCI82
BCI82L
BC 183
BC1133L

BC184
BC! 84L

BC2I2A

BC2 I2LA 160

BC2I3LA 150
BC214LB 180
BC23713

160
150
150
160
16p
17p

BFI IS

BFII7

BF154
6E159
BF180
BF181

BF184
6E194
6E195
BF 196

lip

8E244
BF257
BF258
BF259
BF561
13F598

BFR39
BFR79
13FX29

BF X30
BF X84

BFX85
BFX88
BFY50
BEYSI

34p

ME4 102

BC307B

17p

P114130

ACIS2
AC153

AC11313K

ADI43
ADI61
ADI62
AF106

AFI09
AF I 15
AF 1 16

37p

AF 1 17
AF 1 18

27p

AF124

6410

sop
500
400
40p
35o
350
350
350
300

FIC308A

ISp

BEY52

BRY39
ME0402
ME0412
M1481

BC 309C 20p

1,11490

13p
21p

M1491

BC327
BC328
BCY70

17p

BCY7I
BCY72

22p

50123

Sip

15p

BDI21 LI 00
BD124
501 31

50132
130135

60136
130137

BD138

67p
400
50p
43p
479
5Sp

63p

12p
13p

ISp

8C25913
BC301

BC251313

lip

BF 198

ACI28
ACISI

100
200
170
49p
350
300
350
400

710
87p
36p
359
200
17p
350
36p
30p

BF197

BC238C
BC239C
BC257A

AC127

Mechanics

Eng.

lip

47p
33p
330
170
33p
14p
140
30p
270
240
300
15p

21fp
13p

20{p

MPSA56 310

0C28
0C35
0C42
0C45

TIP29A
TIP29C
TIP3I A
TIP32A

I

1

Elect.

Installations

Ilea. Install. &

[7

Welding

Board Certs.

M.A.A. I.M.I. Dip.

LI

MANAGEMENT
and PRODUCTION

('. & (i.

Elect.
Technicians

CONSTRUC-

TIONAL
RADII) and
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Colour TV

C. & G. Radio,

ry &

Electronics
Mech. Cert.

Radio & TV

Heating, Ventilati

Computer
Programming

& Air

Inst. of Cost &

Conditi.-ming
Architec tural
Draughtsmanship
& Design

Managements
Accts.

1..1.0.B.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP and
DESIGN

Carpentry &
Joinery

General

Plumbing
Technology

Engineering
Course

Draughtsmanship LI

Radio, Servicing & General Building
Repa,rs
Painting &
Radio Amateur's
Decorating

Exam.

LI

A.M.I.E.D.
:

Electrical
Draughtsmanship

1110

ZTX301

13p

G.C.E.
-58 -0' & 'A' Level Subjects

ZTX501

130

-over 10,000 Group Passes!

N914
N3754
N4007
N4148
N5404
N5408

7p

ZTX500 130
ZTX502 180

A4119

BA154
BA155
BB103E
BB104E
BY126

BYI27

MJE3055 7Sp
MP8I13 47p
MPFI02 39p

51164
ST2diat

MPSA55 319

Maintenance
Engineering

30p

BYZII

MPS406 3Ip

LI

Air Registration

Work

ZTX300 13p

7112955 LI 00
M1E340
440
M1E370 65p
711E371
750
M1E520
60p
MIES21
700

MPSA05 25p

A. M .1 . M

11543

BA 145

M1E295511.20

610
74p

J Technicians

TIP3055

10p

LI 20
LI 43
LI 43

Sip

Inst. Engineers &

Engineering

TIP414
74p
T1P424 LO 90
TIP295.5 98p

BA102

IBp

600
30p
32p
49p

110334 LI CI
110344 LI 31
TIP354 L1 90
TIP36A Ll 70

48p
IIp
9Sp

76 p

71

General Auto

!eel -mu,:

C. & G. Telecoms.
Technician's Cert.L]

40594
40595
1140
40636 LI 10
40673
73p
AC 162
100

ISp
150
140

Sip

L2. 00
740

130

2N3820. 64p
2N3904

2N4037

ACI76
ACIB7K

2N3714 LI 38
2N371641 80
2M377I L2 10
2N377312 6S
2N3789L1 06
2N3819

27p
429
67p
ISp

2143906

General Mech.

C. & (;.

and AERO

Motor Mechanics [1] A.M.S.E. (Mech.)

Servicing

POPULAR SEMICONDUCTORS
16p

C. & G. Motor V.

I ngineering
Certricate
General 1 leci. Eng.
LcrtOicate

I

MECHANICAL

Practical Radio &
I

1

COUPON

At

Iccironics
im.ith Is ITI

1

THIS

IEll.F.(TRI(' A I. and
11.1..1 TIHINICS
II

45p SN7485 LI 23 SN74196 LI 60
320 SN74197 II 58
19p SN7486
22p SN7490
45p SN74194 L2 15
16p SN749 I
850 SN74199 L2 25

IT'S OUR SERVICE THAT MAKES US GROW

Sip

MI NI CUT OUT

16p SN7480
50p SN7418I LI 95
16p SN7481 LI 25 SN74190 L2 30
19p SN7482
750 SN74191 L1 30
190 SN7483
95p SN74192 LI 15
950 5N74193 LI IS
45p SN7484

250 SN7492
28p SN7493
359 SN7494
35p SN7495
350 SN7496

ever did.

CHOOSE A BRANC NEW FUTURE HERE

90p

LONDON GLASGOW PARIS AND NOW

1.10

SUCCESS should be read by every

ambitious engineer. Send for this
helpful 76 -page free book NOW!
No obligation. nobody will call on
you. It could be the best thing you

learn.

50p SN74176 LI 44
350 5N74180 LI 40

LI SO MC 1310P Ll SO 5N7430
37p TAA621 L203
1605N74121
CD4029 0 50 MC6330P 90p 5N7432
280 SN74 1 22 300 TAA66IE LI 31
DC4030
870 MC1351P 800 5N7437
330 SN74123 600 TBA64 I EI 12 25
LI 69
CD4031 15 19 MC14553 LA 07 SN7438
350 SN74141 830 T5A651
C04037 LI 93 MC1466L LI 50 SN7440
160 SN74145 90p TBA800 II 40
CD4041 LI 86 MC 1 469R 12 75 SN744IAN850 SN7415011 SO TBA810
LI 40
C04049
810 NE555V
700 SN7442
6Sp 5N741 51 850 TBA820 LI IS

2 N698

higher pay? "New opportunities" shows you how to gel
them through a low-cost. Home
Study Course. There arc no books
to buy and you can pay as yob

36pSN74174 LI 25

C040213

2N696
2N697

This easy to follow GUIDE TO

iob.
85p

LI 30 1N7446

8130 NE560

MORE PAY!

WITH

Do you want promotior, a better

BYZ12

0A47
0A81
0A90
0A91
0A200
40669

TIC44
C106D
ORPI2

ISp
10p

7p
22p
300
Sp
230

180
110
12p

Aldermaston College
Dept.

TEE I I

Reading RG7 4PF.

also at our London Advisor:. Office, 4 Fore Street A
Moorgate, London EC2Y SE'. Tel. 01-628 2721.

13p
43p

NAME (Block Carytals)

120
130

ADDRESS

3Ip
Slp

6p

Postcode

180

6p
6p

Other subjects of an

Age

Op

57p
10p

Accredited by C A.0 C. Member of A 8 C.C.

LI 00
29p
6Sp
60p

Prices correct at December 1975, but all exclusive of VAT. P. 0 4. 2.5p

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

FANTASTIC VALUE 0040P
132 PAGES INCLUDING PROJECTS FOR YOU
TO BUILD, PLUS HUNDREDS
OF ILLUSTRATIONS OF
COMPONENTS.

NM NMI OMB
I

For

,k"4",

MEI

enclose Cheque/P.O. value
copy/copies of your Catalogue

NAME
ADDRESS

e;0,44,Zovs

I

/

Viia/

I

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES P.O. Box 3. Rayleish

L.

Essex S56

I

-J

